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PREAMBLE
This Agreement is made and entered into this 7-rJ,., day of' /YI A Y , 2003, by and
between the Superintendent of Schools of the Niagara-Wheatfield Central School District and the
Niagara- Wheatfield Non-Instructional Personnel Association.
ARTICLE 1: UNDERLYING CONSIDERATIONS
1.01: Mutual Promises. In consideration of the District's promises contained in this Agreement,
the Union, on behalf of itself and all its members covered by this Agreement, hereby pledges to
use every earnest and diligent effort to eliminate waste, inefficient operation and to cooperate in
every reasonable way toward maintaining and advancing the District's services to its taxpayers.
......
1.02: FUNDING APPROVAL. IT IS HEREBY AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE
PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING
LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF
LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT
BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE BOARD OF EDUCATION HAS GIVEN
APPROV AL.
1.03: No Strikes. During the term of this Agreement, neither the Union nor any of its officers,
agents, or representatives nor any employees shall, in any way or for any reason: (a) engage in,
encourage, aid, condone, or sanction any strike, any kind of work stoppage, any reduction in the
quality or quantity of performance or any other impeding of work or the District's operations; or
(b) prevent, attempt to prevent, or interfere with the right of any person or employee to gain access
to any of the District's buildings or property.
1.04: Non-Discrimination. Neither the District nor the Union shall unlawfully discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of such person's race, color, religion;
sex, age or national origin, or because such person is handicapped, a disabled veteran or a veteran
of the Viet Nam era. All references in this agreement to the male gender shall apply equally to the
female gender and vice versa.
ARTICLE 2: RECOGNITION
2.01: Exclusive Negotiating Representatives. The Board of Education, having determined that
the Union is an employee organization as defined in Article 14, Section 201(5), of the New York
State Civil Service Law, and that it represents a majority of all non-instructional personnel except
those employees in the classifications listed below, and in consideration of the ban on strikes and
work stoppages contained in this agreement, recognizes the Union as the exclusive negotiating
representative of all employees in the negotiation unit, for the full period allowed by law. .
1
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2.02: Definition of Employee. . The term "employee," whenever used in this agreement, shall
mean an employee in the negotiation unit.
2.03: Scope of Unit. The scope of the unit shall include all of the job titles and position holders,
whether full-time or regular part-time (i.e., regularly scheduled to work less than twenty hours per
week) listed or r~ferred to in the wage schedules incorporated into t~is agreement.
2.04: ExcIuded Job Titles. The following is a list of job titles which are excluded from the scope of
the negotiation unit: substitute and other casual employees;. temporary employees; seasonal
employees; Superintendent of Schools; School Business Executive; Director of Human Resources;
Director of Special Programs; Director of Curriculum and Instruction; School Lunch Manager;
Assistant School Lunch Manager; Transportation Supervisor; Head Bus Driver (full-time); School
Nurse Practitioner; District Treasurer; District Tax Collector; Director of School Facilities and
Operations; Accountant; Secretary to the Superintendent of Schools; secretaries to the Director of
Human' Resources; secretary to the School Business Executive; Internal Claims Auditor; District
Clerk; acting District Clerk.
2.05: New Job Classifications. If a new job classification is to be added to the unit, delete "the
title", wages, terms and conditions of employment of that job classification shall be subject to
negotiation by the negotiating committees of the Union and the District. '
2.06: Agencv Fee.
(a) The Union, having been recognized or certified as the exclusive representative for all
employees included in the collective bargaining unit as set forth in the recognition article, shall be
entitled to have monies deducted from the wages or salaries of employees of the aforementioned
bargaining unit who are not members of the Union in an amount equivalent to the annual dues levied
by the Union for employees who are members. (Substitute and temporary employees are not
covered by this language.) Employees who are not Union members, and who do not make
application for membership within thirty days after mutual ratification of this contract, shall have
deducted from their wages the aforementioned dues in the same manner as members, provided the
Union has established and maintained a procedure providing for the refund to any e~ployee
demanding the return of any part of any agency shop fee deduction which represents the employee's
pro rata share of expenditures by the Union in aid of activities or causes of a political nature only
incidentally related to terms and conditions of employment.
(b) The Union shall indemnify and hold harmless the District and its officials or employees ftom
any cause of action, claim, loss or damages incurred as a result of the District's deduction of an
agency fee from any employee. The Union shall have no right or interest in any agency fee
deduction until such collected monies are actually paid to the Union. Upori forwarding by mail the
payment of the agency fee deduction to the last known address of the Union, the District and its
officers and employees shall be relieved from all liabilities to deduct such fees and deliver such
deductions to the Union. The fees deducted shall be accompanied by a list indicating the names of
2
,those employees from whom such deductions were made. An monies shan be turned over to the
Union within thirty (30) days of conection.
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2.07: Union Business.
(a) Annuany, a total of one hundred (100) hours of pay shall be anowed for Union
representatives to conduct Union business through attendance at professional meetings, conferences
or workshops, when approved by the Superintendent or his authorized representative, with pay.
Attendance at grievance hearings shaH not be charged against this time. Parties to negotiate which
Union officials win be eligible for leave from their assigned duties to conduct Union business.
(b) Duly authorized representatives of the Union shan be permitted to transact official
organization business on school property at an reasonable times. The Union and the District agree to
institute a form (Appendix I) by which Union leadership shall notify the Superintendent of schools
that Union business leave has been used under Section 2.07(a) of the collective bargaining
agreement. Any employee who holds a Union position authorized by this contract to receive leave
trom their assigned duties for Union Business must advisethe employee's immediate supervisorof .
such intended leave at least twenty-four (24) hours before the intended start of such leave, as long as
the leave will not impair District operations. This Union business'leave is only for professional
meetings, conferences or workshops encompassed within subparagraph 2.07(a).
ARTICLE 3: MANAGEMENT
.
. 3.01: General Description. Except as specifically and expressly limited by provisions of this
agreement, the District, board of education, Superintendent, and designated supervisory officials
shan be solely responsible for the operation and management of the District and its personnel and to
take whatever action is necessary to carry out the mission of the District.
3.02: Specific Inclusions.
These managerial prerogatives include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a) determine the mission, purposes, objectives and policies of the District;
(b) select, hire, appraise, train, and promote employees;
(c) fix and determine the qualifications, compensation, hours of work, and duties of employees
and job titles covered by this agreement;
(d) determine the necessity for reducing work forces, recalling employees and filling any
vacancy;
(e) create new jobs and classifications and to abolish any job or classification;
.
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(f) assign, supervise and direct employees in their work;
(g). detennine the extent that work will be perfonned by employees of the DistIjct or by others,
subject to the Union's statutory rights;
(h)
(i)
transfer or assign employees trom one job classification to another;
demote, suspend, discharge and discipline employees;
(j) make and implement rules for the conduct of the work and the maintenance of safety, order,
discipline, efficiency and the protection ofproperty and to issue any other directive intended to carry
out the managerial functions of the District.
ARTICLE 4: DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURES
4.01: Purpose. The primary purpose of this procedure is to resolve grievances at the lowest
practicable, administrative level, consistent with the specific and express terms of this agreement.
The presentation and processing of grievances under this agreement shall be free from interference,
coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal by either the District or the Union.
4.02: Definitions.
(a) Grievance. The word "grievance" is defined as a claim of violation, misapplication or
misinterpretation of any express and specific provisions of this agreement.
(b) Immediate Supervisor. The term "immediate supervisor" shall refer to the following: director
of school facilities and operations (custodial, maintenance, facilities, operations, and buildings and
grounds employees); transportation supervisor, (transportation employees); school lunch manager
(cafeteria employees); building principal (teacher aides and monitors); school business executive
(business office staff); director of curriculum and instruction (curriculum and instruction office
staff); school nurse practitioner/building principal (health office staff); building principal (clerical
staff in school buildings).
4.03: Standards and Principles.
(a) Grievance forms must include the name and position of the aggrieved party the section of the
agreement pertaining to the grievance, an informative statement of what happened and how the
District allegedly violated, misapplied or misinterpreted, and the remedy sought by the grievant. The
grievance form is attached as Appendix E.
(b) One set of the official written grievance record shall be maintained in the office of the
Director of Human Resources for reference purposes, separate and apart from employee personnel
files.
.
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(c) A grievant shall have the right to be represented by the Union at each step of the procedure. .
(d) The District and the Union agree to facilitate any investigation which may be required and to
make available any and all relevant and material documents, communications and records which
directly pertain to the grievance.
(e) Meetings of Union representatives with designated District representatives pertaining to the
processing of grievances shall be held at times, places, and under circumstances established by
mutual consent. All reasonable efforts will be made to avoid interruption of District operations and
avoid involvement of students in any phase of the grievance procedure.
(f) During the course of any grievance proceeding, until a final determination has been reached,
all proceedings shall be in private and any preliminary disposition will not be made public without
the mutual consent of the Union and the District.
(g) Every dispute over which a grievance could be filed by employees or the Union shall be
processed under this procedure. Recourse may not be instituted in any other forum, unless it is
required or ordered by a court or administrative agency.
(h) It shall be the fundamental responsibility of supervisors at the administrative level to
promptly take appropriate action within the limits of their authority upon grievances presented to
them by employees under their supervision. .
(i) It is the intention of the District and the Union that grievances be processed as rapidly as
practicable. The number of days indicated at each level of the procedure should be considered as the
maximum. Failure at any step to process the grievance within the stated time will result in the
grievance being considered settled in accordance with the District's action and the grievance shall be
barred from further processing under this procedure. Whenever mutually agreed in writing, the time
limits set forth herein may be extended.
G) If the District fails to communicate its decision at any step of the procedure within the
specified time limit, the aggrieved party shall be permitted to lodge an appeal at the next available
step of the procedure within the time limit which would have been allotted if the District's decision
had been communicated on the last day of the specified time period.
(k) Time limits under the dispute resolution procedure shall be measured from the date of receipt
of the grievance, an appeal, or a grievance answer. "Days" shall mean ''work days," rather than
"calendar days," and weekends or holidays when school is closed shall be excluded from the
measurement of time under this dispute resolution procedure.
(1) No grievance will be entertained under this procedure and the matters complained of will be
deemed settled in accordance with the action of the District unless the written grievance is filed at
the first available step within ten days after the employee knew or should have lmown of the act or
.
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condition on which the grievance "isbased. (Note: A shorter time period applies to grievances over
discipline).
(m) If a group of employees have the same supervisor and are affected by the same act or failure
to act by the District, they shall all sign the same grievance form and the matter shall be proces~ed as
though it were a grievance submitted by a single grievant. If the alleged violation pertains to a right
of the Union as set forth in this agreement~ the Union shall submit the grievance on its own behalf
directly at Step 2.
(n) Prior to a formal filing of a grievance, the grievant has the right and the obligation to
personally meet with the appropriate immediate supervisor in an effort to resolve the dispute.
(0) An employee shall perform all duties as required even though the employee may feel
aggriev~d.
4.04: Grievance Procedural Steps.
Step 1: Immediate Supervisor. The written grievance, with supporting facts and suggested
remedy, will be presented to the grievant's immediate supervisor not 'later than the tenth day after the
act or failure to act occurred which is the subject of the grievance.
The grievant and the immediate supervisor will confer on the grievance. At the conference, the
grievant may appear personally or with his unit representative. If the grievance is filed directly with
the employee, the unit representative shall be given an opportunity by the immediate supervisor to
attend the conference and to present the views of the Union with respect to the grievance. Other
persons may attend only with the consent of the employee and the supervisor.
Within five (5) days after the written grievance is presented, the immediate supervisor shall submit a
written answer to the grievant. A copy of the grievance answer submitted by the immediate
supervisor shall be furnished to the grievant and grievance chair, director of human resources, "
Superintendent, and the unit representative, simultaneously.
Step 2: Director of Human Resources. If the grievance is not satisfactorily settled at Step 1, the
grievant may submit the grievance to the Union grievance chair. If the grievance chair approves
further processing of the grievance, a written appeal shall be filed with the Director of Human
Resources within no more than five (5) days after the first step answer was issued. The appeal must
contain a concise, comprehensive statement of the facts and occurrences involved, and the suggested
remedy. A copy of this written appeal shall also be submitted to the grievant's immediate supervisor
at the same time.
In order to be considered a proper grievance at this step, the grievant or the Union grievance chair
shall provide the Director of Human Resources with all material and relevant documents,
communications and records pertaining to the grievance which were riot previously furnished to the
immediate supervisor.
6
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The Director of Human Resources shall confer with the grievant and the Union grievance chair, or
his designee, within eight (8) days after receipt of the appeal. Notice of the Director of Human
Resources' conference shall be given to the grievant and the Union grievance chair at least two (2)
days in advance. If the conference is to be held during working hours, the grievant and the Union
grievance chair, or his designee, shall be granted permission ~oattend without loss of pay.
At the conference, the grievant may appear personally or with the Union grievance chair, who may
act on the grievant's behalf: In the event that the .grievant acts on his own behalf without
representation, the Union shall have the right to send the Union grievance chair to present its views
on the grievance. The Union President shall be eligible to attend Second Step Union grievance
conferences, if it does not impair District operations, and with the approval of the Director of Human
Resources.
At the conclusion of the conference at this step, the Director of Human Resources shall submit a
written grievance decision to the grievant, immediate supervisor, and the Union grievance chair
within ten (10) days after the conclusion of the conference.
4.05: Binding Arbitration. If the grievance is not satisfactorily settled at Step 2, the U~on may
appeal to arbitration, but not later than the fifteenth day after delivery of such answer to the Union
grievance chair; otherwise, the grievance will be. deemed resolved by the Director of Human
Resources' answer.
.8
The Union's appeal shall be by written notice to the American Arbitration Association and to the
Director of Human Resources, specifically identifying the grievant by name, the date of the original
grievance, the issue to be appealed to arbitration, and request the American Arbitration Association
to furnish each party with a list of nine arbitrators.
If the request for arbitration has been timely filed in accordance with the procedures of this
agreement, then and only then shall the arbitration be held in accordance with the voluntary
arbitration rules of the Assqciation, only insofar as they are consistent with the terms. of this
agreement.
If there is no mutual choice, then the American Arbitration Association shall furnish a second panel
of nine arbitrators to the parties. If there is no mutual choice from the second list, an arbitrator shall
be appointed in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Association.
Expenses of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the parties.
The arbitrator's award shall be fmal and binding if the award is not inconsistent with or contrary to
.
any of the express terms of this agreement. The arbitrator has no power to add to, detract from, or
change in any way the provisions of this agreement. The. arbitrator shall have the power and
authority to recommend the proper interpretation of this agreement, to decide whether or not the
agreement has been violated, and to decide what the appropriate remedy shall be, if any. The
8
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arbitrator has no authority to reverse the judgment of the District representatives which is predicated
on a rational basis in those circumstances and situations which this agreement leaves to the judgment
of those representatives.
ARTICLE 5: DISCIPLINE
5.01: Rules and Regulations.
(a) The District has the right to establish rules, regulations, and procedures for its employees to
follow for the conduct of the work and the maintenance of safety, order, discipline, efficiency and
the protection of property.
(b) These rules, regulations and procedures shall not be inconsistent with the terms of this
agreement. They may be amended from time to time at the complete discretion of the District, but
the Union will receive written notice of any such rules and changes prior to the effective date of
implementation.
5.02: Administrative Procedures. The following disciplinary. procedure shall apply to '-all .
bargaining unit employees in lieu of all rights and procedures specified in Civil Service Law, Section
75 and Section 76. Resort to Civil Service Law procedures shall be foreclosed and barred in favor of
the grievance procedure in this agreement.
(a) The employee and the Union grievance chair shall receive written notice of the discipline
delete (to be) add "when" issued, "or within a reasonable time after said issuance."
"Discipline" means written reprimand, suspension, fine, restitution or discharge.
An employee will be sent a copy of any memos or other items to be placed in their personnel
file at the time that items are being placed in the employee's personnel file. A cover memo with a
copy to' the employee will be sufficient proof that an item has been entered into the employee's
personnel file. Employees shall have the right to respond to any item placed in their personnel file.
An employee will be given a copy of documents pertaining to discipline to be placed in his
personnel file and asked to sign and date as evidence of receipt. The employee's signature indicates
only receipt and not agreement with the contents. An employee may file a rebuttal statement in
writing.
If an employee refuses to sign, the supervisor will note such refusal on the document and will
place it in the employee's file with a notation th~t the employee was presented with the document
and refused to sign for it in receipt. Such refusal to sign will also be noted by a Union representative
if a Union representative is requested to be present at such meeting by the employee involved. This
Section does not imply or require the presence of a Union representative at every conference.
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"(b) A policy of progressive discipline shaH apply, which levels are: 1) first written warning; 2)
second written warning; 3) suspension with payor suspension without pay; and 4) discharge. No
employee shaH be disciplined without just cause.
.
(c) Disciplinary action shaH be predicated on one or more separate infractions or acts of
misconduct by an employee. Progressive discipline shaH apply but no prior warning notice to
the employee is required if the cause of suspension with payor suspension without payor
discharge is any of the foHowing acts of misconduct for ,,'hicb suspension or discbarge may
be immediately imposed:
(1) dishonesty or theft;
(2) actual or threatened physical abuse or bodily hann to any employee, supervisor,
student or other member of the public;
(3) negligence resulting in serious accident;
(4)
(5)
openly defiant and egregious insubordination toward any supervisor;
violation of the no-strike clause;
(6)
the District;
willful destruction or misappropriation of property belonging to another employee or
.
(7) use, possession, distribution or being under the influence of drugs and/or intoxican~
while on duty or on District property. .
(8) any activity wbicb violates a criminal statute: if such activity occurs durine
workin!! bours" or on District property or impacts on an employee's qualifications or
fitness for employment" provided tbe employee bas been convicted or pled guilty. The
lack of a conviction or plea sball not preclude disciplinary action upon tbe underlyine
conduct if discipline could be imposed for any act or acts of misconduct listed above.
5.03: Discipline Grievances.
(a) During an employee's probationary period, the employee may be laid off or disciplined at the
sole discretion of the District, without recourse to the grievance procedure.
(b) The employee shall have the right to file a grievance under this agreement to protest the
absence of just cause for discipline. A grievance over suspension or discharge must be presented at
Step 2 of the grievance procedure within no more than five (5) days after the date of the written
notice of discipline was issued to the union grievance chair; other disciplinary grievances must be
.
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presented at Step 1 of the grievance procedure within ten (10) days after the written notice of
discipIine was issued. If a grievance is not filed within the appropriate time period, the disciplinary
action shall be deemed for just cause.
5.04: Drug/Alcohol Testing. No employee shan be discharged for a drug/alcohol testing reason
without first being afforded an opportunity to discuss any extenuating circumstances before the
Board of Education. Discipline and discharge resulting from the drug/alcohol testing program shall
be subject to the contractual grievance/arbitration procedure.
ARTICLE 6: EIVIPLOYMENT CATEGORIES
6.01: Appointments before January 1.. 1981.
(a) Fu1l-time Employee. A fu1l-time employee is an appointed employee regularly scheduled to
work forty (40) to fifty-two (52) weeks per year and usually scheduled to work five (5), six (6),
seven (7), or eight (8) hours per day, five (5) days per week.
(b) Part-time Employees. A part-time employee is an appointed employee working regularly
scheduled short hours. Usually, a part-time employee is schedule~ to work fewer than twenty (20)
hours per week.
6.02: Appointments after January L 1981.
(a) No mnge benefits for part-time employees except as provided herein by specific reference to
part-time employees.
(b) Full-time employees are those employees working forty (40) hours per week for forty (40) to
fifty-two (52) weeks per year as custodial, building and grounds, mechanics and clerical employees
(except for thirty-five (35) hour summer schedule for twelve (12) weeks).
(c) Full-time employees are those employees working forty (40) weeks per year, six (6) hours
per day as teacher aides, monitors, personal care aides, bus attendants, health office assistants,
cafeteria and transportation employees.
6.03: Temporary Anpointments.
.
Temporary appointments may be made for any legitimate
operating purpose other than to evade the obligation to post vacancies in accordance with the
requirements of this agreement. A temporary appointment will not exceed three (3) full calendar
months, unless extended by the District for an additional three (3) full calendar months for a total of
six (6) months. Any employee in a temporary assignment shall be paid pursuant to a rate set by the
Board of Education in its sole discretion; however, said rate will not be higher than the current year's
Step 1 of the pertinent salary schedule.
10
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6.04: Substitutes. A substitute employee is employed in the absence of an appointed, fuB-time or
part-time employee. The substitute rate of pay wiB be set by the Board of Education and will not
exceed the base rate of the particular classification in which the substitute is employed. A substitute
will not receive fiinge benefits.
6.05: Provisional Employee. A provisional employee is an employee appointed to a position
pending the passing of Civil Service testing. This employee will be entitled to all benefits as
stipulated in this agreement.
ARTICLE 7: SENIORITY AND ITS APPLICATION
7.01: Seniority Units. The seniority units and the job titles in each unit are listed in the annexed
Appendix D as follows: 1) Clerical: paYroBclerk, account clerk, stenographer, typist; 2) Cafeteria:
motor equipment operator, cook manager, cook, food service helper, food service helper II; 3)
Mechanics: lead auto mechanic, auto mechanic, laborer; 4) Bus Drivers: bus driver; 5) Buildings
and Grounds, Maintenance and Custodians: head maintenance person, carpenter, electrician,
secondary head custodian A (over 1500 students), secondary head custodian B (1500 or fewer
students), head custodian C (elementary), courier/inventory clerk, 'lead cleaner, grounds keeper,
custodian, cleaner, laborer; 6) Health Office: health office assistant, school nurse; 7) Aides/Monitors:
teacher aide, school monitor, personal care aide, bus attendant.
.
7.02: Definitions. 8
(a) District seniority shall be acquired after an employee's successful completion of the
probationary period serVed after original hire, or rehire after a break in seniority or voluntary
reclassification from fuB-time to part-time sta.tus,and shall be measured from the employee's date of
hire in a permanent position covered by this agreement. An employee's District seniority shall be
his date of appointment, subject to adjustment as required herein.
(b) Job classification seniority shall be acquired retroactive to the employee's date of permanent
appointment to a particular job classification covered by the agreement after successful completion
of the trial period for that classification. An employee's job classification seniority shall be his date
of appointment, subject to adjustment as required herein.
(c) Unit seniority shall be acquired retroactive to the employee's permanent appointment to any
job classification within a given seniority unit, after successful completion of the trial period for that
.
classification. An employee's Unit seniority shall be his date of appointment to any job classification
'covered by this agreement. The seniority units are: clerical; cafeteria employees; mechanics; bus
drivers; buildings and grounds, maintenance and custodians; health office assistants and school
nurses; and teacher aides, monitors and personal care aides and bus attendants.
If an employee holds part-time positions in two or more units, the seniority date of each unit position
shall be from that position's latest appointment date. If two (2) or more employees are tied using
8
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this date, District seniority will be used. This applies to all employees so hired effective July 1,
1986.
7.03: Probationary Period.
(a) The length of the initial probationary period will be twenty-six weeks. Wherever the terms
"probationary" or "probationary period" are used in this agreement, the reference shall apply only to
the initial period of employment after hiring. Seniority will be recognized while an employee is
serving a probationary period.
(b) The probationary period may be automatically extended by one day for each scheduled work
day a probationary employee is absent.
7.04: Imnact of Absences. Seniority shall not accumulate during the following periods and the
employee's seniority date shall be adjusted one calendar day for each calendar day of these absences:
lay-off, unpaid absence, workers compensation or disability leave of absence after more than twelve
months, disciplinary suspension.
7.05: Tie-breaking Policy. If two or more employees have the same seniority, the more senior will
be determined by a comparison of the last five digits of the employee's social security number, the
highest number being the most senior employee.
7.06: Seniority Forfeiture. All seniority rights shall be forfeited and employment shall be
permanently severed in the event of any of the following:
(a) discharge;
(b) resignation, subject to break in service rules;
(c)
(d)
retirement under any retirement benefit plan;
lay-off of more than forty-eight consecutive calendar months;
(e) abandonment, actual or constructive, of emploYment, due to no-call, no-show (AWOL) of
five or more consecutive work days;
(f) . refusal to accept recall from lay-off, ifrecall is to the same job classification from which laid
off or bumped;
.
(g) failure to report to work pursuant to recall from lay-off pursuant to contractualrequirements;
(h) failure to return to work on the first day after the expiration of any leave of absence; provided
the employee has five work days to prove unavoidable circumstances beyond the employee's control
prevented a timely return to work.
12
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7.07: Resignations.
(a) An resignations must be submitted in writing and shan specify the last day of work.
(b) It shan be the policy of the District to consider resignations submitted to and approved by the
board of education as binding upon the person resigning.
(c) In the event that the person is applying for reemployment with the District, that person will
be reclassified as a new employee in all respects.
(d) If an employee resigns from employment and is rehired on or after July 1, 1987, with an
appointment to a permanent position which is within twelve (12) consecutive calendar months of the
effective resignation date, there shan be no break in the employee's District seniority. Seniority shall
not accumulate during this period of absence from employment.
-;'1
(e) Notwithstanding nast practice and the terms of section 7.07 (d).. any emplovee that
retires from the District as an employee and seeks post - retirement employment with the
district shall not retain that emplovees' seniority status and shall be treated as a step one
employee for all nurposes.
7.08: Seniority Lists. 8
(a) There shall be separate seniority for full-time and part-time employees. Seniority lists shall
be published within ninety (90) calendar days after the execution of this agreement and, annually, in
September. A copy of the seniority lists will be furnished to the Union president and grievance chair '
and will be published on bulletin boards throughout the District.
(b) If an employee believes that any new information on a seniority list is not correct as to that
employee, the employee must submit a written request for correction, which states what the
employee believes to be the correct information, to the director of human resourc~s. These requests
must be submitted not later than the thirtieth calendar day after the list is posted; otherwise, the
information on the list, as to that employee, shall be deemed absolutely final. If a timely request is
filed but is not satisfactorily resolved, the dispute may be grieved by submitting the grievance
directly at Step 2.
(c) A part-time employee who becomes a full-time employee will be placed on the full-time
seniority list with all accumulated part-time seniority treated as full-time seniority. A full-time
employee who becomes a part-time employee by reason of displacement, bumping, retreating or
recall shall continue to accumulate full-time seniority and shall also be placed on the part-time
seniority list with all accumulated full-time seniority treated as part-time seniority. This means that
the employee shall be slotted on the seniority list in accordance with the employee's current seniority
date. If a full-time employee, however, voluntarily becomes a part-time employee, the employee 8
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shall begin a new period of District seniority on the part-time seniority list just as though the
employee were a new employee of the District.
ARTICLE 8: FILLING VACANCIES
8.01: "acancy. A vacancy in ajob classification is created only when:
(a) The incumbent's employment is terminated for any reason, including death, resignation and
retirement;
(b) When the incumbent bids out of the position; or
(c) The incumbent is absent due to temporary disability of at least twelve (12) months duration.
"Vacancy" shall also mean the creation of a new job classification, an increase in the number of
regular position holders in a given job classification and a change in a position from part-time to
full-time status or vice versa.
8.02: Postin~ Vacancies.
(a) Procedure for non-competitive and labor class posting. The Director of Human
Resources will post District-wide a written notice of each vacancy in existing as well as newly
created job classifications in the bargaining unit which the District decides to fill. The posting
will include mention of the building where the vacancy exists where possible. The posting shall
clearly set forth a description of the duties of the position, the starting wage, the building or job
site of the position, and the hours of work, including shift identification. The District will first
consider the bids of qualified employees in that job classification. Where consideration of
candidates from the job classification fails to produce an acceptable candidate, the District will
next consider candidates from within the unit, followed by candidates from the bargaining unit
(See Appendix D). When said review fails to produce an acceptable candidate, the District may
consider candidates from outside the bargaining unit. Notwithstanding the above lan2ua2e"
the district shall have the rieht to fill a vacancy resultin2 from the service of a trial period
with a temporary appointee" or substitute emplovee" without postin2 said vacancy durine
.the trial period.
(b) The notice will remain posted in all buildings for at least five (5) work days, but this will not
prevent the District from filling the vacancy on a temporary basis during the posting procedures.
(c) A vacancy will be posted within fifteen (15) work days after the District, through its
representatives, decides to fill that vacancy with a permanent appointment .
(d) The District will post openings in the Food Services Cafeteria District-wide. Employees
from the Food Service classification will be considered first for any vacancies. Ifno acceptable
14
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candidates are obtained from within the Food Services classification, the District will then consider
other candidates from outside Food Service, as per Section 8.02(a)..
.
(e) Procedure for competitive-class positions. The District shan post competitive class vacancies
as in 8.02(a) above. However, candidates will be considered as follows:
(1) Qualified candidates from within the bargaining unit who are in the posted job
classification or a higher classification from within the job unit where Civil Service Laws and Rules
pennit.
(2) Failing an acceptable candidate from (e)(1) above, the District will seek a qualified
candidate from an open competitive Civil Service list. Bids of bargaining unit employees on said list
will be considered before those of non-bargaining unit candidates.
(3) Should a Civil Service List be unavailable, the District shall have the right to appoint
a candidate provisionally to fill the vacancy. Where possible, qualified bargaining unit employees
will be considered first. The District shall have the right to select the provisional appointee to fill the
vacancy under a probationary appointment if said provisional appointee has served in the position in
a manner satisfactory to the District. .
(4) The filling of all competitive class vacancies herein shall be governed by Niagara
County Civil Service Rules and Regulations.
(f) Prior to July 1 of each year, employees may provide written notice to the Office of Human
Resources indicating automatic application for vacancies that may occur during July and August.
Such notices shall state the position or positions for which the employee wishes to be automatically
considered. The employee shall provide the Office of Human Resources with stamped, self-
.
addressed envelopes in which postings may be mailed to the employee.
8.03: Successful bidder. The successful bidder will be detemiined by the District based on an
single-appointment-applicant's District seniority as well as a supervisory appraisal of an applicant's
qualifications, including the relative ability, physical fitness, training, experience, efficiency,
attendance and work record with the District. If the District determines that two or more applicants
are equally qualified for the vacancy, District seniority will determine the successful bidder. This
procedure does not apply to the reassignment of routes among bus drivers. Calculation of seniority
for applicants with dual appointments will be made according to Section 7.02(c).
.
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8.04: Trial Period.
(a) Except as stated in paragraph (b), this tenTImeans a period of up to ninety work days after an
employee has been assigned from one position to another under the posting procedure or any other
penTIissible assignment other than layoff and bumping. The trial period may be automatically
extended one day for each work day of absence during trial period.
(b) The successful bidder's trial period will be up to thirty (30) work days:
(1) if the new position is in the same job c1assification as the previous position; or
(2) if the new position is composed of more than one assignment, any of which is in the
same job c1assification as the previous position; or
(3) if the new position is in any of the followingjob classifications: food service helper;
monitor; c1eaner.
(c) During the trial period, the employee's total work performance will be appraised by the
District to determine whether the District will make the appointment a permanent one. The
employee's former position must remain available if the employee is reassigned to that position
during the trial period, either at the employee'srequest or because of the District's evaluationof the .
employee's work performance. Neither event shall be subject to the grievance procedure.
(d) The trial period will end upon the reassignment of the employee or the approval of a
supervisory recommendation for permanent appointment. Said recommendation shall be made on or
about the thirtieth (30th), sixtieth (60th)or ninetieth (90th)work day during the trial period, after.
written notice thereof to the incumbent employee.
8.05: Jurisdictional Change.
(a) If art employee moves IToma competitive position to another competitive or non-competitive
position, the competitive position vacated is not permanently filled until such time as the employee
receives a permanent appointment in the new position.
(b) If an employee moves IToma non-competitive position to a competitive position, he shall be
entitled to protection of job under provision of Civil Service .Law, Title B Appointments and
Promotions; Sections 63, 64 and 65.
(c) If an employee moves from a non-competitive position to.another non-competitive position,
the appointed employee will have ninety days job protection to return to the original position if the
employee chooses.
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.ARTICLE 9: LAY-OFF
9.01: Effect on probationers. During any tenn of probation, the District shall have the sole
prerogative to determine the order or sequence of layoff and recall among probationers.
9.02: Order of displacement. If the District decides to reduce the number of full-time positions in
a classification, the full-time employees with the least classification seniority therein shall be
displaced therefrom. If the District decides to reduce the number of part-time positions in a
classification, the part-time employees with the least classification seniority therein shall be
displaced therefrom. In either instance, temporary and probationary employees in the classification
shall be displaced first.
9.03: Bumping options. A displaced full-time employee shall have the following bumping options
before exercising any rights to retreat as set forth in Section 9.05. If the displaced full-time
employee has options (b) or (c), they must be exhausted or the employee will be treated as having
resigned as of the employee's last day of work. A displaced employee who does not have either
options (b) or (c) and cannot retreat, shall be laid off .
(a) Bump the least senior part-time employee in the same classification who has less District
seniority; or
.
(b) Bump the full-time employee with the least classification seniority in the same or lower-rated
classification in the same job family, who has less District seniority, only if the displaced employee
can perform all the duties of the classification without training; or
(c) Fill a vacancy in the next lower-rated classification in the same job family as the displaced
employee's classification, only if the displaced employee can perfonn all the duties of the
classification without training.
9.04: Riebt to retreat.
(a) A displaced full-time employee who does not have either option 9.03 (b) or (c) may retreat to
any lower-rated classification in which the employee formerly had classification seniority, if:
(1) there is a vacancy in that classification which the District desires to fill; or
(2) there is at least one employee in that classification who has less District seniority than
the displaced employee; and
(3) the displaced employee can perform all the duties of the lower rated classification
without training.
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(b) If a displaced full-time employee does not exercise his rights to retreat, the employee will be
treated as having resigned as of the last day of work.
9.05: Effect on other employees. A full-time employee who is displaced from a classification by
reason of another employee having exercised bumping or retreating options shall, in turn, exercise
the available bumping and retreating options or be regarded as having resigned as of the last day of
work. If the employee has no such options available, the employee shall be laid off.
9.06: Prior notice. In the event of a layoff: the affected employees shall receive a two (2) week
notice prior to being removed from the payroll.
ARTICLE 10: RECALL
10.01: RecallIist. An employee who has been laid off shall be placed on a recall list for the job
classification which he held at the time of the layoff. If an employee remains on the recall list
without having been recalled for a period offorty-eight (48) consecutive calendar months, beginning
with the month immediately following the month in which the employee was laid off,'he shall be
regarded as having resigned as of the last day of the forty-eighth (48th) month.
10.02: Temporarvassignments. Nothing herein shall prohibit the District from temporarily filling
a vacancy or new position prior to the date a recalled employee reports for work.
10.03 : Use of recalllists.
(a) If a full-time or part-time vacancy (other than a temporary vacancy) occurs and the District
desires to fill that vacancy, or if a new full-time or part-time vacancy is created, other than a
temporary vacancy, the District shall first exhaust the recall list in that job classification by recalling
the most senior qualified employee on the appropriate seniority list who was laid off or bumped from
that classification. In the absence of any such employees, and if there is a vacancy the District
intends to fill, the District shall use the posting procedures of this agreement.
(b) The recall procedure normally will be fulfilled by telephone, followed by a written
confirmation of the recall by certified mail. .
10.04: ResponsibiIity to inform. Laid off employees have the responsibility to inform the Office
of Human Resources, in writing, of their current address and telephone number.
ARTICLE 11: COMPENSATION
11.01: Rates of pay. The negotiated rates of pay for the term of this agreement for bargaining unit
employees are listed in the annexed schedules.
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11.02: Ne,,, hire pay rates. Employees hired before each January 1st will advanceto the next step
of the salary schedule on the following July 1st. Employees hired between January 1st and June 30th
will advance to the next step of the salary schedule on the second July 1st following their date of hire.
e
11.03: Longevity increments.
(a) Annual longevity pay for the term of this agreement is listed in Appendix F, the longevity
schedule appended to this contract.
(b) Employees who have completed ten years of District seniority and have either a twelve (12)
month assignment or a ten (10) month assignment of forty (40) or more weeks will be eligible to
receive annual longevity payments in a lump sum on their benefit eligibility date.
(c) An employee will receive no credit toward longevity for the period between anniversary
dates if the employee was absent from work for other than personal illness or injury, more than fifty
percent (50%) of that year.
(d) Otherwise eligible employees, whose assignment is changed to a ten (10) or twelve (12)
month assignment during any year, must first complete the number of credited months of seniority
applicable to the new assignment before the next longevity increment will be paid. "Credited
months of seniority" is the number of years of the employee's District seniority multiplied by the
number of months of the new assignment. e
(e) Unit members who retire between January 1 and June 30 and who are eligible for longevity
payment for that fiscal year shall be entitled to one-half (1/2) of the appropriate amount, payable
within thirty (30) days of retirement. An employee shall not receive prorated longevity pay if
retirement occurs prior to January 1.
11.04: Shift differentials. The shift differentials for second and third shift workers are displayed on
the appropriate wage schedules and shall apply and be payable only for hours actually worked.
11.05: Premium pay for temporary transfers.
(a) Employees required by management to work temporarily in a lower-rated job classification
shall suffer no reduction in rates of pay during that assignment. .
(b) If the temporary assignment is to a higher-rated job classification, the employee shall be
certified for the higher pay rate after either four (4) consecutive or seven (7) non-consecutive days
are worked in that temporary assignment. Once the employee has been certified for premium pay in
a specific job classification in one school year, the employee will retain the certification for the
balance of that year and the following school years until the school year in which the employee is not
assigned to that specific classification.
e.
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(c) The premium pay rate shall be the next higher rate of the new job assignment that provides a
forty cent ($.40) per hour increase. If the transferred employee has ten (10) or more years job
classification seniority in his regular job classification, the premium pay will be the pay rate of the
employee's current step in his regular job classification assignment.
(d) Temporary assignments are the prerogative of supervision.
(e) If an emplayee is temparariJv assigned to'a higher-rated iab classificatian far a periad
af at least four ( 4) cansecutive ,,,ark days ar mare" ar a langer term temparary assignment" the
emplavee shan be campen sated at the hi2her rate far any haJidavs" vacatian days" sick days..
persanal business days" ar campensatary days aff that fan within the periad af temparary
assignment. If the assignment is far less than (our (4) cansecutive wark days.. the employee
shan be paid at her/his regular rate of paVe
11.06: Change in regular assignment.
(a) If an employee changes his/her classification to a higher paying classification within his/her
present unit, s/he moves to the next higher pay rate than the rate s/he is receiving, provided the
increase would provide a minimum of fartv cents ~ per hour. This also applies to job
reclassification.
(b) If an employee returns to a lower paying classification within the same unit, s/he returns to
the step s/he would have been on, in the lower paying classification, had s/he remained in that
position.
(c) If an employee transfers from one unit to another unit, s/he will be placed on a pay step
comparable to rate of pay s/he is on. However, an employee retains the District fringe benefits such
as years of service, retirement, vacation and seniority.
(d) If an emplayee accepts a s'ecand cancurrent appaintment within or outside the unit (and
thereby becomes a dual appaintee) that second appo.intment shan start at a comparable rate.
11.07: In-service training.. workshap or academic caurse work.
(a) Employees will be compensated at their hourly rate for attendance at in-service training
and workshops taken with the approval of the Superintendent of schools. Exception: The
present program approved by the State Education department for bus drivers will be continued to
be recognized as per past practice. The District shan cantinue to pay the tuition cost of Bus
Drivers undertakin~ the mandatory thirty (30) haur New York State Education
Department pr02ram. If an employee leaves the District employment prior to the
emplavees' first anniversary of employment" the District may deduct the cost of such
trainin!! fram the employees' final paycheckls).
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(b) In-service training must be at least twenty (20) hours.
(c) It is mutually recognized that specifically designated workshops, such as first aid, emergency
aid, discipline, working with disabled and learning disabled children, and others would be mutually
advantageous for both employee units and the District. To that end, efforts should be made to
schedule conferences for specific non-instructional units whenever possible on teacher conference
days. Compensation to be covered per subsection (a) herein.
(d) Tuition for academic course work taken at any accredited institution will be reimbursed
provided the employee passes the course and that a grade report is turned in before the end of the
semester following the course. The District will reimburse employees for the cost of tuition, up to
the per-credit-hour rate established by Niagara County Community College, for up to six (6) credit
hours per semester of course work completed successfully (i.e., C or better) at an accredited
institution. In order to obtain such reimbursement, the employee must provide advance notice of
enrollment in the course to the Superintendent of schools, and submit the grade report reflecting the
grade to the business office before the end of the semester following the course.
(e) Employees assigned an extracurricular or coaching or proctor duties working with students or
as proctors shall receive the same pay as noted in any contract negotiated by the District.
11.08: Overtime Compensation. 8
(a) Time worked over regularly scheduled forty (40) hours to be time and one-half.
(b) Time worked over each regularly scheduled eight hours to be time and one-half,
To be paid every other Friday.(c)
(d) Full-time employees should work a regularly scheduled work week.
(e) Compensatory Time. Employees who perform additional hours of service beyond their
regularly scheduled work day shall select either overtime pay (at the rate required by federal law
(FLSA)) or compensatory time. Scheduling of compensatory time shall be with the approval of
the immediate supervisor. Emplovees are permitted to accrue up to a maximum of forty (40)
hours of compensatory time. Upon accrual of forty (40) hou'rs compensatory time" any
further hours worked will be paid as overtime.
(f) A building and grounds employee whose normal work week would include working on
Saturday, Sunday or both will receive seventy-five cents ($.75) per hour additional for all hours
worked on either Saturday or Sunday. In the event such employee works overtime as provided
herein, on Saturday or Sunday, the overtime hours paid at time and one-half shall include the
seventy- five cents ($.75) per hour additional. A building and grounds employee whose normal work
8
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week is Monday through Friday and works overtime, as provided herein on Saturday or Sunday,
shall not receive the seventy-five cents ($.75) additional per hour. An employee covered by
subsection (f) of this article, who works on Easter Sunday, shall receive time and one-halfpay for the
hours worked.
(g) Employees are permitted to accrue comp time for hours worked in conjunction with the use
of a whole or half sick day. Example #1: an employee who reports to work and works for two hours
and then goes home sick, will be paid one full sick day, but will then accrue two hours of comp time
for the time actually worked. Example # 2: an employee who reports to work and works for five
hours and then goes home sick, will be paid for four hours of actual work and ~ sick day, the
employee will accrue 1 hour of camp time for the time over four hours. Overtime cannot be earned
unless a full eight hours is actually worked.
(h) Buildings and Grounds Overtime Wheel. The Buildings and Grounds Department will assign
overtime equitably by means of an overtime wheel, pursuant to the following provisions:
On July 1st of every school year, employees will be placed on an overtime wheel in the order
of their District seniority, the most senior names listed first then going in order of seniority to the
least senior. As overtime opportunities arise, assignments will be made according to seniority as
indicated by position on the wheel, exclusive of key and code holders with overtime hours
maintained and equitably distributed. Persons working overtime or refusing overtime hours will be
charged with the number of hours worked. On July 1st of every school year, overtime hours worked
in the previous year will not b~ carried over.
(0: any and all overtime worked must be anproved by the emplovee's immediate supervisor
prior to being worked.
(j): The following hours will count as "time worked" for overtime purposes for the
calculation of hours at time and a half:
1. Use of accrued comnensatory time:
2. Use of accrued vacation time:
3. Use of personal business leave days:
4. Use of jury duty days:
5. Payment for emergency closure and snow days.
"The followin2 hours will NOT count an as "time worked" for purposes of calculatine
hours in excess of 40 or in excess of 8 for overtime Durposes:
1. Sick leave( whether paid.. unDaid.. or sick leave bank days).
2. Unpaid leave of any kind:
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11.09: Emerl!encv Call-In. 8
(a) Employees shall be entitled to a minimum of four (4) hour emergency call-in allowance.
(b) This allowance shan be granted when an employee is caned in for emergency work at hours
other than those regularly scheduled but shan not include those necessitated by the absence of
another employee.
(c) The employee shan receive four hours regular payor the time actually worked at overtime
rate, whichever is greater. However, if an employee is caned in or assigned work by the supervisor
immediately prior to beginning shift, he will receive a minimum of one (1) hour payor time and
one-half for time worked, whichever is greater.
11.10: Special assignment pay: Cafeteria: The statements at the bottom of schedules 3, 4 and 5
will mean that time and one-half regular rate will be paid for special assignments outside the regular
school lunch program (including regular teacher lunches). Superintendent's conference days will
qualify for time and one-half pay.
11.11: Shift Chanl!e - Overtime - The District shall not change 'an emplovee's shift for the
purpose of avoiding the payment of overtime. This shall not preclude the changing of shifts
for any other reason. The current vast practice of overtime work at the employee's option
during periods of snow removal shall remain in effect. Employees may" at their option"
continue to work in excess of eight (8) hours of their rel!ular or adiusted shifts "on overtime
.
or compensatory time: or may" at their option end their shift after eight (8) hours.
8
ARTICLE 12: VACATIONS
12.01: Vacation Benefits for 52-Week Employees.
District seniority
. After 1 year
2 years
6 years
7 years
8 years
9 years
10 years
11 years
12 years
13 years
14 years
..
15 years'
Paid vacation benefit:
1 week
2 weeks
2 weeks + 1 day
2 weeks + 2 days
2 weeks + 3 days
2 weeks + 4 days
3 weeks
3 weeks + 1 day
3 weeks + 2 days
3 weeks + 3 days
3 weeks + 4 days
4 weeks
8
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12.02: "acation accumulation and eligibilitv.
(a) Eligible fifty-two week en1ployees and eligible employees hired before January 1, 1981, who
are not on an eight hour/day, forty hour/week schedule shaHbe granted vacation benefits based on
their regularly assigned daily and/or weekly work schedules.
(b) Vacation benefits are earned and accrued ITomJuly 1 through June 30, at the rate of 1/12th
for each month of employment, rounded to the nearest fun month. A newly hired employee whose
date of appointment is other than July 1 will accrue vacation benefits at the above rate, measured
ITomhis District seniority date to the foHowing July 1, but this vacation benefit wiHnot be scheduled
for use until after completion of one year of District seniority.
(c) Employees who are transferred after July 1, 1985, IToman assignment of forty but less than
fifty-two weeks, to a fifty-two week assignment, during the school year, will accrue vacation benefits
that year at the rate of 1/12th for each month of employment in the fifty-two week assignment,
measured ITom the effective date of transfer to the following July '1, rounded to the nearest full
month.
(d) For computation of vacation eligibility, employees who are transferred to a fifty-two week
assignment from one of forty but less than fifty-two weeks, will be granted one year credit for each
fifty-two weeks worked, rounded to the nearest whole year.
Example 1: Person A has ten years of forty-two-week fun-time credit for 420 weeks (42
weeks x 10 years). This is 8.08 years, which rounds to 8 years vacation credit. Thus, A would
receive 2 weeks + 3 days vacation on the next succeeding benefit effective date. The next year, A
would receive nine years vacation credit for two weeks + four days vacation on the following benefit
effective date.
Example 2: Person B has three years of fifty-two-week credit at three days per week (52
weeks x 3 years) x 6 = 93.6 or 94 weeks credit (see subsection (c) herein). Also, B has 8 years of
40-week credit = 8 x 40 = 320 weeks. Totally, B has 414 weeks = 7.96 years, which rounds to eight
years vacation credit. See Example 1 above.
Example 3. Suppose A (example 1 above) transferred on 2/1 to the fifty-two-week position.
Then, A would have 420 weeks + 9/1 to 1/31 (22 more weeks) or 442 = 8.5 years, which rounds to 9
years vacation credit. Thus, on the next benefit effective date, A would receive 2 weeks + 4 days
vacation.
24
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12.03: Vacation requests.
(a) Vacation requests must be approved by the employee's supervisor. Reasons for denial shall
be given.
(b) Vacations win not be granted until earned and may not be taken in more than two periods
unless approved by the employee's supervisor or the Superintendent.
(c) Vacation shan not be waived by an employee.
12.04: Vacation Pay. Vacation pay shan equal that amount that the employee would have received
had he worked his regular schedule.
12.05: Carryover. Ap. employee will be permitted to carry up to ten (10) eight (8) hour vacation
days from one (1) year to the next if the employee's supervisor and the Superintendent approve.
Application for a carryover of vacation benefits must be made on or before the last work day before
June 15. An employee may carryover up to an additional five (5) vacation days if deferral of
vacation time was made at the supervisor's request.
12.06: Death or termination. In the event of the separation or death of a regular appointed
employee, vacation benefit due that employee is to be prorated. .
12.07 Vacation accrual for 2020 Clericals:
Any clerical employee who works fifty-two (52) weeks per year and who works a
reduced seven (7) hour day during the Easter" Christmas and summer recesses" shall be
allowed to accrue and utilize vacation leave on an hourly basis in lieu of a daily basis. The
intent of this provision is that when employees are on reduced schedule durin~ Easter
recess" summer recess" and Christmas recess" wben sucb employees utilize vacation leave
tbey will use seven (7) bours of accrued vacation time" rather tban eigbt (8) bours of
accrued vacation time.
ARTICLE 13: HOLIDAYS
13.01 : Full-Time Employees.
(a) 52- Week Employee:
(1) Twelve-month (fifty-two week) employees will receive the following paid holidays:
Fourth of July, Christmas Day, Labor Day, New Year's Day, Columbus Day, Patriot's Day, Veteran's
.
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Day, Good Friday, Thanksgiving Day, 11emorial Day, Day after Thanksgiving, Martin Luther King's
Birthday, Day before Christmas;
(2) Decen1ber 26th is to be a paid holiday only for the fifty-two-week employees where
the day after Christmas is a regular working day. December 31 to be a full-day holiday for fifty-two
week employees, when December 31 falls on a regular work day.
(b) (1) 40-Week employees: Regularly scheduled 40-week employees (bus drivers, cafeteria
staff, clerical, teacher aides, monitors, health office assistants and school nurses) will receive the
following paid holidays: Columbus Day, New Year's Day, Veterans' Day, Patriot's Day,
Thanksgiving Day, Good Friday, day after Thanksgiving, Memorial Day, Christmas Day, Martin
Luther King's Birthday.
(2) In addition to those holidays noted in (b)(l) above, regularly scheduled forty-week
employees may, at their option, receive pay for Christmas Eve provided they have available to them
and elect to utilize one personal business leave day as provided in Section 16.01 of the agreement. It
is understood and agreed that the use of personal business leave shall, in all other respects, remain
unchanged.
(c) Fortv-two-week But Less Than fifty-two-week employees: Regularly scheduled employees
will receive the same paid holidays as forty-week employees plus Labor Day and the day before
Christmas.
(d) If any full-time staff are required to work on the Martin Luther King Birthday holiday,
another Friday or Monday will be scheduled for those employees to permit them to enjoy a long
weekend.
13.02 Part-Time Employees.
(a) Any regularly scheduled part-time employee who works forty (40) or forty-two (42) weeks
per year that are also regularly scheduled to work at least four (4) hours per day, twenty (20) hours
per week, will be eligible for the following holidays with pay equal to the employee's scheduled
work hours not worked due to holiday observance: Christmas, Thanksgiving and Good Friday.
(b) Any regularly scheduled part-time employee can elect to apply his unused personal leave
days as paid holidays. The election shall be exercised first for the following holidays before any
others listed herein: Good Friday, Christmas, Thanksgiving, New Year's.
(c) Any regularly scheduled part-time employee who works fifty-two (52) weeks per year shall
receive the following holidays with pay equal to the employee's regularly scheduled work hours not
worked due to holiday observance: Good Friday, Christmas, Thanksgiving, New Years Day, Fourth
of July and Labor Day.
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13.03: HoJiday Observance.
(a) When employees are scheduled to wotkon a holiday when the unit is not scheduled because
it is a holiday, an attempt will be made to obtain volunteers from among the individuals who
normal1y perform the work to be scheduled. Ifvolunteers are unavailable, the supervisor shan make
assignments on a rotating seniority basis.
(b) The day of actual holiday observance shall be mutual1y agreed by the Superintendent and the
Union president or their designees, and the schedule will be published by the prior May 15.
(c) No other paid holidays will be granted.
13.04: Holiday Pay.
(a) The rate of pay for each paid holiday will be regular pay.
(b) The rate of pay for each holiday worked shall be time and one-half for hours actually worked,
plus the regular holiday pay. .
(c) All paid holidays for those employees not on a full-time, fifty-two-weeks, eight hours per day
schedule shall be prorated according to their regular assigned work. 8
ARTICLE 14: ANNUAL SICK LEAVE
14.01: Annual benefit.
(a) Each regularly scheduled forty-week but less than fifty-two week employee shall
receive a total of thirteen (13) days paid sick leave per year.
Examples: (1) A forty-two week" six-hour per day employee would receive thirteen (13) six-
hour sick days (see sections 14.01 (a) and 6.02 herein).
(2) An employee working forty-two three-day weeks (eight hours per day)
would receive sixty percent of the full benefit (see section 14.01 (a ).
(b) Each regularly scheduled fifty-two week full-time emplovees shall receive eiehteen
(18) paid sick leave days per year. A part -time regularly scheduled fifty-two (52) week
employee who works at least four (4) hours per day" but less than full-time" shall receive
four (4) paid sick leave days per year.
Example:(1) A twenty-six (26) week" eight hour per day employee would'receive nine (9)
eight (8) hour sick leave days per year.
8
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(c) Sick days for those en1ployees not on a full-time, fifty-two-week, eight-hours per day
schedule will be prorated according to their regular assigned work.
(d) New hires will accrue the paid sick time benefits for which they are eligible measured from
their date of appointment to the following July 1, at the rate of 1/12th of the full benefit for each
month of employment, rounded to the nearest full month.
(e) New hires and all eligible employees will have their annual benefit credited in advance on
their first scheduled work day in the school year.
(f) When changing to a position with more or fewer hours, sick days shall be prorated on an
hourly basis and rounded to the next higher one-half day (ifnecessary). Prorated accumulations may
not exceed one hundred eighty days (180).
Examples: (1) Person A working six hours per day transfers to a position working
eight hours per day. A had accumulated twenty six-hour sick days. Accumulated sick days for the
eight-hour day position would be calculated thusly: 20 days.x six hours/day = 120 hours. 120 hours
divided by eight hours per day = fifteen eight-hour sick days.
(2) Person B working eight hours per day is transferred to a position
working 6 hours per day. B had accumulated 20 eight-hour sick days. Accumulated sick days in the
six-hour position would be calculated thusly: 20 days x eight hours per day = 160 hours. 160 hours
divided by six hours per day -26.67or 27 six-hour days. (Note: Section 6.02 must be followed here.
For example, if person B above was hired after January 1, 1981, there would be no further
accumulation of sick days in the six-hour position. However, sick days already accumulated would
not be lost).
(g) Part-Time Emplovees.
(1) Each regularly scheduled part-time employee shall be allotted a total of seven days of
unpaid sick leave per year. These days shall not accumulate.
(2) In addition to the above allocation of paid sick leave days, each regularly scheduled
part-time employee shall be granted up to three days of paid personal leave annually, prorated
according to his/her regularly assigned work. Employees may use such days for personal business
leave under the guidelines of Section 16.02, as paid sick leave or as a paid holiday per 13.02(b).
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(3) Incentive. In addition to the al1ocation of paid days in (g)(I) above, and paid personal
days in (g)(2) above, employees are eligible to receive an additional number of paid personal leave
days per the chart below:
8
No. Days Used
in Any Contract Year*
Perfect Attendance
1
More than 1
Additional Paid Days
For Next Year
3
2
o
*Sick and/or Personal
(4) Maximum'limit for paid personal leave days pursuant to Article 16 in any contract
year-three days.
(5) Paid personal leave days may accumulate to a maximum of thirty.
(6) Impact of sick leave or seniority. Notwithstanding the provision of Section 7.04
regarding loss of seniority for each day of unpaid absence, part -- time employees shall not lose
seniority credit for the first seven (7) days of unpaid sick leave absence in anyone school year.
Part- time employees will lose seniority credit on a day-to-day basis for any days of unpaid
sick leave absence in excess of the first seven (7) days of unpaid sick leave absence in anyone
school year. (See (g)(1) above).
.8
14.02: Sick leave usaee.
(a) Employees will be eligible for paid sick leave only when suffering from an illness or injury
that would prevent the performance of his/her duties. Employees who fraudulently use or abuse sick
leave in any regard, may be subject to disciplinary action including discharge.
(b) Half or whole days only.
(I) Sick days must be taken by half-days or whole days-- not hours. Example: An
employee who comes to work and in mid-morning goes home ill has the option of taking one full
sick day or one-half day of sick leave and be deducted for the number of hours not worked in the
morning. The same principle would apply if the employee left work ill in mid-afternoon. (See
example in Section 11.09(g).)
(2) For those employees whose regular day is shorter than eight hours, one-half day of
sick leave would be one-half the total number of hours worked per day.
8
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(c) Notice.
(1) Notification of sick leave must be made by employees to their supervisor.
(2) Third shift employees. Sick call-off must be received by the facilities and operations
office before 2:30 p.m. Such notice may be reduced or waived in case of an emergency. In such
case, the employee's immediate supervisor may inquire into the nature of the emergency.
(3) Employees except third shift employees. An employee must have given notice of
his/her absence due to illness to his/her immediate supervisor (or designee) as far in advance as
possible, preferably at least one hour before the employee's regular shift starting time. The notice
may be reduced or waived in case of an emergency. In such case, the employee's immediate
supervisor may inquire into the nature o(the emergency.
(d) Accumulation of unused sick leave. Unused sick leave for all employees may be
accumulated to a maximum of one hundred-eighty days (180).
(e) Use of unearned sick days. All employees shall be credited with and may use their annual
and accumulated sick leave allowances as of the first day of their employment year. Personnel
terminating their service prior to the end of the school year not as a result of illness shall have
deducted from their last pay warrant any pay received for used sick time that is unearned.
(f) Use of accumulated sick leave time.
(1) An employee anticipating a prolonged period of illness may use up accumulated sick
leave with pay and then request a sick leave of absence without pay; or may save accumulated sick
leave with pay and request a sick leave of absence without pay iinmediately upon the start of the
absence.
(2) Employee requests for extraordinary unpaid leave of absence without pay must be
submitted to the Superintendent in writing for appropriate action. Extraordinary unpaid leaves of
absence shall not be granted for a period of longer than six (6) full months, except by action of the
Niagara County Civil Service Commission.
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(g) Medical substantiation required. An employee may be requested to furnish' a medical
certifi,cate under the following circumstances:
(I), for any personal illness which equals or exceeds three Ql.consecutive work days;
(2) where reasonable cause exists to believe that an employee may be abusing sick leave
privileges (for example, calling off sick after being denied a time off request, or where review of the
employee's record of sick leave usage demonstrates the existence of a pattern or practice). An
employee required to obtain a doctor's statement must present same to the Superintendent or his
designee within forty-eight (48) hours after the earlier of a) his/her return to work from an illness
which equals or exceeds three (3) consecutive days, orb) after being directed by the Superintendent
or his designee to submit such excuse. The District may require medical verification when the
District has reason to suspect a1?use.
(h) Requirements for medical verification. To meet the requirements of Section (g) above, a
medical certificate must: 8
(1) be signed by a person licensed to practice medicine;
(2) state the date or dates on which the person signing the certificate first treated the
employee for the illness or injury which resulted in the employee's absence as well as anv
subsequent dates of treatment:
(3) state any duties and responsibilities that the employee is incapable of performing
with the medical condition treated such as but not limited to anv and all restrictions on
sitting.. standin!!.. walking.. liftin!!: and any specific requirements as to the use of equipment
such a standard shift and/or door opener equipment for bus drivers:
(4) include any pro!!nosis and expected date for full and/or partial recoverv:
(5) state the next scheduled treatment or appointment date:
, (6) state the Drobable date for return to work.
8
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The District reserves the dght to vedfv any information contained in a medical verification
form that conforms ,,'ith the requirements of this section and attached is an appendix:
Appendix (J. Page 90 ) for inclusion in the contract. District reserves the right to require
this information for eJigibi)jty for such sick leave pay.
(n The additional forms" I\1edical Evaluation Of Limitations: Appendix (ro" (Page 91):
I\1edical Authorization for Standard and Automatic Bus: Appendix (L)" (Pa~e 92):
and I\1edical Clearance: Appendix (1\1)"(Page 93): may only be utilized under the foHowing
circumstances:
(1) Upon return from a Workers' Compensation injury involvin~ lost time in
excess of three (3) days:
Upon any reQuest for an accommodation due to an iniury or iHness:
Upon any request for consideration of light duty assi~nment:
(2)
(3)
14.03: Emerl!encv familv illness. Emergency illness in the immediate family may be charged
against sick leave up to a maximum of twenty (20) days per year, provided the employee has earned
enough sick days. "Emergency illness" is construed to be illness which could not be foreseen or
anticipated, and which required immediate action on the part of the employee. "Immediate family"
shall mean parent, child, husband, wife, parents of husband or wife, or any relative permanently
residing in the personal household in which the employee also resides.
14.04: Reinstatement.
(a) An employee who takes a leave of absence of not more than ninety (90) calendar days
shall return to the position held at the time the leave of absence began if such position then
exists. Upon return from leave, those employees who take extended leaves of more than ninety
(90) calendar days, shall return to a comparable position. An employee unable to work due to
a workers' compensation injury shall return to the position held at the time the leave
began.
(b) In cases of illness which eQuals or exceeds three (3) consecutive work days, a doctor's
statement may be required to be submitted to authorize the return of the employee to work and to
qualify the employee for pay. Reasonable notice (twenty-four (24) hours) that the employee is
returning from sick leave must be made to the employee's supervisor. Failure to do so may result in
additional lost time for the employee.
14.05: Reporting Absences. On a daily basis, if employees are unable to report to work, they
must notify their respective supervisor prior to starting time. Supervisor will determine their
policy. of how the employee will notify the employer. Failure of the employee to notify the
supervisor will result in a one (1) working-day loss of pay. The employee's supervisor may
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require that the employees in the Transportation Department using the swipe card time-
keepin2 system document the type of paid or unpaid leave used in a form for accountine
purposes.
21. 14.06: 'Vorkers' compensation leave:
!!J Days allowed for absence due to injuries suffered after July 1, 1976, and up to the date
of Board of Education ratification of ApriJ 2~2003 on school District premises or in the line of
duty covered by workers' compensation are subject to certification by a duly qualified physician
as to duration of the disability and the return of the appropriate doctor's compensation fonn, shall
not be deducted ITomsick time allowance. In such circumstances, the District will continue to
pay the employee's regular salary and benefits for the period of disability. The amount of any
weekly workers' compensation payment made for temporary disability due to said injury will be
repaid to the District. The regular salary will not be paid for more than one hundred eighty (180)
working days, after which the workers' compensation allowances will be assigned to the
employee. An emplovee may maintain paid medical insurance benefits" if otherwise so
entitled" until terminated.
ow. Days allowed for absence due to injuries suffered on and after the day after the date of
Board of Education ratification referenced above of April 2" 2003 on school District premises
or in the line of duty covered by workers' compensation are subject to certification by a duly
qualified physician as to duration of the disability and the return of the appropriate doctor's
compensation fonn, shall not be deducted from sick time allowance. In such circumstances, the
District will continue to pay the employee's regular salary and benefits for the period of
disability. The amount of any weekly workers' compensation payment made for temporary
disability due to said injury will be repaid to the District. The regular salary will not be paid for
more than one hundred twenty (120) working days, after which the workers' compensation
allowances will be assigned to the employee. An employee may maintain paid medical
insurance benefits" if otherwise so entitled" until terminated.
14.07: Sick leave extension. After vacation time, accumulated sick days and approved withdrawal
from sick leave bank has been used, a permanent employee (40 to 52 weeks) who has served
continuously for three years may apply to the board of education for additional sick leave extension
with pay. Action on such requests is entirely controlled by the Board of Education.
14.08 Sick leave accrual for 2020 Clericals:
Any clerical employee who works fifty-two (52) weeks per year and who works a
reduced seven (7) hour day during the Easter, Christmas and summer recesses, shall be
allowed to accrue and utilize sick leave on an hourly basis in lieu of a daily basis. The
intent of this provision is that when employees are on reduced schedule during Easter
33
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recess, sunlmer recess, and Christmas recess, ,,'ben such employees utiJize sick leave they
,,'in use seven (7) bours of accrued sick leave time, rather than eight (8) hours of accrued
sick leave time.
ARTICLE 15: SICK LEAVE BANK
15.01: Purpose. The purpose of the sick leave bank is to provide additional sick days to the
enrolled participants who have suffered an illness or disability and have used all their accumulated
sick days. Benefits from the sick leave bank will be considered for personal illness or disability only.
15.02: Administration.
(a) The association win operate the sick leave bank for employees covered by this agreement.
Membership will be by donation in accordance with the guidelines established by the Union.
(b) The Superintendent will assist (that is, give permission for use of necessary office personnel)
in order to anow employees to utilize this benefit.
(c) The sick leave bank is not subject to the grievance procedure.
(d) The sick leave bank will be administered according to the guidelines herein. All
interpretations of these guidelines will be made by a committee of five (5) employees, hereinafter
referred to as Trustees, from various units appointed by the President of the Association and
approved by the Union's' executive board. Sick leave bank guidelines will be given to each
employee; a copy of these guidelines shall be provided annually to the Superintendent of Schools.
Changes in procedure for administration of the sick leave bank will be affected by the Executive
Board of the Union.
15.03: Contributions. The initial donation and subsequent accumulation of sick days to the sick
leave bank will come exclusively from the non-instructional personnel in accordance with
guidelines. Donated sick days to the sick leave bank cannot be reclaimed.
15.04: Membership Guidelines.
(a) Membership in the sick leave bank is open to all employees covered by this agreement who
have been appointed by the board on a permanent basis and who are considered eligible for benefits.
(b) Application for membership (see attachment) is to be made between June 1of the past school
year and October 1 of the current school year. Membership is effective when the application is
accepted by the trustees.
(c) New employees must join at the first available enrollment period after completing a year's
employment.
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(d) Additional days may be donated to the sick leave bank by an employee upon retirement, not
to exceed ten (10) days.
.
(e) The initial application for membership contains authorization to deduct a specified number of
sick days each year. This authorization will be effective ITomyear to year and there is no need to
refile annually unless the employee chooses to change the donation. Sick days are to be shown in
hours for record keeping purposes (e.g., employee working five (5) hours per day donates five (5)
hour sick days).
(f) Members may terminate membership by written notification to the trustees. This must be
done before October 1 to be effective that school year. .
15.05: Application for benefits. Application for benefits must be submitted in writing to the sick
leave bank trustees. A physician's verification of need for time offwork is required. (See attached
sample ofform which will be supplied by the sick leave bank trustees.) Criteria used for individual
evaluation of each case shall include but not be limited to (a) reason for request; (b) length of time
requested; (c) employee's attendance record.
15.06: Exhaustion of other leave.
(a) A member requesting sick leave bank benefits must have exhausted all accumulated sick days
and all but five vacation days. Forty (40) and forty-two (42) week employees can only receive
benefits for time scheduled to work, i.e., cannot receive benefits for Christmas, Easter, etc., vacation
or summer months when not designated to work.
.
(b) A member cannot use sick leave bank days while receiving pay under no-fault insurance.
15.07: Approvals.
(a) A majority vote of trustees of the sick leave bank is necessary to approve an application for
benefits.
(b) Appeal ITom the trustee's denial of a request may be made to the Union executive board,
whose decision shall be final and binding. Said decision shall be made by secret written ballot of the
trustees.
(c) Sick Leave Bank benefits do not have to be repaid.
15.08: Maximum benefits. Maximum benefits for personal illness or disability can be granted by
the trustees up to fifteen (15) days per year or ten percent (10%) of available days in the sick leave
bank, whichever is less (e.g., if only one hundred days in bank, only ten (10) can be given). Stated
maximum benefits can be extended with approval of the Union Executive Board.
.
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15.09: Notic.e to Adnlinistration. The Superintendent of Schools shall annually receive a copy of
the guidelines by which the sick leave (is administered), and shall be entitled to immediate notice of
changes effected in the administration of the sick leave banle The Superintendent of Schools shall
be provided with the requested data pertaining to enlployee contributions and withdrawals from the
sick leave bank. Unit members may contribute up to three (3) days per year to the sick leave bank.
ARTICLE 16: PERSONAL BUSINESS LEAVE
16.01: Benefit: All regularly scheduled full time employees, and regularly scheduled forty (40) or
more weeks employees may be granted up to three (3) days of paid personal leave annually. There
shall be no accumulation of personal business days. Personal leave shall be deducted from
accumulated sick leave.
16.02: Usage.
(a) PU1])ose. Personal leave is to be used for matters of urgent personal business which cannot
be scheduled outside of regular working hours. Requests for personal leave shall, except in cases of
emergencies or other unavoidable circumstances, be made to the immediate supervisor at least two
(2) days prior to leave. The applicant need not specify the reasons for requesting a personal business
day; nevertheless, as a condition of granting this paid leave, the applicant must certify and affinn that
the applicant will use the leave only for matters of urgent personal business which cannot be
scheduled outside of regular working hours.
(b) Maximum approval for the same day. A cap, as determined by the department supervisor or
building principal, shall be established so as to provide for the maximum number of employees who
may be approved for personal business leave use on the same day. Such number shall be published
and a copy given to the Union by the department supervisor or building principal annually by
September 15. Applications for the use of personal business leave shall be granted on a rust-come,
first-served basis. Total discretion for approval beyond the established cap is to be non-grievable.
16.03: With ont pay. The above shall not preclude the granting of personal leave without pay where
conditions do not warrant leave with pay.
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ARTICLE 17: CHILD CARE
17.01: Purpose. Subject to the conditions set forth in this article, child-rearing leave shall be
granted to any employee for the purpose of caring for a child who is newlv resident in the
employee's own home and remains resident in the home during the period of the leave. The
duration of the chHd care leave shan be six months and in the case of a birth (or" in the case of
a father" the first day the child is home) shall begin ,,'hen an employee is medically cleared to
return to ,,'ork by her physician. In the case of an adoptive child the start date of such leave
shall be the first day of residence and shall terminate six months after said date. The district
shall have the right to request verification of any of the dates' indicated in tbis section.
17.02: Advance written notice. Where the need for the leave can be reasonably anticipated in
advance, as in the case of pregnancy, pending adoption, and the like, the employee shall give the
Superintendent written notice of the impending need for the leave and as close an approximation as
possible of the date when the employee requests the leave to begin.
17.03: Application.
(a) Actual application for the leave shall be submitted to the Superintendent at least thirty
calendar days in advance of the first day of leave whenever possible and in no case later than the
fifth actual day of absence, if immediate leave had to be taken without notice because of
circumstances beyond the employee's control.
8
(b) The leave of absence will begin on the date specified by the employee in the application,
unless changed by the employee with at least two weeks advance written notice to the
Superintendent.
17.04: Without pay. Child-rearing leave is without payor benefits of any kind.
17.05: Accumulation of seniority or service credit.
(a) Probationary service credit or seniority will notbe granted for any period of time spent on
child-rearing leave.
(b) When employees return ftom a child-rearing leave, they shall be recredited with all time
accumulated benefits which they had accumulated as of the day prior to the first day of their leave.
(c) A regularly scheduled twelve-month employee who resumes active employment following a
child-rearing leave of absence will be credited, for salary purposes, for a full year's service if the
employee completed twenty-six (26) or more weeks of active service during the school year in which
the child-rearing leave commenced.
i-
.
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(d) A regularly scheduled ten (10) month employee who resumes active employment following a
child-rearing leave of absence will be credited, for salary purposes, for a full year's service if the
enlployee completed twenty (20) or more weeks of active service during the school year in which the
child-rearing leave commenced.
17.06: Notice of intent to return. An employee on leave shall confirm to the Superintendent in
writing the employee's intent to return on the required day and such writing shall be delivered to the
Superintendent not later than the sixtieth consecutive calendar day prior to the last day of the leave.
Failure to give such notice on time shall be deemed to be a voluntary resignation by the employee
which the Board of Education is entitled to accept effective as of the last day of the leave.
17.07: FaUure to return. If the employee fails to file a timely leave application or a timely
extension of leave application, or fails to resume active employment by the end of the granted leave
period, the employee will be considered, as having voluntarily resigned. The effect of any such
resignation shall include permanent severance of employment with the District for all pwposes under
the law.
17.08: Return to same positjon. When employees return from child-rearing leave, they shall return
to the same titled position they vacated at the beginning of the leave, but not necessarily in the same
division or building location.
ARTICLE 18: BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
18.01: Duration. In the event that an employee is bereaved by the death of an immediate family
member, such employee shall be granted a leave of absence, with pay, for a period not to exceed five
(5) days. Bereavement leave shall be taken during the five (5) work days immediately contiguous
with the death and funeral of the deceased.
(a) Immediate family defined. "Immediate family" shall mean the employee's parents, children,
husband, wife, brothers, sisters, spouse's parents and any relative residing in the personal household
in which the employee resides.
(b) Eligibility. All employees in the bargaining unit, including part-time employees, shall be
eligible for this leave. Employees would be permitted to be absent with pay for two consecutive
working days in the event of the employee's attendance at the funeral of a grandparent or grandchild.
Employees would be permitted to be absent with pay for one (1) consecutive working day in the
event of the employee's attendance at the funeral of a niece or nephew.
18.02: Other than immediate family. Only one day of bereavement leave'per school year shall be
granted for a funeral of other than the employee's immediate family for the purpose of attending the
funeral or attending family matters at the site of the funeral. This leave day shall be deducted from
sick leave.
.
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ARTICLE 19: JURY DUTY
19.01: Jury service pay. Personnel whose names are drawn for jury duty and are unable to be
excused will be paid their regular pay, but the pay they receive as a juror will be turned over to the
District.
ARTICLE 20: EJ\1ERGENCY CLOSURE AND SNOW DAYS
. 20.01: Scheduled Employees.
(a) Closing of the School District. Employees scheduled to work on a day declared as an
emergency day or snow day requiring the closing of all District schools shall be paid for up to four
such days per year. There will be no pay for employees not regularly scheduled to work on such
emergency or snow day.
(b) Closing of less than all District schools. When a single building or multiple buildings less
than the whole School District are closed for emergency or snow days, employees in the closed
schools may be given other assignments in the School District commensurate with their
classification and abilities.
.(c) After considering employee safety, the Superintendent of Schools will make a determination
.
as to which essential personnel will be required to remain in the workplace (on overtime) on days
when emergency school closing takes place.
20.02: Assignments. Employees arriving at school before knowing school is not in session shall be
paid regular pay for the hours worked, plus regular pay for the emergency day. It is further
understood it will be at the discretion of the Superintendent or his designee as to who will work.
Overtime shall be computed as per Section 11.09 herein.
20.03: Supervision. Supervisors shall be given flexibility to assign personnel on emergency days.
Personnel shall receive regular pay for hours worked plus emergency day pay.
20.04: Uniform directives. Directives from the Superintendent's office will direct the closing of
schools in a consistent fashion. .
20.05 Emergency Closin~ Days: Notwithstanding past practice.. in the case ofemereency
cJosure.. employees with pre-approved personal business days.. pre-approved vacation days..
pre-approved compensatory time days.. or any type of sick leave days.. shall not suffer any
loss of accrued time credits on a day which is an emergency cJosure date for the entire
District.. or for that employee's individual buiJdine.
.
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ARTICLE 21: INSURANCE
21.01: Sodal SerudtylDisabiUty. An non-instructional employees are covered by Social Security,
workers compensation and personal liability insurance as required by New York State and federal
laws.
21.02: Group Health Insurance Plans.
(a) Benefit plans. The District shall set aside up to $32,000 for dental coverage premiums for
employees. Should this amount not cover the entire premium, the employees shall pay the remaining
premiums. In addition, the prescription program pro-ration shall apply for less than full-time
employees. Optical coverage shall be added at the time such coverage is included in the District
health insurance plans. . .
(b) Alternative plans. There shall be three Union members on any Superintendent's or other
committee investigating alternate health insurance providers.
.
There will be no change in carrier
without mutual agreement. .
.
Health coverage shall be through the Orleans-Niagara Health Insurance Consortium 80/20
Plan for eligible employees hired prior to July 1, 1995; such employees may elect coverage under the
Community Blue I Plan available through the District. Health coverage shall be through the
Community Blue I Plan for eligible employees hired on or after July 1, 1995. The Community Blue .
I Plan shall include the following riders:
B-13 nursing home and skilled nursing facility;
C-7 dependent23 I student23;
BR-3 extended medical care, but this rider shall be included only if extended
medical care is not already included in the Community Blue I Plan;
Married couples in which each spouse is employed by the Niagara-Wheatfield
Central School District shan be eligible for only one family plan; the other spouse shall receive the
cash waiver. The waiver amount shall be $1,OOO/familyor $500/single. The waiver payment shall
be made twice yearly--in June and in December.
.
. Full-time, fifty-two week employees who work forty hours per week will be reimbursed for
documented co-insurance payments made between July 1, 1995, and June 30, 1997.
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2] .02 (c) Tr~djtional Indemnity Prescription Drug Co-Payments:
]. The Distrkt shan purchase dders through the Orleans-Niagara Health Insurance
Consortium ''\lith prescription Co-payments of $0 generic and $7 brand name for all
employees and retirees under traditional indemnity Blue Cross/ Blue Shield effective July
1.2003. .
21.02 (d) Hl\10 Prescription Drug Co-Payments:
1. The District shan purchase dders through the Orleans-Niagara Health Insurance
Consortium ,,,itb prescription Co-payments of $5 in-network for an employees and reti~
under HMO coverage: effective July 1. 2003.
21.03: Ban on duplicate enrollments.
(a) Both spouses em?loved by the District: Ifboth spouses are employed by the District, the
District will pay for only one family plan.
(b) Ban when both spouses not employed by the District. This agreement prohibits enrollments
at the District's expense if an employee or the employee's dependents are eligible for and elect
coverage by any other group health insurance plan. For administrative purposes, dental and optical
shall be considered separately from the basic group hospital, medical and prescription drug plan. .
(c) Where a bargaining unit employee is eligible for coverage under another group health
insurance plan, but elects coverage under the District's plan, the employee shall cooperate with the
District in pursuing a contribution from the other employer toward the District's health plan
premiums. The other (spouse's) employer's failure to contribute to the District's health plan shall not
render the bargaining unit employee ineligible for District coverage.
(d) Where a bargaining unit employee elects alternate health insurance coverage pursuant to
21.03(b) above, the employee shall receive, in lieu of such coverage, an annual amount up to a
maximum of$I,OOO, $500 payable in each of the last paychecks received in December and June.
The employee may reenter the District's health insurance program upon thirty days advance written
notice to the Director of Human Resources. Reentry shall be subject to the rules and regulations of
the insurance carrier and further subject to a prorate rebate to the District of any pay in lieu of health
insurance to the employee. (See Appendix B for waiver fonn and Appendix C for health
application/continuation form.)
(e) This section (e) will apply only to employees hired prior to July 1, 1995. Notwithstanding.
other sections of this contract, an employee may carry the Niagara Wheatfield Group Health
Insurance Plan as outlined in 21.02 at District expense as outlined in 21.04,21.05 and 21.07 and
another group health insurance plan under the following four conditions only:
.
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(1) When a spouse is employed at a location where a Union welfare benefit plan makes
no provision for a spouse to reject group health insurance coverage. To verify this condition and be
eligible for coverage under the Niagara Wheatfield Group Health Insurance Plan, the employee or
spouse must submit to the Di'strict a copy of a letter to the carrier or plan administrator requesting
that health insurance be dropped under the plan as well as a copy of the response from the carrier or
plan administrator stating that group health insurance coverage may not be dropped. Ifwithin sixty
calendar days, the employee has not obtained a copy of the response from the carrier or plan
administrator stating that group health insurance may not be dropped, an employee may carry the
Niagara Wheatfield Group Health Insurance Plan on the basis of the employee's good faith attempt
to assist the District in verifying that the spouse may not reject group health insurance coverage.
Nothing herein shall prohibit the District from attempting to verify that a spouse's group health
insurance coverage may not be dropped.
(2) Where a spouse's death benefit includes payment of premiums for a group health
insurance policy. A copy of a letter from the carrier or plan administrator verifying this condition
must be submitted to the District for the employee to be eligible for coverage under the Niagara
Wheatfield Group Health Insurance Plan. Ifwithin sixty calendar days the employee's request for
such a letter has not been satisfied, an employee may carry the Niagara Wheatfield Group Insurance
Plan on the basis of the employee's good faith attempt to verify this condition. Nothing herein shall
prohibit the District from attempting to verify this condition.
(3) Where a spouse's retirement benefit includes payment of premiums for a group health
insurance policy. A copy of a letter from the carrier or plan administrator verifying this condition
must be submitted to the District for the employee to be eligible for coverage under the Niagara
Wheatfield Group Health Insurance Plan. Ifwithin sixty calendar days the employee's request for
such a letter has not been satisfied, an employee may carry the Niagara Wheatfield Group Health
Insurance Plan on the basis of the employee's good faith attempt to assist the District in verifying
this condition. Nothing herein shall prohibit the District from attempting to verify this condition.
(4) Where a divorce decree orders the former spouse's payment of premiums for the
group health insurance policy. A copy of the divorce decree or a letter from the carrier or plan
administrator verifying this condition must be submitted to the District for the employee to be
eligible for coverage under the Niagara Wheatfield Group Health Insurance Plan. If within sixty
calendar days the employee's request for such a letter has not been satisfied, an employee may carry
the Niagara Wheatfield Group Health Insurance Plan on the basis of the employee's good faith
attempt to assist the District in verifying this condition. Nothing herein shall prohibit the District
from attempting to verify this condition.
21.04: Basic Dlan premium payments.
(a) Full-time employees. The District will pay the entire monthly premium required to obtain
and maintain the basic group health plans (other than the drug plan) in effect for eligible full-time
employees during the term of this agreement.
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(b) Part-time employees: The fonowing schedule shan apply for the basic group heaJth plan
coverage (other than the drug plan) for employees appointed after January 1, 1981: four (4) hours
per day, less than six (6), employee win pay fifty percent (50%) and the Board of Education will
pay fifty percent (50%). Six (6) hours per day, less than eight (8), employee will pay twenty-five
percent (25%) and the Board of Education will pay seventy-five per cent (75%). Eight (8) hours
per day, the Board of Education pays one hundred per cent (100%). Employees wbo work less
than h,\lentv (20) hours per week are eJigible for the district's health insurance program if
and only if they pay 100% of the premium cost and remain current (no more tban thirty
(30) calendar days in arrears) ,,'ith their reauired premium payments.
21.05: Drug Plan Premium Payments.
(a) Full-time employees. The District will pay the entire monthly premium required to obtain'
and maintain the prescription drug coverage in effect for:
(1)
hours, and
all full-time employees who are scheduled for fifty-two (52) weeks and at least 2020
(2) those who are scheduled for forty (40) or more weeks at least eight (8) hours a day.
(b) Part-time employees. The District will pay a portion of the monthly premium required to
obtain and maintain the prescription drug coverage in effect for part-time employees according to the
following schedule:
Scheduled Hours/W eek
35 or more
30 or more
25 or more
20 or more
Under 20
District Pays
87.5%
75.0%
62.5%
50.0%
00.0%
Emplovee Pays
12.5%
25.0%
37.5%
50.0%
100.0%
(c). Employees wbo work less than twenty (20) bours per week are eligible for the district's
prescription drue insurance program if and only if tbey pay 100% of tbe premium cost and
remain current (no more than thirty (30) calendar days in arrears) witb their required
premium payments.
21.06: Continuation of group insurance--layotJ. Employees who are terminated due to excessing
of staff shall be entitled to two months of health insurance coverage paid by the District. Following
this period, the District shall allow the excessed employee to participate in the District health
insurance program for up to one year or as required by COBRA regulations, whichever is longer,
subject to cancellation at such time as the employee becomes employed. Payment shall be made by
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the employee by the first of the month for which coverage is purchased or the employee shall
automaticany be dropped from the plan.
21.07: Continuation of group insurance-- retirement.
(a) Employees, who for at least five fun years before retirement, were regularly assigned to
annual schedules of forty or more weeks may convert their unused sick leave days into a monetary
value to continue paying basic health insurance coverage after retirement. Coverage and premiums
are to be paid only during the life of the retired employee and after age sixty-five premiums will be
paid for complimentary coverage. The surviving spouse shan have the option of either receiving
any cash value remaining after the death of the retiree or continued health insurance coverage until
the retiree's fund is exhausted.
(b) The total number of unused sick leave days shall be multiplied by the daily rate the employee
is receiving at the time of retirement and then divided by two (2). The resulting figure will be the
total amount available to continue paying health insurance after retirement. Each month, the total '
premium cost will be deducted from the above resulting figure until the total amount available has
been used, at which time the employee may choose to continue paying the premiums through the
District at the employee's expense. A cash option is also available which would pay eighty percent
(80%) of the total amount of medical insurance continuation payments as calculated above, in cash
to the person retiring in one (1) lump sum subject to taxes.
(c) In the event the retired employee is working for an employer that provides health insurance
coverage, the payment made by the District shall terminate. If a national health insurance program is
enacted to replace the present or future health insurance, this program shall be void and all
accumulated days shall be lost, providing the same or similar coverage is provided.
(d) Once an employee is out of this program, 'the employee cannot return.
(e) For purposes of Section 21.07, only, employees may accumulate sick leave up to two
hundred (200) days. For any current District employee in excess of one hundred eighty (180) days
accumulation, said employees personal maximum cap of accumulated sick leave days shall be set for
that individual by the number of accumulated sick leave days standing to his or her credit on July 1,
2000. This shall be the maximum individual cap. for each of these individuals. Any days utilized
after July 1,2000 by these individuals, shall decease the amount subject to payment, but the cap shall
remain in place for each individual.
(f) Retirement credit (see Section 22.04 below) shall not be affected by Section 21.07.
(g) For non-covered employees, spouses who are ineligible for coverage pursuant to 21.03(a),
such employees shall have the option of applying their unused sick leave toward their spouses'
family plan in retirement or taking the cash option based on their individual sick leave days
accumulation.
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21.08 Unpaid Leave of Absence: An employee that requests a leave of absence pursuant
to the FaJl1j]y 1\1edical Leave Act shaH be entitled to nledical insurance continuation as per
the la,,' and re2u)ations of the F1\1LA. For an employees not covered by the FMLA" and
for an leaves not covered by the F1\1LA"such employees shan be entitled to medical
insurance coverage for the partial month in which the leave begins" and shan be required to
pay medical insurance premiums to maintain medical insurance coverage for any months
thereafter" pursuant to COBRA rules.
ARTICLE 22: RETIREMENT
22.01: NYSLERS: The District shall participate as an employer in the New York State
Employees Retirement System with all benefits to be detennined by the laws, rules, and
regulations of said system. The current options for Sections 75 - (j) "and 41 - (j) shall
remain in effect for the employees covered by these options.
22.02 Retirement Fund
(a.) The District aerees to establish a non-elective employer contribution pursuant to
IRS section 403 (b) and the rules and regulations adopted pursuant to this section" for
those employees who are "elieible" and who" retire" as those terms are hereinafter defined
with at least twenty-five (25) years of District service. This contribution shall be eieht
thousand five hundred dollars ($8,,500) for an employee who retires with at least twenty-
five (25) years of District service but less than thirty (30) years of District service.. and shall
be ten thousand dollars ($10,,000) for an emuloyee who retires with thirty (30) or more
years of District service. These payments shall be established as of the date of signature
after ratification of a successor aereement and shall be non- retroactive" and cover only
elieible employees who retire after that date. For employees with the years of service as
indicated herein and who also meet all the other reauirements in paraerapbs a" b" and c"
and who have retired between the dates of July 1..2002: and the date of Board of Education
ratification of April 2" 2003.. tbe contribution rate shall be at fifty percent (500/0) of the rates
as listed in this paragrapb.
(b.) "Elieible employee" defined- In order to be eligible for receipt of tbis non- elective
employer contribution" an employee must have at least twenty-five (25) years of continuous
service with the District and also be eligible for the immediate receipt upon resignation for
retirement purposes of pension benefits from tbe NYSSLERS and for at least five (5) full
years prior to retirement" must be regularly assiened to annual schedules of forty or more
weeks per year" and of at least twenty hours per week.
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(c.) "Retire" defined - "Retire" for purposes of this article shan mean the cessation of
enlP)Oyment ,,'ith the District and the imnlediate receipt of pension benefits from
NYSSLERS. Post- retirement enlp)Oyment shaH not precJude receipt of this benefit so lone
as there is continued receipt of NYSSLERS benefits.
(d.) Employees ,,'ho receive this non- elective employer contribution are eJigible for
participation in the district's health insurance program (subject to the rules and
ret!ulations of the Providers) and are permitted" but not required" to use said funds to
maintain hea1th insurance throut!h said plan.
(e.) The benefits generated by section 21.07 of the current contract shall be paid into
this fund as non-elective employer contributions based on the current formula of eit!hty
percent ( 80 0/0)of the cash value of the amounts generated by the current formula in 21.07
(b) and (e)" for any employees who are otherwise eligible for a non-elective employer
contribution.
ARTICLE 23: CAFETERIA" MAINTENANCE" TRANSPORTATION
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
23.01: Uniform anowance--cafeteria. Effective July 1, 1999, a yearly uniform allowance is to be
given to cafeteria personnel in September as follows: cook, $125.00; food service helper, $105.00;
motor equipment operator, $105.00; health office assistant, $105.00. In addition, terry cloth aprons
will be provided. This allowance shall be prorated for new employees and for employees leaving
during the year. Any prorated amount owing shall be deducted from such employee's last pay
warrant. Uniforms must be worn by all cafeteria employees during working hours in accordance with
the cafeteria manager's uniform policy.
23.02: Uniform anowance-- maintenance. Effective July 1, 1999, a $125.00 yearly uniform
allowance will be provided to head custodians and custodians, all permanently appointed employees
of the buildings and grounds department, and maintenance and custodial units except to lead
cleaners, cleaners and cleaner-monitors. .
23.03: Uniform aHowance-- transportation. Effective July 1, 1999, a $215.00 yearly uniform
allowance will be provided to each full-time bus garage mechanic, mechanic helper and laborer. The
employees shall be responsible for laundering or cleaning these uniforms. The annual allowance
shall be prorated for new employees and for employees whose employment ends during the year. In
the latter instance, any advance payment of an allowance shall be deducted from the employee's final
pay warrant. The uniform must be worn during working hours in accordance with the instructions of
the Transportation Supervisor.
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23.04: Smocks-- Clerical. One (1) smock-type gannent shall be provided by the District for each
office with a photocopier for clothes protection of clerical employees.
23.05: 1\1aintenance Personnel-- Miscellaneous.
(a) Custodial personnel assigned to weekend and holiday building checks shall be paid a
minimum of two hours pay at the applicable rate for each day (Saturdays, Sundays and holidays), or,
if extra time is necessary, time and one-half (whichever is greater). The senior high school head
custodian shall be provided a uniform. Other chlorine handlers shall have access to protective
clothing when handling chlorine. Buildings to be checked as required by the director offacilities and
operations.
(b) The District will replace broken and worn tools which are personally owned and supplied by
each maintenance worker. Each maintenance worker will be required to account for his own tools.
District and personal tools shall be conspicuously and permanently labeled.
(c) One cleaner (second shift) at each elementary school shall be designated by the director of
facilities and operations as the shift leader and shall receive an extra $.II/hour while serving as shift
leader. Seniority and qualifications shall be considered in determining shift leaders. Qualifications
and dpties shall be developed by the director of facilities and operations.
.
. (d) Any personnel receiving uniforms at the District's expense on July 1, 1999 will continue to
receive uniforms, but shall not receive a uniform allowance.
23.06: Posting and work assignments- Transportation.
(a) Automotive mechanic. An automotive mechanic should be on duty at all times at the bus
garage when buses are operating for regular day school.
(b) Vacancies. All personnel vacancies or newly formed run! must be posted by the
Human Resources office. Seniority and qualifications shall be applied to determine the new
appointee. Posting as it applies to a specific route will be the responsibility of the transportation
supervisor.
(c) Posting Procedures.
. (1) When a route vacancy for a bus driver exists, the vacant route will be posted district-
wide and externallv for five days by the Human Resources Office. The qualified regularly
appointed driver with the most seniority who bids during the postin1: period will receive the
assignment.
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(2) If no regularly appointed driver appJies during posting time for the route vacancy,
substitutes may be considered and lor the district may hire externally.
(e) Appointed driver absence: regular runs. The transportation supervisor will fill vacancies
caused by absence of a regularly assigned driver with available part-time drivers or substitut~s, or in
an emergency, with garage personnel who are qualified drivers. In the case of mid-day runs.. the
mid-day extra ''York wheel will first be exhausted before making assignments in accordance
with the previous sentence. Reassigned part-time drivers or garage personnel will receive their
regular rate of pay. Drivers shall not give up any part of their re!!ular assignment to accept
extra ,vork.. except as specifically provided in the extra work wheel provisions of this
agreement.
(f) Preparation of Routes: Preparation of routes and lists of passengers will be
accomplished annually at the bus garage under the supervision of the transportation
supervisor.
(g) Warm-up time: From November 1 to April 1 or the beginning of Easter vacation, whichever
comes first, when weather conditions warrant, the transportation supervisor may approve up to
fifteen additional minutes warm-up time. Any problems associated with the scheduling of this
additional time shall be discussed between the transportation supervisor and a designated
representative of the Union.
(h) Punch-In Time: Bus Drivers: Punch-in time for bus drivers shall be ten (10) minutes in
advance of the route starting time as determined by the head bus driver, except for the period'
November 1 to April 1 (per Section 23.06.g herein). Payment for time under this "ten minute time"
not covered under the normal 1/4 hour payroll provisions shall be handled by a procedure mutually
agreed upon by the payroll office, the director of human resources, and the transportation supervisor.
(i) Reimbursement for CDL: Bus Drivers: Effective July 1, 1999, the District shall reimburse
all permanently appointed employees who must drive a bus for the difference between the cost of a
regular drivers license and a commercial drivers license upon the next renewal of said license after
their permanent appointment.
23.07: Pay for extra and parochial routes: transportation. Payment for bus drivers who drive
parochial or special routes on days when Niagara-Wheatfield schools are not in session shall be as
follows:
(a) Bus drivers on parochial routes may drive their regular route and then be released ITomduty
on such days.
'
(b) If the employee does not work the full designated time, the employee will be paid only the
time of the parochial or special route.
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23.08: Pay for canceled trips - transportation.
Tbe District ,'vi))make every effort to contact Drivers to notify of trip cancellation.
IJowever" if a trip is cancelJed" either ,,,ith or witbout notice" tbe driver bas the option of
accepting either three (3) hours payor tbe next available unassigned trUb
23.09: Safety eye-~Iasses. Prescription safety eye glasses will continue to be supplied to
mechanics, mechanic helpers and laborers for work in the bus garage upon recommendation of the
transportation supervisor to the Superintendent or his designee. .
23.10: Safety shoes-- maintenance and transportation.
(a) Upon purchase of approved safety shoes by employees in the job classifications listed below
and reimbursement by the District to the employees for said purchase in accordance with 23.10(b)
below, the wearing of such safety shoes by the employees shall be a condition of employment. The
District recommends that the employees listed below wear safety shoes while on the job: lead auto
mechanic, auto mechanic, all laborers, carpenter, auto mechanic helper, stores clerk, plumber, head
maintenance person, painter, maintenance helper, groundsperson, electrician.
(b) Reimbursement schedule: Effective July 1, 1999, $70.00 annually.
.
.
23.11: Subcontracting transportation. In the event that the District and the association agree on
the decision and the impact of the decision to contract transportation services to an outside concern,
references to transportation employees contained in this agreement shall be deleted for abolished
positions. A reference to this deletion shall be included in any final memorandum of agreement
concerning the decision or impact.
23.12: Lunch period: cafeteria. Each day cafeteria staffwho work a minimum of six hours per
day shall receive a duty-free paid lunch period of not less than thirty (30) minutes, scheduled at the
discretion of the cafeteria manager. Cafeteria staff working at least four hours but less than six
hours shall be entitled to 15 minute paid break period. Cafeteria staffwho work less than four
hours shall not be entitled to any paid break period. In addition, all cafeteria staff shall receive a
free lunch. .
23.13 Bus Route Changes- Consequences -
(a.) Vacancies will be posted as the route was constructed prior to it becoming vacant.
unless a change to that run is necessitated bv circumstances beyond the District's control.
Routes will be reviewed for transportation department efficiency purposes on an annual basis.
Route integrity will be upheld whenever possible. Once a vacancy is filled per.
.
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Section 23.06 (d) the route cannot be chan2ed" unless such chan~e is necessitated by
circunlstances beyond the District's control.
(b.) If a run must be reduced due to circumstances beyond the District's control" the
fo))owing procedure shall apply: .
1.) Prior to the School Year (Julv first to first day of October):
a.) If the reduction is known to be necessary prior to the beginninf! of the school
year" the run ,vBI be reconstructed to be made ,vhole in appointed hours with non-bid on
pieces of work.
b.) It shall then be bid if vacant.. or maintained by the incumbent if not.
c.) Should there not be enough non-bid on ,vork to make tbe position whole in
hours" the incumbent may exercise their contractual bumping rights. If there is no incumbent
in the position under these circumstances" the reduced position may be posted as is.
2.) After the beginninf! of the Schoo'l Year (rt day of October to June 30):
a.) If the reduction of a run is necessitated due to circumstances beyond the
District's control after the start of the school year" the affected emDloyee may exercise
bumDing rights.. to bump a less senior person with the same or fewer than their appointed
hours prior to reduction.
(c.) If a run must be increased at any time due to circumstances beyond the District's
control" and the increase is for thirty (30) minutes or more" or if the increase changes the
benefit status of the run" the run will be considered a vacancy" and thus posted and bid per
Article 23.06(c) and (d) of the Collective Bargaining Af!reement. If any increase in a run
causes a dual position holder to be scheduled beyond eight (8) hours in a dav" that person may
exercise their bumpinf! rif!hts" to bump a less senior person with the same or fewer than their
appointed hours at the Transportation Department prior to the increase. If any increase in a
run causes a single position holder to be bumped from their run by a person with greater
seniority" that person may exercise their bumping rights" to bump a less senior verson with the
same or fewer than their appointed hours at the Transportation Department prior to the
increase.
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ARTICLE 24: MISCELLANEOUS
24.01: Physical Examinations. All personnel who are required to undergo annual physical
examinations must use one of the school physicians or a doctor requested by the employee as
appropriate to the nature of the examination and approved by the District. The examination shall
conform to District standards. Additional blood work, lab tests, and other medical procedures which
are not part of the District's standard examination and any fees which are in excess of the amount
paid to the District's physicians shall be paid by the employee. The District will assume the cost ofa
chest x-ray, if one is required, performed at a testing facility selected by the District; or bv an
approved employee physician otherwise, the employee will pay the full cost of chest x-rays. The
District will assume the cost of these annual and pre-employment physicals which are performed by
one of the school physicians, and will reimburse employees for such physicals, if performed by other
than a school physician, up to the amount which the District would pay to the school physician for
such physical.
24.02: Work opportunities during Superintendent conference days. The Union and the District
have no intention to discourage employee attendance at all Superintendent conference day activities,
but employees who are not required and voluntarily choose not to attend the conference day will be
offered their normal day's work before the District employs substitutes to perfonn that person's work.
24.03: Flextime work schedule. Administrators may develop and implement flexible work
schedules during summer recess which are acceptable to their subordinates. These schedules may
include variable daily starting and quitting times and four-day work weeks for individual employees.
These arrangements are not permitted if they result in curtailment of District services or reduction of
employee normal weekly work hours or precipitate overtime expense to the District. Adoption of a
flextime schedule will not change an employee's existing full-time or part-time status.
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24.04: Mileage. Unit members who are required to use their personal vehicle in the performance of
their duties shall be paid the IRS rate. Required forms shall be submitted quarterly.
24.05: Tax-sheltered annuities. Employees shall have the privilege of having tax-sheltered
annuities deducted from their salary using the companies currently involved at Niagara-Wheatfield.
The District's only resDonsibilitv shan be to deduct and transmit the funds desi!!nated by the
emplovees. If an error in a deduction is made" the District agrees to promptlv correct the error
as soon as it is broueht to the attention of the payron deDartment. Except for such an error on
the part of the District" the Union and any individual employees involved with tax -- shelter
annuity deductions hereby hold harmless the District for any and an liability or le~al expenses
incurred in connection with the tax-sheltered annuity program
24.06: Amendment of contract. No provision of this agreement may be deleted, waived or
changed, and no provision may be added to this agreement by implication or by any other means
other than a written, dated amendment to this agreement signed by authorized representatives of the
Union and the District.
8
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24.07: Complete agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire and complete record of the
binding con1mitments between the Union and the District. From and after the execution date of the
agreement, no other document shall constitute a binding commitment between the parties unless both
of the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) It is dated on or after the execution date; and
(b) It is signed by duly authorized representatives of the Union and the District.
24.08: Past policies and practices. The District is not obliged to continue any practice or policy
except to the extent, if any, set forth expressly in a particular provision of this agreement.
24.09: Supremacy of contract. This agreement supersedes any rule, regulation, policy or practice
of the District, the continuance of which would violate an express provision of this agreement.
24.10: Bargaining during the term ofa2reement. During the term of this agreement, neither the
Union nor the District shall be required to negotiate with the other respecting any matter, whether
covered in this agreement or not, but this shall not preclude negotiations by mutual agreement on any
matter, or the negotiation for a successor to this agreement.
24.11: Printing of contract. The Union and the District will share the costs ofprinting the contract
50/50, provided that copies are distributed to employees within no more than thirty working days
after the contract is executed. If later, the District will pay 1000/0of the printing cost.
24.12: Conference Days: On Superintendent conference days~ employees not re2ularly
scheduled to work shall not be paid. Emplovees not re2ularlv scheduled to work may not use
sick time~ personal leave time or compensatory leave time accruals. Employees scheduled to
work shorter hours who call in sick or attempt to use Dersonal or compensatory time shall be'
paid only for the number of hours of leave they would have received had they worked the
hours scheduled to be worked.
24.13 Clerical Assi2nments during recess periods:
Such employees who are normally assigned to a seven (7) hour work day durine recess
periods of summer~ Christmas and Easter will be allowed to work over seven (7) hours if said
time has been authorized by their immediate supervisors in writing on an "as needed" basis.
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ARTICLE 25: TOBACCO
25.01: Use of tobacco products. . Effective July 1~ 2002, unit members shall retrain trom the use
of tobacco products on all school District property.
ARTICLE 26: REASONABLE SUSPICION DRUG & ALCOHOL TESTING
26.01 Definitions. The following terms, when used within this Article of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement, shall be defined as follows:
(a) Alcohol means the intoxicating agent and beverage alcohol, ethyl alcohol, or other low
molecular weight alcohols, including methyl or isopropyl alcohol.
(b) Alcohol Use means the consumption of any beverage, mixture or preparation containing
alcohol.
(c) Authorized District-wide Adn,inistrator shall mean either the Superintendent, Assistant
Superintendent, Director of Human Resources or School Business Executive.
8(d) Covered Employees means all employees in the SRP unit not subject to testing under federal
regulations. This Article shall not pertain to employees that are covered by the federal regulations
which require more comprehensive drug testing than this particular Article. In the case of any
employee who is subject to testing under federal regulations, federal regulations shall control.
(e) Prohibited Alcohol Concentration means the alcohol in a volume of breath expressed in
terms of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of breath as indicated by a test of an individual's blood or
urine. A prohibited concentration of alcohol shall be any alcohol concentration of 0.05 or greater.
(f) Prohibited Drug Use shall mean use of marijuana, cocaine, opiates, amphetamines, or
phencyclidines. The District shall establish a program which provides for testing for these
prohibited drugs and drug metabolites. No employee shall use, distribute, dispense, possess or
manufacture any prohibited drugs or alcohol while on duty or while on District property or in a
District-owned vehicle, or a privately owned vehicle being used for District business during
employee's work hours.
(g) Reasonable Suspicion. The District determination that reasonable suspicion exists to require
a covered employee to undergo an alcohol and/or drug test shall be based on specific,
contemporaneous, articulable observations concerning the appearance, behavior, speech or body
odors of an employee, or an employees admitted or discovered use or possession of prohibited drugs
or alcohol on District premises while on duty. The required observation shall be made by a
supervisor, either directly by said supervisor or after said supervisor has been advised by either a
.
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student or another employee or another person of potentiany suspicious behavior. Ifso advised by a
person other than the supervisor, the supervisor must have personally made a determination
regarding reasonable suspicion. Prior to said testing, the reasonable suspicion determination must be
communicated to an authorized District-wide Administrator who is responsible for authorizing a
drug and/or alcohol test. A supervisor may not require testing without authorization of a
Districtwide authorized Administrator. If a District-wide Administrator authorizes testing, he/she
win send the Union President a written record of the articulable observations upon which the testing
decision was based within two (2) business days of said authorization.
(h) Refusal to Submit to a drug or alcohol test means that an employee fails to provide adequate
breath and/or urine for testing without a valid medical explanation after he or she has received notice
of the requirement to be tested pursuant to this contractual procedure, or engages in conduct that
c1early obstructs the testing process. Refusing to submit to an alcohol or prohibited drug test may
result in disciplinary action. Any violation of the terms of this artic1eby a covered employee may be
grounds for disciplinary action in a progressive manner.
(i) Substance Abuse Professional (SAP) means a licensed physician (medical doctor or doctor
.
of osteopathy) or a licensed or certified psychologist, social worker, employee assistance
professional or addiction counselor (certified by the National Association of Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Counselors Certification Commission), with knowledge of and clinical experience in the
diagnosis and treatment of drug and alcohol-related disorders.
26.02 Reasonable Suspicion Testine. The District and the unit agree that the District shall have
the right to require employees to engage in drug and alcohol testing upon reasonable suspicion of a
supervisor which is afterwards approved and authorized by a Districtwide Administrator, of
inappropriate alcohol or prohibited drug use either while on duty or in violation of the prohibitions of
this policy. The employee's supervisor must have reasonable suspicion as herein defined and
authorization of a Districtwide official. However, the Districtwide official authorizing the test does
not need to make an independent personal verification of the reasonable suspicion determination.
This test shall be at the District's expense.
26.03 Preliminary Meetine. If an employee receives a positive test result, a preliminary meeting
shall be held with a representative of the employer and the employee and his or her representative to
determine whether the employee chooses to participate in a program of evaluation by a substance
abuse professional and any resulting recommended rehabilitation program recommended by that
substance abuse professional. In a first instance of reasonable suspicion, the employee may choose
not to participate in .anyevaluation by a substance abuse professional. Such evaluation is mandatory
for second instances and beyond. Participation in a rehabilitation program is mandatory upon the
second instance and beyond.
26.04 Rehabilitation. An employee who participates in a rehabilitation program or a
detoxification program at his or her expe1)seshall be allowed to charge sick leave, compensatory
leave, or vacation leave credits while such employee participates in a rehabilitation or detoxification
program. If no leave credits are available, such employee may be placed on a leave of absence
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without pay for the period of rehabi1itation or detoxification not exceeding six (6) months. Upon
certification of successful con1pletion of said program, the employee shall be returned to his or her
position.
26.05 DiscipJjne. The District reserves any and an rights to discipline employees forjust cause, up
to and including dismissal, if said employee tests positively and said employee has been found to
have engaged in conduct which constitutes just cause for discipline. Nothing in this policy shall
preclude the right of the District to impose discipline, up to and including dismissal, against an
employee pursuant to the District's existing disciplinary authority, based on just cause and subject to
employee rights in Article 5 herein.
26.06 Rieht to Representation. The employee will be entitled to consult with a Union
representative when asked to undergo a test upon reasonable suspicion, but this right shall not cause
a delay in the testing- procedure, nor shall failure to exercise this right invalidate test results or
preclude discipline based on test results. The failure to obtain counselor representation in this
particular instance shall not be grievable or arbitrable.
26.07 Costs of Tests: ChaJlenging of Test Results. Testing will be perfonned by an outside
agency in order for impartiality and confidentiality to be maintained. Both prohibited drug and
alcohol tests will be conducted by certified and qualified professionals. In both instances, a
confirmation test will be conducted should the initial test prove positive. In the case of alcohol
testing, all testing shall be done by either breathalyzer and/or blood test. In the case of testing for
prohibited drugs, urine specimen collection may be observed at the discretion of the testing agency
.
and all specimens will be separated into two (2) samples. If the initial sample tests positive, then the
employee has the right to request that the split sample be tested by a laboratory of his or her
choosing (within seventy-two (72) hours of being notified by the medical review officer) at the
employee's expense. If the results of the second test show that the initial test result was a false
positive, the District will assume the cost of the second test and employee will be reimbursed for any
work time used for the second challenging test. The District shall pay for all costs associated with
the administration of the alcohol or prohibited drug tests.
26.08 Payment of Wages: Test Time. The District shall pay the employee for the time required to
undergo the reasonable suspicion testing, but the District shall not be obligated to pay employees for
any follow-up testing, or evaluation by a substance abuse professional. An employee may use
accumulated credits for any recognized rehabilitation program recommended by a substance abuse
professional if that employee has accrued sick leave credits standing to his o~her credit. All time
spent administering the initial reasonable suspicion testing, including travel time, will be paid at the
employee's regular rate of pay or their overtime rate if applicable. Employees will be on the payroll
up to the time that an initial positive test result has been achieved as a result of reasonable suspicion
testing.
26.09 Call In Procedure. If an employee is called to report to duty, for overtime duty or other than
his usual start time, the employee is obligated to acknowledge the use of alcohol or any drug or other
substance which might impair the employee's ability to perform his job duties. In such cases, the
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employee wi1lnot be required to report to work. This section, however, shall in no manner, reduce,
elimiQate or otherwise affect any existing duty of employees to be reasonably available and capable
of reporting to work at their usual start time without any drug or alcohol impainnent.
26.10 Un paid Leave of Absence. If the employee is not terminated by appropriate disciplinary
proceedings for misconduct, an unpaid leave of absence will be al10wed for follow-up testing and
treatment if directed by a suhstance abuse professional on an in-patient or out-patient basis, provided
that the employee may use accumulated sick leave, vacation andlor personal time in accordance with
current Co1lective Bargaining Agreement provisions.
26.11 Statutory Implications. Nothing in this policy shall be construed to diminish any rights
which may apply to employees under the Family and Medical Leave Act or other relevant laws, nor
shall granting of any time offby the District be considered in any way, a recognition of Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) status of any such employee by the District.
26.12 Reinstatement. Reinstatement to an employee's position in a second instance after
rehabilitation will be made upon certification that the employee has satisfactorily completed a
rehabilitation program and that a substance abuse professional recommends return to regular
assignment. The employee's supervisor retains the right to assign and manage personnel in
accordance with the Civil Service Law and the Collective Bargaining Agreement.
26.13 Confidentiality. Employees' alcohol and prohibited drug test results and records will be
maintained under strict confidentiality by the District, the drug testing laboratory, the alcohol testing
facility and the medical review officer. The results cannot be released to any party except a
substance abuse professional without the written consent of the employee. Statistical records and
reports will be maintained by the District and the alcohol and drug testing provider. Records
concerning an employee's treatment for alcoholism or drug-related or substance abuse problems
shall remain separate from personnel files. However, nothing herein shall prohibit the introduction
of test procedures and results in any drug or alcohol disciplinary grievance, arbitration or associated
litigation.
26.14 Training. Supervisors responsible for determining, through direct observation, whether an
employee is capable of performing his or her duties or making a determination of reasonable
suspicion shall have appropriate training pursuant to federal reg\,llations. The Director of Human
Resources or his or her designee shail arrange for training of all supervisors who may be utilized to
determine "reasonable suspicion" as defined herein.
26.15 Distribution and Dissemination of Policy. The Director of Human Resources shall
distribute to all employees covered by this Agreement, a copy of this Article of the Contract and
appropriate educational materials that explain the requirements of the drug and alcohol testing
procedures prior to the start of the alcohol and prohibited drug testing program. Union
representatives shall also be notified of the distribution of this information.
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26.16 ReHef From Duty. Employees who are suspected of being unfit for duty may not remain at
the workplace. Such situations which result in a positive determination of reasonable suspicion
should be documented in writing immediately. An employee who is impaired shall not be allowed to
drive home from the workplace. After reasonable suspicion issues have been resolved, as well as
testing arranged for and accomplished, an employee may arrange transportation home with a member
of his or her family or friend of the employee or in a taxi at the employee's expense. If all other
alternatives are exhausted, a District supervisor may allow an employee to be driven home by a
District employee either in his own vehicle or in a District vehicle. An employee being sent home
under the influence of alcohol or prohibited drugs, who was not allowed to remain at work, shall not
be considered to be a disciplinary suspension for that day. The employee may be entitled to charge
any accruals for any portion of the day that he is sent home. After removal is achieved, the
supervisor will review whether disciplinary charges and/or suspension and/or other administrative
actions are appropriate.
26.17 Consequences of a Positive Test. Positive test results for an employee shall be defined as a
refusal to take a prohibited drug test or alcohol test, refusal to give a sample or positive test results as
determined by testing and confirmation. If a positive test results without any other form of
misconduct that would give rise to discipline, the following are the potential consequences:
POSITNE TEST FOR PROHIBITED DRUGS OR DRUG METABOLITES OR ALCOHOL
CONCENTRATION OF .05 OR GREATER: '
8
(a) First Instance - Mandatory referral to EAP; Voluntary referral to a SAP; Voluntary
rehabilitation program as may be recommended by the SAP, with verification to the employer;
(b) Second Instance - Up to thirty (30) days suspension and mandatory referral to EAP;
Mandatory referral to a SAP; Mandatory rehabilitation program as recommended by the SAP, with
verification to the employer;
(c) Third Instance Within Two (2) Years of Second Instance - Termination.
The District reserves any and all rights pursuant to Article 5 of this Agreement and Section
26.05 to discipline employees up to and including termination for any just cause for any misconduct
that may have occurred by the employee, despite the fact that the employee may have been impaired
by either a prohibited drug or alcohol at the time of the misconduct, if said misconduct would
otherwise warrant any type of discipline. Refusal or failure to comply with any mandatory
rehabilitation program upon any instance' of a positive test shall be considered to be misconduct
constituting grounds for discipline.
8
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ARTICLE 27: SCJIOOL NURSE POSITION
27.01 Creation orNe", Positions. Any school nurse positions created shall be a forty (40) week
position with either a seven (7) hour position if the position is not a traveling nurse position, or,
either a six (6) hour position or a six and one half (6.5) hour if the position is a traveling nurse
position.
27.02 Upgrade of Positions.
(a) That the District shall create school nurse positions on a gradual basis as each
incumbent of the Health Office Assistant title leaves employment. The Health Office Assistant titles
that become vacant may be replaced with School Nurse titles and School Nurse positions will be
created in lieu of Health Office Assistant positions as per District discretion. If any current Health
Office Assistant who is an Licensed Practical Nurse (L.P.N.) completes the education and licensure
requirements for a registered nurse (R.N.) and actually receives her Registered Nurse's license, that
Health Office Assistant position will be upgraded to a School Nurse position on July 1st following
the receipt of said license. Such upgrade will be done with the Health Office Assistant being placed
on Step 5 of the School Nurse schedule or on a step which results in an increase of at least $1.50 per
hour, whichever results in the greater increase, but not both. Such employee shall advance on the
salary schedule as per normal past practice after placement on said schedule.
(b) The District will agree to post for a transfer, any health office assistant position which
is either created or becomes vacant. The District will fill the vacancy by posting for transfer. The
District will then be allowed to, if anyone transfers into that vacancy, create the next vacancy as a
school nurse position.
ARTICLE 28: TRANSFERS
28.01: District lligbt To Transfer. The District has the right to transfer employees. The
posting and trial period provisions of Article 8 do not confer on an employee a vested right to a
particular work location.
28.02: Notice of Transfer. If the District intends to transfer an employee within the
employee's job classification from one building to another due to job perfonnance (either
positive or negative), the District will give notice of the proposed transfer to the employee and
the Association President no less than five (5) working days before the proposed effective date of
the transfer and will, upon request received within two (2) working days after receipt of that
notice, meet with the employee and/or a d~signated Association official to discuss the reason(s)
for the transfer.
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28.03: IVJeeting. For an transfers of an employee within the employee's job c1assification
from one building to another, other than those covered in Section 28.02, the District win notify
the employee and the Association President of the transfer as soon as practicable, but not
necessarily before the transfer is made. Upon request received within two (2) working days after
receipt of that notice, the District win meet with the employee and/or a designated Association
official to discuss the reason(s) for the transfer.
8
28.04: Procedure. When transferring an employee within the employee's job c1assification to
a different building, the District win first determine whether there is an available vacancy which
is, in the District's judgment, suitable for the employee to be transferred to. If there is none, the
District win next determine whether there is an employee currently holding a position which is,
in the District's judgment, suitable for the employee to be transferred to, who will volunteer to
exchange positions with the employee to be transferred. If there is none, the District will transfer
the employee to the position of an employee holding a position which is, in the District's
judgment, suitable for the employee to be transferred to, and if there are multiple such suitable
positions, the position of the least senior employee shall be chosen.
28.05: Grievances Regarding Continuation.
A. The District's decisions and actions to' transfer employees are not subject to the grievance
and arbitration provisions of this Agreement. However, if an employee who has been transferred
within the employee's job c1assification from one building to another continues in the transferred
position for more than ninety (90) calendar days after the effective date of the transfer, the
employee may file a grievance (with appeal to arbitration) on the sole issue of whether the
District had any valid reason to continue the transfer after the ninetieth (90th)calendar day.
8
B. A claim that the District has failed to follow the procedures of this Article 28 is subject to
the grievance and arbitration provisions of this Agreement.
28.06: Written Notices. All notices/notifications and requests under this Article 28 shall be
given in writing.
28.07: Posting. Nothing in this Article 28 shall be construed to relieve the District of the
requirements of Article 8 concerning the posting of vacancies, provided that the District may
exercise its right to transfer an employee to a vacant position prior to posting that position, but
thereafter shall post the position from which the employee was transferred in accordance with the
provisions of Article 8.
28.08: TransDortation Dept.Nothing in this Article 28, except 28.01 and the first sentence of
28.05A, shall be applicable to the Transportation Department. Nothing in this Article 28, except
28.01 and the first sentence of 28.05A, shall be applicable to changes in job locations and/or
assignments within an employee's job c1assification within the same building.
.
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ARTICLE 29: EXTRA 'VOR]{ 'VI-IEELS
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTl\1ENT
29.01. The District and the N'VSRP hereby agree to create a "l\1id - day Extra Work Wheel"
an "A.l\1. Trip 'Vheel,," a "P.l\1. Trip 'Vheel" and a "'Veekend/Overnight Trip Whee!:"
pursuant to the fonowing terms" conditions" definitions and procedural rules. These wheels
win become effective on September 1"2002. .
29.02. Mid- Day Extra Work Wheel-
a. Definition -For purposes of this Article" midday extra work shall be defined to be
,vork as defined herein ,vhich begins after 9 a.m. and finishes before 2 p.m. In order to be able
to si~n up for work on this midday extra ,vork wheel" employees must have no conflictine
assi~nment between the hours of 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. Assienments that are made pursuant to
this wheel may include but not be limited to BOCES runs" ISS" early dismissals" private and
parochial pickups and drop-offs and any other pieces of mid-day work which occur during
regular school hours other than field trips. This midday extra work wheel shall also be used to
cover assignments of drivers with regularly assigned mid-day runs who are absent due to
illness or other reasons.
b. Operation -The midday extra work wheel shall be a weekly wheel and appointed bus
drivers may sien UP for an entire week by 12 noon on the preceding Friday for the week which
follows and begins on Monday at 9 AM and ends Friday at 2 PM. The period for signing shall
close at 12 noon on Friday. Once the signing period is closed" the names of appointed bus
drivers will be ranked for biddine pursuant to this article in order of their district seniority
date for single appointment drivers and by unit seniority date for dual appointed drivers.
Pieces of work will be assigned on a daily basis by using the wheel for the entire week and will
generally be assigned by 12 noon on the school day preceding the piece of work. It is the
employee's responsibility to physically personally sien the si~n up list for said wheel. This
,vheel shall rotate by the district seniority date for single appointment drivers and by unit
seniority date for dual appointed drivers and each new week" the wheel will start with the
driver who is next in seniority following the driver who received the last assienment in the
previous week. Takin2 an assignment or refusin2 an assienment shall constitute an employee's
turn at the wheel. In the case of assienments covering the same time period" the assienment
reasonably believed by the Transportation Supervisor or Head Bus Driver to be the longer
assignment shall be assigned to the more senior- driver.
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29.03. A.M. Trip Wheel-
a. Definition - For purposes of this Artide~ "A.J\1. Trips" shall be defined to be those
trips startin!! before 2:00 p.m.. If an A.J\1. trip is outside of the zone indicated on the attached
map~ hereby incorporated by reference as Appendix J as if fuHy set forth herein~ it will be
posted as an "A.1VI.Trip - Outside the Zone-either ((One Wav" or ((DriverRelnains". For trips
outside the zone~ drivers may give up their entire re!!ular A.M. portion of their route or anv
other conflicting portions of their route in order to be assigned said trips. If an A.M. trip is
inside of the zone indicated on the attached map~ Appendix J.. it will be posted as an "A.M.
Trip - Inside the Zone." In order to be able to si!!n up for trips which are posted as "A.M.
Trip- Inside the Zone".. employees must have no regular assignment which conflicts with the
any part of the trip.
b. Operation - The "A.M. Trips" work wheel shall be an individual posting for each
trip. Those trips will be posted as soon as possible and the si!!n-up period shall dose at 12:00
noon on the school day preceding the day of the trip. Once the list is closed.. appointed drivers'
names will be ranked for bidding pursuant to this article in order of their district seniority
date for sin!!le appointment drivers and by unit seniority date' for dual appointed drivers..
Each new list will start with the driver in the new list who is next in seniority followinl! the
driver who received the assienment from the last list. Said trips will generally be assigned by
12:00 noon on the school day preceding the trip. It is the employee's responsibility to
physically personallv sign the sil!n up list for said trip. This wheel shall rotate by district
,
seniority date for single appointment drivers and by unit seniority date for dual appointed
drivers. Takinl! an assignment or refusing an assil!nment shall constitute an employee's turn at
the wheel. In the case of assignments covering the same time period. the assienment
reasonably believed by the Transportation Supervisor or Head Bus Driver to be the lonl!er
assignment shall be assigned to the more senior driver.
.
29.04 P.M. Trip Wheel-
a. Definition - For purposes of this article.. "P.M. Trips" shall be defined to be any trips
startinl! after 2:00 p.m. If a P.M. trip is outside of the zone indicated on the attached map.
hereby incorporated by reference as Appendix J as if fully set forth herein.. it will be posted as
a "P.M. Trip - Outside the Zone- Drop- Off..Remain.. and Return." For trips outside the zone.
drivers may give up their entire regular P.M. portion of their route in order to be assil!ned said
trips. If a P.M. trip is inside of the zone indicated on the attached map. Appendix J" it will be
posted as a "P.M. Trip - Inside the Zone." If the most senior appointed driver on the wheel
has a conflict with his regular route" that driver shall complete his regular route and the
Transportation Supervisor or Head Bus Driver may take whatever steps are necessary to
accomplish the conflictinl! part of the trip (usually the "drop-off') and the non-conflictine
part of the trip will then be assigned" by seniority" to the most senior driver on the wheel. If the
most senior driver on the wheel has no conflicting assil!nment" that driver may be assigned the
.
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entire trip.
b. Operation - The "P.1\1. Trips" work wheel shaH be an individual postinl! for each
trip. These trips will be posted as soon as possible and the sign-up period shaH close at 12:00
noon on the school day precedin2 the day of the trip. Once the list is closed" appointed drivers'
names wiH be ranked for biddin2 pursuant to this article in order of their district seniority
date for sin21e appointment drivers and bv unit seniority date for dual appointed drivers. Each
new trip assignment will start with the driver next in seniority on the new list following the
driver who received the assignment from the last list. Said trips will be assigned pursuant to
these sign-up sheets bv noon on the school day preceding the trip. It is the employee's
responsibilitv to physically personally sign the sign up list for said trip. This wheel shall rotate
by district seniority date for sin21e appointment drivers and by unit seniority date for dual
appointed drivers. Taking an assignment or refusing an assignment shall constitute an
employee's turn at the ,,,heel. In the case of assignments covering the same time period" the
assignment reasonably believed by the Transportation Supervisor or Head Bus Driver to be
the longer assi2nment shall be assigned to the more senior driver.
29.05. Weekend/Overnight Trip Wheel-
a. Definition - For purposes of this Article" "Weekend/Overnight Trips" shall be
defined to be any trips which extend over either a weekend or any part thereof or entail
overnight accommodations. In order to be able to sign up for a
posted trip on this "Weekend/Overnight Trips" work wheel" the driver shall be allowed to give
up their entire regular route in order to sil!n up on the wheel for said trip.
b. Operation - The "Weekend/Overnight Trips" wheel shall be an individual postine
. for each trip. These trips will be posted as soon as possible and the sign-up period shall closeat
12:00 noon on the school day precedinl! the day of the trip. Once the list is closed" appointed
drivers' names will be ranked for biddinl! pursuant to this article in order of their district
seniority date for single appointment drivers and by unit seniority date for dual appointed
drivers. Each new trip assignment will start with the driver next in seniority on the new list
followin~ the driver who received the assignment from the last list. Said trips will be assigned
pursuant to these sil!n-up sheets by noon on the school da'y preceding the trip. It is the
employee's responsibility to physically personally sil!n the sign up list for said trip. This wheel
shall rotate by district seniority date for sin~le appointment drivers and by unit seniority date
for dual appointed drivers. Taking an assignment or refusing an assignment shall constitute
an employee's turn at the wheel. In the case of assil!nments coverinl! the same time period" the
assignment reasonably believed by the Transportation Supervisor or Head Bus Driver to be
the longer assit!nment shall be assigned to the more senior driver.
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29.06. General Provisions- .
A. Emergency assignnlents- Unavailability- The fonowing terms and conditions apply
to an of the above ,,'heels covered by this Article of the coJJective bargaining agreement.
Enlergency assh!nments for purposes of this subdivision shan be defined as those which are
necessitated by the refusal or unavailability of the person assigned pursuant to operation of the
relevant ,,'heel. Emergency assignments other thall those for which the District has less than two
(2) hours prior to Dull-out time to 111akethe assignlnent may be made by the supervisor to the
next person on the ,vheel in seniority order "Tho is able to unconditionally accept the trip when,
requested. If the next person is either not available or refuses" or cannot be contacted" the
supervisor shan attempt to make assi{!nments from the relevant wheel" and shall attempt to
assign the trip to at least five (5) persons from the relevant wheel. If a person on the wheel
either is not available or refuses" or cannot be contacted" the next person on the wheel shall be
contacted. If the first five people on the wheel are either unavailable" or refuse" or cannot be
contacted" or in the event the District has less than two (2) hours to make the trip assignment
prior to the pun-out time of the trip" the District may make the assignment to any available
personnel without regard to names on the wheel and said assignment may be made from
available personnel present at the garage" or accessible bv telephone" substitutes" or
mechanical staff" without regard to seniority or preference of one group over another" or one
individual over another.
.
B. Emer{!ency assignments- Other - Emergency assignments for purposes of this
subdivision shall be defined as (1) those trips which the Transportation Department did not
know about until after 12:00 noon on the school day before the trip" or (2) those assignments of
trips where no appointed driver has signed for on the relevant wheel. The District 'shall
establish an "Emergency Assignments Trip Wheel" for said assignments. This Emergency
Assignments Trip Wheel shall be an annual work wheel and employees may sil!n up for an
entire school year by September 10 of that school year. The period for si{!ninl! shall close at 12
noon on September 10"(or if Sept. 10 is a weekend day" the next school day). Once closed" the
names will be ranked in order of district seniority for single appointment drivers" and in order
of unit seniority for dual appointed drivers. Any persons wishinl! to add their names after
September 10 will be added for that school year in the order of addition but after all the names
ranked in seniority order. Each emer{!ency trip assignment other than those for which the
District has less than two (2) hours to make the assignment will start with the driver next in
seniority on the emer{!ency tri~ wheel following the driver who received the last assignment
from the emergency assignments trip wheel. This wheel shall rotate by district seniority date
for sin{!le appointment drivers and by unit seniority date for dual appointed drivers. Takine
an assignment or refusinl! an assignment shall constitute an employee's turn at the wheel. In
the case of assi{!nments covering the same time period" the assignment reasona~ly believed by
the Transportation Supervisor or Head Bus Driver to be the longer assignment shall be
assigned to the more senior driver. Emergency assignments may be made by the supervisor to
the next person on the wheel in seniority order who is able to unconditionally accept the trip
,
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,,'hen requested. If the next person is either not avaiJable or refuses~ or cannot be contacted.
the supervisor shan attempt to nlake assi1!nments from the emergency ,,,heel~and shan attempt
to assi1!n the trip to at le,ast five (5) persons from the emergency "'heel. If a person on the
wheel either is not available or refuses~ or cannot be contacted~ the next person on the ,,'heel
shan be contacted. If the first five people on the ,,'heel are either u'navailable.. or refuse.. or
cannot be contacted~ or in the event the District has less than two (2) hours to make the trip
assignment prior to the pun-out time of the trip~ the District may make the assignment to any
available personnel without regard to names on the wheel and said assi!!nment may be made
from avaiJable personnel present at the garage~ or accessible by telephone.. substitutes. or
mechanical staff.. ,,,ithout re1!ard to seniority or preference of one group over another.. or one
individual over another. '
C. Cancellation of trips - If a trip is canceled for any reason the matter is covered by
section 23.08.
D. This new Article of the collective bargaining agreement replaces Sections 23.06.
subdivisions (b.) rotating of runs.. and (f.) extra runs. These are the only two (2) subdivisions
replaced bv this article and these subdivisions (except for the first sentence of 23.06(f.)) are
hereby deleted from the contract. Both parties also hereby agree to delete the title of
"Mechanic Helper" from Section 23.06(a) and to change the word "shall" to the word "should"
in that section.
ARTICLE 30: OTHER
OVERTIME WHEELS
30.01 Overtime Wheel for Teacher Aides.. Monitors and Food Services Personnel
A. "Overtime" and "extra work" as used in this section shall be defined to
mean extra work opportunities which occur during the school vear~ necessitating additional
hours of duty.. outside the re~ularly assigned hours of duty. This wheel shall not apply to
summer work. .
B. If the opportunity for extra work occurs~ necessitatin!! overtime in the
opinion of mana!!ement.. such opportunity to work overtime shall be offered to the
emplovee holdin!! the position who would normally do the work on reeular strai!!ht time..
durin!! regular business hours. If there is more than one (1) employee who would normally
do the work in Question. the work opportunity shall be offered to said em{>loveesin order
of seniority.
C. If the emplovee who would normallv do the work refuses the overtime.
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nUlnagement nlay reschedule tbe ,,/ork to be done at another time" not necessarily on
overtime. If the work in the opinion of the District management may not be rescheduled"
then the opportunity to '"ork overtime shaH be offered to other employees within the same
title" ,,,ithin the sanle buj)dint!" on a seniority basis with tbe most senior being asked first
and upon refusal" continuing in seniority order ,,/ithin the same title" within the same
building.
.
D. If aH employees ,,,itbin the same title" within the same building" refuse the
opportunity to ,york overtime" management may reschedule the work to be done at another
time" not necessarily on overtime.. If the work" in the opinion of the District management
may not be rescheduled" the Director of Human Resources shall obtain a person to .
accomplish the ,vork by using the District-\\'ide seniority list for that title" in seniority
order. If the person or persons requested refuse assignments" the next person or persons
on the list win be contacted until a person accepts the assignment: provided that the
District is not obligated to request an employee" who has already been asked and refused
pursuant to paragraphs Band C above to ,york overtime a second time for the same
opportunity. The next available assignment will be to the next person in seniority order on
the list" fonowing the person last assigned. If all persons refuse the District may then take
whatever steps are necessary to accomplish the work The SRP A does not waive any claim
to exclusivity should the District accomplish the work with personnel who are not from
,vithin the bargaining unit. .
.
E. Any allegations of inappropriate assi2nments of overtime opportunities shall
be grievable through the arbitration stage of the I!rievance procedure. Any remedy of such
grievance shall be limited to the assignment of the next available overtime opportunity..
provided that the next available opportunity occurs within ninety (90) calendar days of the
assi2nment. If the next opportunity does not occur within ninety (90) calendar days of the
assignment.. the remedy shall be limited to the payment of the number of overtime or extra
work hours worked" at the appropriate rate" to the appropriate person who should have
been offered the overtime.. or extra work opportunity. Only one (1) employee.. the next
person on the list.. shall be paid.. on each occasion.. unless the overtime or extra work
involved the assignment of more than one person to work overtime or extra work.
30.02 Overtime Wheel for Clerical Employees
A. "Overtime" and "extra work" as used in this section shall be defined to
mean extra work opportunities which occur during the regular school year" (and during
the summer months for fifty- two (52) week employees,,) necessitating additional hours of
duty" outside the re2ularly assi2ned hours of duty. This wheel shall not apply to
assignments of summer work to forty (40)" forty-two (42)" or forty- four (44) week
employees.
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B. If the opportunity for extra work occurs~ necessitating overtime in the
opinion of management~ such opportunity to work overtime shall be offered to the
enlplovee holding the position who would nornlallv do the work on reeular straight time"
during regular business hours. ]f there is nlore than one (]) eJnployee who would normallv
do the work in question~ the work opportunity shall be offered to said employees in order
of seniority.
C. If the enlployee who would normally be assi1!ned the work refuses the
overtime~ manaeement may reschedule the work to be done at another time" not necessarily
on overtime. If the work in the opinion of the District management may not be
rescheduled" then the opportunity to work overtime shall be offered to other employees
,,,ithin the clerical unit" as one unit" within the same building" on a seniority basis with the
most senior being asked first and upon refusal" continuing in seniority order within the
clerical unit" as one unit" within the same buildine.
D. If all employees' within the same buildine within the clerical unit" refuse the
opportunity to work overtime" manaeement may reschedule the work. If the work" in the
opinion of the District management may not be rescheduled" the Director of Human
Resources shall obtain a person to accomplish the work by using the District-wide clerical
seniority list" in seniority order" with all clerical titles considered to be within one unit. If
the person or persons requested refuse assienments" the next person or persons on the list
will be contacted until a person accepts the assienment: provided that the District is not
obligated to request an employee" who has already been asked and refused pursuant to
paraeraphs Band C above to work overtime a second time for the same opportunity. The
next available assi1!nment will be to the next person in seniority order on the list" followine
the person last assigned. If all persons refuse the District may then take whatever steps are
necessary to accomplish the work. The SRP A does not waive any claim to exclusivity
should the District accomplish the work with personnel who are not from within the
bargaining unit.
E. If the overtime or extra work occurs during the summer months for fifty-two
(52) week employees" the above rules will be applicable to only the fifty-two (52) week
employees working those months.
F. Any allegations of inappropriate assignments of overtime opportunities shall
be grievable through the arbitration stage of the erievance procedure~ Any remedy of such
grievance shall be limited to the assignment of the next available overtime opportunity"
provided that the next available opportunity occurs within ninety (90) calendar days of the
assignment. If the next opportunity does not occur within ninety (90) calendar days of the
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assignment~ the remedy shaH be limited to the payment of the number of overtime or extra
work hours worked~ at the appropdate rate~ to the appropriate person who should have
been offered the overtime~or extra ,,'ork opportunity. Only one (t) employee ~ the next
person on the list~ shaH be paid~ on each occasion~ unless the overtime or extra work
involved the assignment of more than one person to ,york overtime or extra work.
30.03 Overtime 'Vheel for Bus 1\1echanics~Bus Attendants and Transportation Laborer
A. For Purposes of this Section of the collective bargainine agreement
"overtime" or "extra ,vork" shaH be defined to mean overtime or extra work oDDortunities
which occur ,,,Uhin the title of Bus Mechanic~ Bus Attendant and Transportation
Laborer and shaH specifically exclude bus driving. If the opportunity for overtime or extra
work within title other than driving a bus occurs~ necessitating overtime or extra work in
the opinion of management~ such opportunity to work overtime or extra work shall be
offered to all employees within the same title~ on a seniority basis with the most senior
being asked first and upon refusal~ continuing in seniority order within title. This wheel
does not apply to summer work for employees who are not fiftY-two (52) week employees .
B. If all employees within title refuse the opportunity to work overtime or extra
. work~the district may reschedule the work.. or take whatever action necessary to
accomplish the work~ within its own judgment and discretion. The SRP A does not waive
any claim to exclusivity should the District accomplish the work with personnel who are
not from within the bargaining unit.
C. Any allegations of inappropriate assienments of overtime oDportunities shall
be grievable through the arbitration stage of the grievance procedure. Any remedy of such
grievance shall be limited to the assignment of the next availab]e overtime opportunity"
provided that the next available opportunity occurs within ninety (90) calendar days of the
assignment. If the next oDportunitv does riot occur within ninety (90) calendar days of the
assignment~ the remedy shall be limited to the payment of the number of overtime or extra
work hours worked~ at the apDropriate rate~ to the apDropriate person who should have
been offered the overtime~or extra work opportunity. Only one (1) employee ~ the next
person on the list~ shaH be paid~ on each occasion~ unless the overtime or extra work
involved the assignment of more than one person to work overtime or extra work.
30.04 Overtime Whee] for Health Office Employees
A. Emergency overtime situations-In the case of a medical emergency which
requires overtime~no whee] shall apply in the district shall take any and all steDsto deal
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with the enlergency Inedkal situation The SRP A does not waive any cJaim to excJusivity
should the District acconlpJish the work with personnel 'J\'ho are not from within the
bar!!ainin!! unit.
B. If the opportunity for non-emer!!ency overtime or extra work occurs"
necessitating overtime in the opinion of management" such opportunity to work overtime
shan be offered to the employee holdin!! the position "rho would normany do the work on
regular straieht time" durin!! reeular business hours. If there is more than one (1) employee
,,,ho ,,,ould normany do the ,,,ork in question" the work opportunity shall be offered to said
employees in order of seniority.
c. If the employee who would normally be assigned the work refuses the
overtime" management may reschedule the work to be done at another time" not necessarily
on overtime. If the ,york in the opinion of the District manaeement may not be
. rescheduled" then the opportunity to work overtime shall be offered to other employees
within the same title" within the same buiJdin!!" on a seniority basis with the most senior
being asked first and upon refusal" continuing in seniority order within the same title"
within the same buiJdine.
D. If all employees within the same title.. within the same building" refuse the
opportunity to work overtime" management may reschedule the work. If the work.. in the
opinion of the District management may not be rescheduled.. the Director of Human
Resources shall obtain a person to accomplish the work by using the District-wide seniority
list for that title.. in seniority order. If the person or persons requested refuse assignments"
the next person or persons on the list will be contacted until a Derson accepts the
assignment: provided that the District is not obli!!ated to request an employee.. who has
already been asked and refused pursuant to para!!raphs Band C above to work overtime a
second time for the same opportunity. The next available assignment will be to the next
person in seniority order on the list.. followin!! the person last assigned. If all Dersons refuse
the District may then take whatever steps are necessary to accomplish the work. The SRPA
does not waive any cJaim to excJusivity should the District accomplish the work with
personnel who are not from within the bar!!aining unit.
. E. Any allegations of inappropriate assi!!nments of overtime opportunities shall
be !!rievable throu!!h the arbitration stage of the erievance procedure. Any remedy of such
grievance shall be limited to the assignment of the next available overtime opportunity"
provided that the next available oPDortunity occurs within ninety (90) calendar days of the
assignment. If the next opportunity does not occur within ninety (90) calendar days of the
assignment.. the remedy shall be limited to the payment of the number of overtime or extra
work hours worked.. at the appropriate rate.. to the apDropriate person who should have
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been 6ffered the overtime~ or extra "'ork opportunity. Only' on'e(~) emp~oyee. t~e next,'
,
person on t~)jst~ shan be p~dd~on eac~ occ3sion~unless the overtime or extra wor~
.
jnvo]ved t~e ~ssjgDmeDt of more tban one pers'on to ''''ork overfj'me or,extra ,vor~,
'
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F. For purposes of tb~s overt~me ',,'beel article onlv. School Nurses a'nd HeaUk
Office Assistants shan be considered to be in tbe same ti1]e for assit!nment of overtime,
,
"purposes.
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"ARTICLE 3]: DuRATIO~
"
, .
3] .01: Term. ,This agreement sha1l become effective July 1, 2002. urness otherwise expressed or, .
intended and shan remain in effect until June 30, 2006. Ifa new agreement is nQ~in effect'by the,'
,
latter date, the tenns of this agreement shan remain in fu1l force and effect until s~p~eded by aneW '
negotiated agreement in accordance with PERB rules, r~gulations and decisions!"' '
.
'
,
' , ,
3].02: Ratification'. This agreement has been ratified by the parties whose undersigned '
,
representatives have been duly authorized to execute this agree~eDt.' ' '
.
FOR THE DISTRICI': FOR THE UNION:
.:oc~
JUDI1H H. HOWARD"EDD.. .
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
"
"', 7J 2!Jo3'..
DATE ~
,
'
~~
.
'JdL
...
KATHY
" '
,
.
SRP UNION PRESIDENT " , ,
'
5-5-D~9
DATE . ,
"
..~~1~ 4Z~
,
MAUREEN KAUS.,,' , ,
BOARD OF EDUCATION PRESIDENT
, In ' 7. ~o 3 '
DATE ar '
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APPENDIX B '.
J\TJAGARA 11/HEATFIELD CENTRAL SCHO.OL DISTRICT
SRP/AfANA GERIAL/NON-CONTRA CTUAVTECHNOLOGY DEPT.
HEALTH INSURANCE WAIVER
.'
. 1. I affmn that I am eHgiblefor coverage under a group health plan through tbe employer of my spouse,
.
other family member or as a result of other employment as follows: .'
_ single coverage _ two person coverage
~ family coverage
2. I hereby waive my right to..health insurance which I would Qtherwise be entitled to as follows:
HEALTH INSURANCE
.
'~~~:;:.}ij ~::l~~~;;'flfj~~:~;~~.::i
4-5.95 hrsIda 50% 50%
6-7.95 hrs/da 75% 25%
8 hrsIda 100% 0
RIDERS .
Fun-time for Position 100% o
3'~ In exchange for waiving my right to such coverage for the entire year, the District will pay directly to
me, the appropriate amount as follows:
"::::'~~"~:i~~~,~~r~::':;:;:~~~!!~~~:~~~~~~1.1:!~~ .:.~.:: ~:::.~:
.S500.00
5750.00
$1 000.00
4. Waiver payments for a full year of coverage will be made in two (2) equal installments semi-
annually. Waiver payments for less than a full year shall be prorated.
s. I.accept this arrangement during the term of my active employment with the District, but may re-
enter the District's health insurance plan upon thirty (30) days' advance written notice to the School,
Business E?,ecutive. Re-entry shall require a proration of any waiver payments for the peri9d of re-entry.
6. I understand that my election to waive health insurance coverage followed by an election to reinstate
such coverage is limited to once per year.
7. IIwe have read the above and swear or affinn it is true to the best of my/our knowl~ge.
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE EMPLOYEE PRINTED NAME DATE
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this day of , 2001.
.
.
.
NOTARY PUBLIC .
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(c)
APPENDIX B .
NIAGARA WHEATFIELD CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
and '.
. .
NIAGARA WHEATFIELD SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL
. .. .
HEALTH INSURANCE WAIVER AGREEMENT
(a) Waiver
.
I, , an employee of the' Niagara Wheatfield Central
School District ("District"), do hereby agree to waive my right to Health
Insurance under the tenns of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between
.
,
the District and the Niagara Wheatfield School Related Personnel
Association. I CERTIFY THAT I AM CURRENTLY COVERED BY
ADEQUATE HEALTH 'INSURANCE THROUGH MY SPOUSE,
OTHER FAMILY MEMBER, OR AS A RESULT OF OTHER
EMPLOYMENT. In exchange for waiving my right to such coverage for
the entire year, the District will pay, directly to me, the appropriate
'amount, ,noted below, pursuant to Article 21.03(c) ("Ban on Duplicate
Enrollment") for waiver of the individual or' family plan. Prorated
payments will be macJe pursuant to the schedule outlined below.
(b) Reinstatement of Health Insurance Coveraee
I understand ,that I may elect, at any such time during the year,.' to
reinstate my health insurance coverage. Such' coverage will then be
provided as SOODas possible following receipt, of written notification by the
District, Lastly, I understand that my election to waive health insurance
coverage, "followed by an election to reinstate such coverage is limited to
pDce per year.
Calculation of Waiver Benefit,
, ,
The maximum waiver sum received by any e~ployee shall be detennined
by taking the percentage contributed by the Distric,t for that employee
. toward the Basic Plan Premium (Article 21.04) and applying that
percentage to the maximum waiver amount listed in Section' 21.03(c).
[~xample: District contributes' 75% toward Basic Plan for family ,coverage
for an employ~ - maximum waiver is 75% of $1000. or $750.]
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(d) Prorated Waiver Payments
'Vaiver for Fun Year - If I drop health insurance coverage by
June 21st and do not reinstate it for the entire school year
,__,._,.,_J9J1.~~!~g, J ,~il~...!~~~~'y'~.,~Q%.,9f.my ~aJv~r S~m..iA D~,eIPb~r" an~.,...
the remaining 50% in June.
(1)
(2) Waiver for Less Than FuJI' Year -- If I drop health insurance
before the 15th of any month, I will be credited with a full month
for purposes of the waiver. I will thereinafter receive 1/12 of the
appropriate waiv,er sum for each month I waive health insurance.
Payment will be made in the last paycheck issued in December and
any remainder due me as a result of my health insurance waiver for
previous months shall be paid to me in the last paycheck issued in
June. '.
Date:
Employee Signature
Witness Signature
Witness - Print Full Name
* * *
COMPLETED FORM TO BE FILED IN THE BUSINESS OFFICE * * *
-
Eligible for reimbursement? Y.N[8
Date of Eligibility
# Hrs Per Day Proration by . %
Amount Due: $
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APPENDIX C
..
. '
NIAGARA 'VHEATFIELD CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
nnd
.
NIAGARA 'VHEATFIELD SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL
. .
HEALTH APPLICATION/CONTINUATION FORM
Please submit this form. completed nnd signed, ,by (Date)
PART I: LIST DEPENDANTS OR FAl\-fILY 1VIEMBERS COVERED BY
THE DISTRICT'S HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN:
(~Iease Print Legibly o~ TyPe)
NA,.,IE . Er.'IPLOYERlADDRESS SOCIAL SECURITY NO.
.
PART n: BAN ON DUPLICATE ENROLLl\rfENT
Pursuant, to the ban on duplicnte enrollment contained in Section 21.03 of the
contract between the .District and. the. Niagara Whenttield School Related' Perso~ncl
Associntion ("Union"), I hereby certify:','
.
(n)
.
,
. .
Thut I nm not eligible for henlth ins~lrnnce covernge under DOY
other group. i~surnnce pluo. '
...
, 0
.
(b) If I am eligible for henlth insurance coverage under DOY other
group 'insurnnce plan, I must inform the District of \vhich
.
covernee I 'elect to take -- the District'~ or the other group. .r
I elect the other group, I may be eligible for a waiver bonus 8S
provided in Section 21.03(c) of .the contracL . '
8
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° I understand that I must report any changes in the ab.ove infonnatiqn (Part I or
Part 11) within one calendar month
°
of the ch:mge.
°
I 'hereby certify thnt the nbove information is correct, ° and t~at I understand the
B:1n on Duplicate Enro1Jment provision noted in Part II above:
Signature Date
I
. .
. {&{-)H~:H;' o. o' ". . :..~;, . : ':'. i:~.;':d~'?air.~::"o .
:"~'~::;:~::P~,(:~:. FOR OFFICE :USE ONL Y ~'o::;:~!!'..,.~ili~1
~". 'i:;;,,;:-~' ".~,>;'
'''::~)':/ ~ ~,' .:~.:~ . . ~~. : o:~:o.~" :'
0:
?'
...:.
~'~,,~'::r:?C..
Date Received By 'Vhom
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"
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APPENDIX D
. SENIORITYUNITS& JOB TITLES
Clericals Payroll Clerk
Account Clerk
Stenographer
Typist
Cafeteria Motor Equipment Operator
Cook Manager
Cook
Food Service Helper
Food Service Helper IT
Mechanics Lead Auto Mechanic
Auto Mechanic
Laborer
Bus Drivers Bus Driver
.
Buildings .& Grounds
Maintenance, and
Custodians Head Maintenance Person
Carpenter
Electrician
Head Custodian A (over 1500 students)
Head Custodian B (1500 students or less)
Head ~ustodianC (elementary)
Courier/Inventory Clerk
. Lead Cleaner
Grounds Keeper
Custodian
Cleaner
Laborer
CleanerlMonitor
Health Office He'aIth Office Assistant
AideslM onitors Teacher Aide
School Monitor
Personal Care Aide
Bus Attendant..
.
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APPENDIX E
NJA GARA "THEA TFJELD SCH OOL RELATED PERSONNEL ASSOCIA T1ON
GRJEV ANCE FORM Number .'
Date of Grievance
Grievant Building
Seniority Unit .'
N.a.tuFe:ofGr-ie:vance.:..{What.happened,.wh9...was involved., wl1en.did..this;take.place,.what..contr.act.sections"were"'~" ,.,., .
violatcd) .
.'
. '.A
Remcdy Sought (Desircd resolution):
Grievant's SignatUre. Date
Distribution: Original - Union Grievance Chair
Supervisor
Superintendent
Unit Representativc
Grievant
District Clerk
-PAGE TWO
First Step Answer:
.
Supervisor's Signature
Date
Union response to first step answer
Accepted: Yes ( ]
No I .'J -Appeal to second step
Signatures:
.
Employee or Union Rep
Grievance Chair
Distribution as on page onc. .
Appeal to second step received . Date
. PAGETIiREE----------------------
Sccond step answer:
(Attach extra sbeets as necessary.)
. Date
Date
Superintendent's Signature:
(Attach extra sbects as necessary.)
Union response to second step answer:
No'l ] - Appeal to arbitration
Signaturc: Union Grievance Chair
Distribution as on page onc.
Date
Accepted: Yes I J
Date'
.I
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APPENDIX. F
Longevity Schedule - 7/1/02 - 6/30/06
-
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03/11/03
Uniform Allowance Schedule 2002 -2006
Uniform Allowance
Cafeteria Unit
. Please note you are only entitled to one uniform allowance within a specific unit
. This allowance shall be pro-rated for new employees and for employees leav"ing during the year.
Laborer
~.,
"
Lead "Auto Mechanic
. Please note you are only entitled to one uniform allowance within a specific unit
. This allowance shall be pro-rated for new employees and for employees leaving dUring the year.
. ..-
Laborer
~ eac"'
.Please note you are only entitled to one uniform allowance within a specific unit
.This allowance shall be pro-rated for new employees and for employees leaving during the year.
Uniform Allowance
Health Office Unit
School Nurse
. Please note you are only entitled to one uniform allowance within a specific unit
. This allowance shall be pro-ratedfor new employees and for employees leaving during the year.
"
1"9
03/11/03
APPENDIX G .,
"..
.
.
8
IClerical Unit. 2001-2002
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
f;p.~1':'~:::::jk:t.Z;,'c;~I:~J ;r~:1~:iJj;'11. DIf~§.~l~m ~U:i~1~'~~i: :t~~;::::~;1B~~g ~:~1i~:::;~~~;Qi EUIji~~ :j;:~:=jl~;~,~,,iEi!~iI~ ~I{..;::~r;'~~7'~'~1~; ~,::"@i:......: ..' .;... $~~~~!I..J. ~.'-.il""...~
Stenographer $11.39 $11.99 $12.60 $12.98 $13;36 $13.52 $13.67 $13.83 $14.01 $15.45
;g;~~~~~~i~~:::~;f~~:!?2I. 3?:G~)II~ n:~7'j3R~; ~.':.:::~.:.:~i~:~i'rF~~~~~7~Q 1{~~i~w]~': :{t~l~:i~';.!~ ;;.~.;::::t:.;...
:..:
~~ii'::'
~~;L:~!lfil ?~~?1$11'~~. ~fiJ!)$!i~l. ......:$1(3.. t"...,.;,. .-.:..."t..':)of\..... ._..4.......~.~. .... Ii.,,' .,........
. .
Payroll Clerk $11.59 $12.20 $12.82 $13.20 $13.61 $13.76 $13.91 $14.09 $14.25
. $15.73
I
IClericalUnit. 2002.2003
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
:iy.e.i~~~~=~;:.:':'.S]S~~~;S:. ;~.X~tl~~: ~l:}~¥I1~~Q;'~;~ilfl;~ ~~;t!l!1~.:;~:~::!ir~112iIiR
,~:~-:-.~.~,~
:':.:.~'~IT~;~i
,.r:-..-:....I'r.MP:':'f'':t... .,........"""'..... -.:.~
::.~/ .$~S.~ .:~'.'
~'.l1!t..90 "')'1.
....... .
\"'~ ~']~~~!Ja::.....;,............:o:.....-,...:...~ ~......:......\~....... Ja.,....._',J". . ~ ...I.,. ..
Stenographer $11.56 $12.16 $12.77 $13.15 $13.53 $13.69 $13.84 $14.00 514.18 $15.93
:~i.~J~!~fu~.~;J]~rL~~~~ I.~7~~i~1#j ~~TE:~)~~IJ3~:i~i.i ~:7'?~iI~j;'
7
~'~:~,"!r''''(:!"
""
r:7...:..-ir.~7'7~
~;.~..:$r:~:j~ ~""""'ti~~ "0 -. ....~.."':~ """"'1"',..- ~..(..- ~~~~~..~~.......-: '.:. ,.,',:$13';18 .,;:.....$13 ~~\.~....:i...!.i~~~ );. ~.'.~.$., ~':11. .?{ }!~jj~'1;.:~:;.~..::......~.,;.
'.. ..w.- ,~,;......."",..~>..
~.:. .
.."..... 't.....t.iII,'1.;..c:...."......~,..oIi. ..._.-"\..t# 441\4 ,.t......... ..;.1;.....:L..". .,.., I...J
Payroll Clerk 511.76 $12.37 $12.99 $13.37 $13.78 $13.93 $14.08 $14.26 514.42 516.21
I
IClericalUnit. 2003-2004
.Posltlon/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
.?., .....r.j;::::;~.~~~s:7 F.".~.? 3S.~t11(~i :}:~~~~:~'?~1) I;'~~~fi!g .~~~ii~~ ~~;~;ji~~~:~ Z~:I~~19
~.,
- ~~.~.,""":':'!"" ~"""~.r-.-rt"" ~... ~"'.-:~Ir:~ :l'!:
::T;::..';~i~~;~~:.;;';' ..$1i.~~ Vfi:,!i~~~
-r.>. 'l1~J9
.' y'p'P,!~::-.,,",
"""~
...:......., ~~..:.;- \~:,:~J!:.t, 'I............J~." .....
Stenographer $11.76 $12.36 $12.97 $13.35 $13.73 $13.89 $14.04 $14.20 $14.38 516.42
:~~~~~~~~='.:2~;~::~~' ?7~i~¥~i~ ~.~:.:2iili .T7~:s~~?}iY~'j=~Jf~ :I~.jl~~~ :;nrjji~i~ ~~~:..:.:!~~~~~.."""'.:""~ ..... Y t'1t-.
............,\..
'0' .-t:....r'--:... . ", 'f)
.'
;. . $1i.4§ .'. :i'~1?1~2 : ~..'::':.f.~§i'7~'~'.'."'..I.",......~:.;.... ..... '...... ..;,
'''i> _..:. ....: ....,,:. :.....,...&1..:,....,......'""'""
Payroll Clerk $11.96 $12.57 $13.19 $13.57 $13.98 $14.13 $14.28 514.46 $14.62 $16.70
I
~Inal version ..
PtOpost!d Increase
2/4/03
.
4.00%
With Proposed Increase
Steps 1-9 =5 .17 Increase
Step 10 =$ .48 Increase
With Proposed Increase
.
Steps 1 -9 =$ .20 Increase
Step 10 =$ .49 Increase . '
With Proposed Increase
Clerical Unit -2004 . 2005
Position/Step 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. 10 .
j::: It~p~~?~f.t:r~w ~~.?? :>:{ J.-;71J~:f:~''\~ l"!(~i ::'~:~{'::;sff~j .:.T:Mi;-~i-l~ ?~~~~~'; ~~,;I!~~~1'3~8~:!3'ii~~b' '2:.~i11;15 :':~:.~i~~~ '.;'I~:'~:~~~-;~('IO>.rP\!k~..l:::,.~:.a..-\.AA__k"("_.:- :. . t.,: __..""tt:
'A-":..7':..~~!.~, "'A,o\.~':'...l"j
.; '..,-.:~J..Qr';t.,
':. \...~~~.f...t.: ~. ';" .~ "..,.:a:.., .:,.. of~..~.",~
\, ' ,. ,~
"
..':~
'"'\ . ~.';'.\J'~~..~.
Stenographer $11.99 . $12.59 $13.20 $13.58 $13.96 $14.12 $14.27 514.43 $14.61 $16.93
i.r~',:~\::~~~~'F~..::~~1:r;r '~.7.':,~'i~.r: ~'::~;:':'i;~6d 7r:':$~~~42 ~~';:"~.f1r~ ~"~'~:.1i(b1: ~:r~~~~$~f:"'::~:':~$;.~~5~~..~.~?:;;'r~i f;~r~T~i; ..J~7t1~~';;
~.~.&M.~~~''''~' fr_. ,. ...:--.:\.. \:n.
,_
. _.s._J,;.;~t:~.
"_'"
.:1./.~ t..
.'
~ ,.
."'''_''
... ..,.\:.:..:r~1 _\6:-.:: '- .
""'..
...".t"",...;- . ,';-".",)~I.",;:rr..C\...~I\o.-'.,.N.:.L~ ,...~ J~ ....
Payroll Clerk $12.19 $12.80 $13.42 $13.80 $14.21 $14.36 $14.51 $14.69 $14.85 $17.21
Steps 1 -9 =$.23 Increase
Step 10
=
$.51 Increase
''Ii
With Proposed Increase
IClerical Unit. 2005.2006
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
i:"'~":~~.::.':;:'.:::.~':~~":<.'~'~:".'';~;'~'::~:1~'~''~~:iit~~ ~.';~.'ii'!f~~ 8~':'
'~~1.~:~~ ~~"~:'~:$1$~9~ ~.r,'~i1!~'~ ~JS$i4:2a rC~~$1~.~' ~~r~.:;~:r~~ ::T8r':":.~".~(..~P.~ :._ _. .
'-.
,... \.1~!. ~.t-.., _
'",.'.
\ -:0>1 ..: _
...'
...:..&:;~:..:b:_~ ~ . :J ( 1:.
'I
, !Ii..,.
. . ,.' "_,-,,,,.,,,'J(
..' .';".1 ~~~ ~..:.(: f~?t'..1,
.::~?~~~~::.'.~.: .:.;..~~ ',':. I.~:.}.~J~~~~?:.;.:..-,~~~~ :::~:-.,::~*'~~'.\.~;l1~ :~;.~!;~..~'.~~~~ ::;.:;..:;::.;~~; ~7.;~i~~.~:z.:;~.;;\;~~! ~G~.;i~~~.~!.;~~.}-~~.~~' ~ St'~I~~\:'io:,_ 0'..' '.
"'
'.
o,T-..'r,.. .!t... ., ::"..:~
.' 0° ..-;o J:. ,""
~..:~...:.~ ;!ri..:
'.. ..,.~'"
\to. owJ.~~.,:.J..~~.:- '...~. .'-.:1.' .)~...:o.::r._.~ft )~:. J~.! ..4...~.:...tt?'..-:r@t
Payroll Clerk $12.45 $13.06 $13.68 $14.06 $14.47 $14.62 $14.77 514.95 515.11 517.73
I
Steps 1 . 9 = $.26 Increase
Step 10
=
$.52 Increase 8.0
~/..nll\"J
hransportatlon Unit-2002 -'2003 .
Position/Step . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 10
AJ}~;~;'clJihiif.r~:1;:~<, Z~E;!~l~ ~~:?:.j~~~t:,~IJtt£~ -::.:-:\.;:~~:~' .~:7~~T~~i:"T:~i~~ l[[J!il~~' ;!E~1i~ ~~?;:~ni~~'~:~~:t'J ~-c~'~~~:~'i1Y4 .310.0...
~"'.tI 'Q1J:' . ... .... ..:,..._.........J>
'-
,.",
'.\~'.\.'J."'''~ ...."'... .............:t.
,
.-~._; ..,..,. ..':§l;.
.....~..w:". ;
Bus Driver $11.61 $12.21 $12.83 $13.20 $13.58 $13.73 $13.88 $14.06 $14.22
. $15.98
~tJ.i~ ~~:~r~~,sf ::~?;j~7~ ~i~;~if111'! :.~r'~!1l~~'j~~2i~i:1g~~f ~ri:i&~ ~~'~~~,:i~~J~i ~T:~:i!:~:~i' ~z.~:ir~t~ ~';~~~f1~i
,..ro.
ro.'_""'''''''
.'-'..~
\~~:~;L~'I4i.]~.:'"""sja:fd
. :-~'I ~. .t~...ii1"';."..4.., ..... ....w..,....... II ,:....z..:: ., ~.._ . :. ...~ "... ..l.:", ":40":;"': '. ". d
lead Auto Mechanic $14.11 $14.81 $15.53 $16.02 $16.57 '$16.72 $16.88 $17.04 $17.21 $19.48.
I
!Transportation Unit. 2003 - 2004
PosltlonlStep I 1
L:-.i'Y""'.~~'!":'''::~ f",~'?~ ,","'
I 4 5 6 . 7 8 8 10
'~M;~~i.. ~T?~7".~,.~
~~~~r§,~:!~
....
-."y:w- I. .-.1\.......
~~;7iii~ii ~~~J]:Fi~~;:~~?'J:fi:# .;~~~:~.'1~~Gci
,..-
.-"'f:?'l'"-' ::-'~.... ~'..,.p.-. ...,
.:>')':.>$1-4~f4' i:~..'::iJ1~~@ .,;......;.:!l~tt ::::::....$.19~1 ;
. .to..1",'..~ ...... I . ,_.S ~.. . \ 1''''
........, \.:....:... ~~.:,.-...... :;:.~....... ~.~~~1 .... _.... .t..... .:. .... !. .,/.11'...,'f.......:..
."
...
"".1....yO:,':.: .... I
Bus Driver $'11.81 $12.41 $13.03 $13.40 $13.78 $13.93 $14.08 $14.26 $14.42 $16.47
J;*~t.ZiLI....:i3:E~.;~:..,: 5~1f11ii ~:~.:;:-...- ~~~T:~:$~.'..Ai
~~...~.......,
.7~::~~ii~ ~7~:..~~.1.~~r':
~'.';...~/.."
.~~.?"':
5Z;.i1.i;i~
~"\-:"!,,"'"../8.... ...~.:
..-
.~.._' ~~'1-g~t1 i~':'~: ',~J~.t~
.:.
""
'5~!.sb
.~
. I
.:...~:~~tM~... . £.,
'.. C..~'do
....
_..~....O':Ifr.. .. ...
~;".~I'~"'. .h' "...;;. oJ ...... ...,.:,. .......
-
.
lead Auto Mechanic $14.31 $15.01 $15.73 $16.22 516.77 $16.92 $17.08 $17.24 $17.41 . $.
I
ITransportation Unit. 2004 - 2005
PosltJon/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .8 10
~~~Yiij~~S?~\;?T.7.. ~,7t~~~~
~~:j!~.~:i ~:i:7;$;5'~~t:~-ri~~~ ?3Ei!~~!
:P: :~."......-:r.r
.\':1::""1
r~,~.~,~~@i
...........~!~....j.
":-7;'. ~;-~:1t~6ti ':~~::m9:;ii. .... ..~..
~'1' ''t.'' :.- ..~. '3
:".,J.~.. ~,:,.~.;tr .,......,..IA._,...':: ..........:..,.....A;'"~ ~..............<..r: A" 'it~'l~'."~~~i
.
~:~.';'\.i!-.:.;'~r..wv.. ...(.,....,.f......Mi
"-
.....u.., ....s;.,.:.I
Bus Driver $12.04 $12.64 $13.26 $13.6.3 $14.01 $14.16 $14.31 $14.49 $14.65 $16.98
:~~~~ :'7;;~'~~::':~~~;'~~~, }':'djR~:
..,...\........
-
",......
:~;~\..i~~i~
r-.......,.-"....~...-"":.--:. ~........-.,..~, 9!'"" !C:Ji~:M
,.
..\...Il...:o'-'-r-........
:;:~"~~l;~~.j r.:.' ......"r't~"'" ...'" : ~~::'"P'~.;''' ~i:::.~..<~ji12
"
.'-: ~~i3.o7 \_:5~1~.~~t
.>:~ t~3~1Q
..."",...P'~."..... ....
'.,:. .':;.t$J~:13 ;, ,: :. It&. .,
."". I""":
....t:-IIQ,..» ....... _ _::.N...~::... .............,. \I'IDcCII............... ..........0\.'" :;;;.J... .....:.W"O'..\. :\...~
'.
. $17.47lead Auto Mechanic $14.54 $15.24 $15.96 $16.45 $17.00 $17.15 $17.31 $17.64 $20.48
I
hransportatJon Unit. 2005- 2006
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
~.r-:-~:;!":~.1."t.17~~.:~-:--.-:-:;\:'"'"
~;'~"'?!1I£~ '~:(i.~~ EJIi"Ii~ I~.:~~.;!I~~i ~~j2ji?~J ':-;>f::1'~ii
~...~
~"1'S;~:''~~JE}jlji
....,...~:'~~
:?~}i~b~~':"'~'":f1t~
'A'Ut'O ~Cijj1'i1~:. '..,,' ... ::.'. ~:-:...:!!~~.;~~ .... .,l.,,","~..,3 "i~.'::::'f
r.V--.'~'" ..;~. _r: .-i ~'._.". "....:
...... .
;
~.....'
"
.
. . .:...~ ....-:~ . ..I
BusDriver $12.30 $12.90 $13.52 $13.89 $14.27 $14.42 $14.57 $14.75 $14.91 $11
:~~.(~~~~~\~~r.~ ~~'~.'
.,......;-. I....... .... ..... .,.-
.---:""''':?''':~ ....,. .........:.,,-.\
...........;.:.ijM~
..~... ~'.:..I......~.~.:"
-:'.
....~....~
~,l':"'o'Y::!..~..,~.~~.... ott:. ....: ~.~:':;:'.'
1,- .i/t'-)1fF' ~.:r"~...,.: ......:$" $0 ;,...:}-$1i.3~ ,~. . . ~'$1e.98 . : .' '§."3~1f . ,.;t:i~!J~~~ :.:'. "$14~OS .';.~:.:, 14 1 ..'.1.:.,';. .
....1............ -s..,_ ..~..~....:.Ir.,........~....r. ..~..P ..::.
......".~"""~..~
,. .. \.....:.'P. .
. -:... ...............~....\...o.,
"
.....
';!" t, '.:;":...... ..' . ,....{l.. ...... ..f... ,oo".",
lead Auto Mechanic $14:80 $15.50 $16.22 $16.71 $17.26 $17.41 $17.57 $17.73 $17.90 $21.00
I
. ., v .
2/4/03
Proposed Increase 4.00% ,.
,
..
,,'
Transportation Unit -2001 -2002
.
:~~j~:~l~I~t~l
~Ji~!~~ i:;~~~:~ ~fif~!!~ a{~!!~! iftb~!~~!~ i"(E~~~~2 ~ 3ji~; 111~
lead Auto Mechanic $'13.94 $14.64 $15.36 '$15.85 $16.40 $16.55 $16.71 $16.87 $17.04 $19.00
With Proposed Increase
Steps 1 . 9= $.17 Increase
Step 10 = $.48 Increase
With Proposed Increase
Steps 1 . 9 =$.20 Increase
. Step 10 = $.49 Increase
With Proposed Increase
Steps 1 . 9 = $.23 Increase
Step 10 = $.51 Increase ....
,
With Proposed Increase
Steps 1 . 9 = $.26 lnaease
Step 10 = $.52 Jnaease
81
3/10/03
.-11lal YO' 0"'1'
. 214/03
f\/oposed Inaease 4.00%
Cafeteria Unit
-
2001 - 2002
Position/Step
.'
1 2 3 4 5
.
6 7 8 '. 9 10
.
. ~j~iii~~Fi~;~1 )l1lir~~\f~%!~al~~ 0¥!H~i ;h~~]Ji l~g'@J~ r;'~g1RY'm~-g[~ ~1i1~ ;7g1r§1i~1R!il¥~
. .Cook Manager $10.59 $11.16 $11.74 $12.08 512.44 $12.59 $12.75 512.92 513.08 $14.37
'.9;~~!~~~C~~3J~~J{;~:~f]g :IltLij~~I~ !;~;~~~~:.' ~lt~1i;.~!:~@{i!~1~ ;~j¥~jz 0~~~1~~!Z3j~~~~l~1~~~~s irj.!t~ ~~~it~ '~~¥1~]ij
Food Svce Hlpr . . $9.94 $10.48 511.03 $11.35 511.68 $11.84 511.99 $12.16 512.33 513.48
':~~~'~~~?fU~nii:~1.~~~7':~~?:~f;~;?'~~~~~:~ tr4~f;~}iT&:Q:':3;~:;t!)i~:~~~~':~:n;~g¥i~t~~;;f;~,.~~t~iff~1}~;:/i~~~~: r0?~~i~'~~~:'::?~i~fif~j :~~.~f;~Tf:~ x?;Jj1~~l:
~
~:; t.
""
.- ;',
.. .
With Proposed Increase
Cafeteria Unit -2002 -2003
Position/Step 1 2 . 3 4
M-~}E~;;;~;;:;::.:~~:';':'" 7.~~~\:;;:r~1.;~~~:~1~~' .~~;:~;";;~W:t.i ~;~:~~~;~:i~i9~
"
If!~t!I~ ;.,~~. t~ttl,» .:-:~.,~_~
":";"
':o6.;t..:..;au~.J.~.:..ln '":.
."."<v.: v:'\.':. .rt_.,_~...,,::r:-r t.. *'. 01 ~: ,.:....
Cook Manager $10.76 $11.33 $11.91 512.25 $12.61 $12.76 512.92 513.09 $13.25 $14.85
.~5:~~:'~f:!S.~~1~0ffg01l'?f]{fjjm. ::?~!~~Ii ;.~:i{:tii~ ~?f;I~i~ .2:;~:fig~~:2;?~r~ii~~3~~Ciii:~ ~~~~~~~:ii ~~~~~1~~~.:r~':i~fij
. 5 6 7 & 9 10
T~\t~1T~~ f~7t~~$~' r-I,~{~'~I~~: ;<~~ji!'~ ~~~:riij:60 ~~~';~7':
...: J!. ~"..r.::..'...~.,.. .~~ ~ ,..,..
'Z" ."".oy~~t: ...~ tOI~..~(I. ...\.;-->~..fJ','ft,.~:
Food Svce Hlpr 510.11 $10.65 $11.20 $11.52'. $11.85 $12.01
..!;;~~li~r::ji~fr:i~(:I.:5t.: .:.}~~:;;q~J .0;~,;~~tti£ :ZH.:i~t;'4 ~..:..~'}~:~:~~.~'fWi!ti~~ .?:Ff~~~:~~...
Steps 1 - 9 = $.17 Increase
Step 10 = $.48 Inaease
234 5. 6 7
..:~r~i~;:~ ;~~;~~l:$.~~f. &~~~~~j~ ~r~~i~~~$ ~~j::.:}~.$:~!i:;.1. :.t ';:.;~~$F~k
;.&.I--.,~..'~:ri
...~..~"'." .'\iI.fi~..,.~.~~J...t"~~ t:...~'I: ~<r ~."""~~I'\.l~... ..: ~ ..~.'\.!t!.1'~
Steps 1 . 9 = $.20 Increase
Step 10': $.49 Increase
With Proposed Increase
Cafeteria Unit. 2004 - 2005
PosItion/Step. . . 1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 8' 9 . 10
'~i;idt.!sd'Z';~":\8~::i~';;.,~"'.~.'" .~.~.':.>~~;.~ M:~~~;~;~~) ;'~~~.?~~Ii: :'~::';:::'~i~;t;. ':: :"~~ij~~o .~~\r.;~i~ ::',:~~';~$f;~ '~:~'~~$3i~~~ .~\1:~~:$1:;:~ ?::~:;).:~.i; j'~1
~;~__.:. .~~~ ~R;..!1.r:' ~I.
.." ..JI."~' '-v:.y.~~ .:.. . ~.f.Ji"'~' W'.." =--.l:~2
, kJ..
.'": \
,
.;.~""? It \. "$.t8..1I:.t "" .1""J,:..- ..A.c:",!.~ ~ ,., ,.:., .+J.'...,.\~ :
Cook Manager 511.19 511.76 512.34 $12~68 $13.04 $13.19 $13.35 513.52 $13.68 $15.85
~:.:'.')~r:';::~:'; !':'~:<~'~'.:7::.M~.' :~'~E~9~~':~':"$fi:5~''fir~ii1g r?~~ 1::k~~~ :.:::~.:..~.j'i~~J,:~~;:7~t1¥;~S:;.,~.m~~i}r~$ .:':~?:~,~f'- ~r~~'3':(~ ,:T:r~~~':'~)"' h 1..; ..,::... :_"'J..' .' ." t~ , ~ ..,A :w:'lJto ~,.. .., ~ \I,a.:.P~,;,:" , ..'1'. .."'t ~ I.' ...~.'".~..\.~"' ,.. \. .~..,,,.,~ ,.,...: "'1'~~ :"'.\ ._.~, t ..l-: ~..t:.~~ ...1 :..! C~~
....
FoodSvceHlpr 510.54 $11.08. 511.63 $11.95 $12.28 $12.44 512.59 $12.76 $12.93 $14.96
'i;d ~;;;.:~',~1~~~?(\:~...T;~:$1.;':~r~i' :~~?:::~'Hi~. F~'~1~~i. :p~~;~~~,~~~.,Y~~~~:~~~i~B:.::~:.:C.¥it~4-.::.;;~~;.~~Jr;~~ :~:;~~);~~~~:.,~(.r~:i.::~ ~~.'.:;7~:1~:~~~
Steps 1 . 9 = 5.23 Increase
Step 10 = $.51 Increase
. $
8'2
3/10/03
. II_. .~.
~"'.
.
2/4/03
"With Proposed Increase
ICafeteria Unit - 2005 - 2006
Positionl$tep 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .8 .9 10
TI~6~~:-~f'~':~~::(i~...~:'~";~" ':~:~':i~J:~~:d'
~:~-.
'-.:~';'~'.~ :~.:~~"'.:
~~~;~O ~:?>~i 1~:i~j j~~?;~;W~b~:;7~Y:/~',i4~;B. '~':~:":~i.~~'~~ ~:?~~t~r~~. t~1f:~V~i I7:t.~
~~.,:~:~~,.!f.~,.~, ."
...~~;:~~
...,
.;;;~~;... .~;;:;~ .'. ;;;:; .w..~;;;~.- ..;;;:;~_..~ ;;;:~~
c..;;;:;:~"..
:~~
,.
"'"'JIi
.~~~S~7RY2:i~:~~E~.~ ~~.~:~~jii~ Ii,~E~jj~i .~L?::i~':1iii :;E~~:~,j}lf :(gj7:i1~~ EEDiJ~~@:'~0~~li;.~~ 1~;~ii!:~1!' ~~fjjm~\i~!i~ii
Food Svce Hlpr $10.80 $11.34 $11.89 $12.21 $12.54 $12.70 $12.85 $13.02 $13.19 $15.48
'fh1~fEt~~Ri;rlf~~;-'~:~,:~?,' :?~\.:~~iI~i{ .3~~:.'iir~~.T:\'::~'~~:'W~: ~)~~i.1"~;'ti' ~;~}:F~ijJ¥. )3j~0:j.i~]~Q,,~~r':',;:~ili~: ;~~k~~~j~i (f~~tTh¥t.~ :3.~?~~i~Vii
I'
Steps 1 . 9 = $.26 Increase
Step 10.= $.52Incresse ., ..
"
.
"
,
.,
.
.
83
~ -.
3/10/03
I
.
Final Version
2/4/03
./
Proposed Increase 4.00%
Buildings & Grounds -2001 -2002
_~~~~i~~;~':~fJ -;]J;~~1X~t:'X;i~~9' E;li:il~~} lZ:,it~ij il~:;;i;~ ?Di!;?i~~,::~7;f{f.~ ::Tl1~iJ~,Si itti ,Zi~i:i
Electrician $13.54 $14.23 $14.93 $15.39 $15.89 516.05 $16.21 $16.37 $16.55 $18.41
:.~ii~fri~tI.~~:!.'.:"~~~~:~~:;X:' ':jJi:::';~3t~~ ~}~~~'~;!1:~¥¥EE~~I~~~ '2:~~~.~~j;~1?~~.E: L~J~¥~ :~T~:~:i~.;9.¥h,~~~':Ji~~;~12::;"~~i~~j ffJ;;~.IiIi~~ ~i~7.i~[~
Groundskeeper 511.64 $12.25 $12.87 $13.26 $13.70 513.85 $14.02 '$14.18 $14.35 $15.85
~~~~rh~g~,vi~~l~I¥;r:2( ;'5"~;~~j~j ~:i:l~~;:ji~;r' ~~":~::ii~i~~;:~T.?~~~i! 7Tii~#10:}:f!T~~~.: t": :I~1',:,i~i .~;:\~~~~~~~~i !ti~Ii{t~ ~;~~~it~~ij
Hd CustodianA 512.14 $12.77 $13.41 $13.82 $14.24 514.39 $14.54 $14.72 $14.88 $16.48
'~d~if~~'6a~~'~:?3.'~"~:~~::; :~~r;{~'\W~: ~;ff,tii;~i ..:~?~~;;~, ~::.::.?~~1~?f; JKi;!:;1-;'~'~ ~:~'?~'~$:~;'~.i\~:~~~~~. :'~:.Y:~;i7~~'~zri~"':;i'Vb:.~.~::;,t1~~~!.
.1..:.,.:;.w-.t"\,..a..\~~~nl!!._.;,:.1 ~
~.."
:..~..:..c"'..,.t:.~,.(fro';';,..:.."' :S:'..'r.~I...~ . ~:. . :n.~ ':w. .io°...~: :;, AI~
""
.c:.~...~ ~_Va~.. ,. ~
"~.""" a.a...,.,.
...:; ~ ,,~~.1.~
"D. ...~,,:J...C\ ~ _.:\J.., ~ :... '..':!.,~~:
With Proposed Increase
Buildings & Grounds -2002- 2003
PosltlonlStep 1. 2 3 . 4 5 6. 7 8 9 10
:'~d~"M~!i~
:~;~~.:~,,:::.~;. ~.: :? .:.{7.;~~~~ '~'.:.:~"Jr~:& .;1~;:.s'.r~~~~~:~?J$.:~i~ ~';[~"'.:i~'~~ .;~~';:':;~;-r~I ;.T'r:.t~1':i;4~ .~~~f}i;i.~-;'\'~.;~r ~'\!T'ii '~a:".I.,.'t,r ,.-.~~ :;~~'JM'{I.. .:.:...,"i. ":.:'.,.. :..\.z.:.:.
~'''.'',,~'
~ ,.&...-I'~i ".. ..,"II!", ...
"':''''''~f."t...~., ~., , ~'$-..: . ..'.;\...~. ..to'.;. .., ~I-'..}..:..\. 'tJ ~ t).:.:: 'j.~.~:., :,;0::..".zt~..~4@1
Electrician $13.71 $14.40 $15.10 $15.56 '$16.06 . $16.22 $16.38 $16.54 $16.72 $18.89
i;~~.: ~"::~~~'~~...::'='.~.:~=:';:~)~i:,' :~~:r~i~19 ~:I[i~JE :::~~:i~l~:M E~~.:~~'~@ ~~ ~ ;~'i~.~7i ~~2:!lii .!~':;::'!1i~ ~j~7.::!i!/~~' .G':fJ§~~
. .
Groundskeeper . $11.81 $12.42 $13.04 $13.43 $13.87 $14.02 $14.19 $14.35 $14.52 $16.33
~~.".; -:I..-:\ :r",~. .'-.J."~ . ~..:'.#'o:~:....:"..:~~. ~:,:'!,":"~' r'~:"""..'..:,!-:",:U."':, 7: u" :.~r- '!!":.~'\~.; ~~.."'=-:::--:"~'~~~ ::-t~::.:' ~.. 'r'''',-:.1':"I'..~-.~..
":' '"'="~~:..~.-.'; .;".-:--",. .~.t":';,",!~Z '."'.~:o-..t.
to-
''''-,.
". '.
'I
. "',.
.'. ')o.'~" . '. .',;)'
'-1 '"
~
...
'.\
"41 '.~";I~ ""'1
.....j ,.....'" ..:'. ....1. P.I!.''oII'A'' . ';
~'"
~: 9' 1 "'t!' 1~ 'riS" '.~:., .J' "'~1P!o1t.' ". ..:!.::" Q8. ..'I" "$1'j. ~~ $1 fl
.
.. u et en~o .u~.::'7i' ...:,.,:". . OJ'OQ ,;..: ;'.
'.
IL""J.' ..: :. ..h"i"I~':
:~iP
"~otf .~":'-: 'J~. . : ~ .-t..v .,' :. .'~. ...z.". . .;:,...~.,...~ .,~" .ph Oil :'.~ ~.' ..'
8,~;~~i~;~;:':, ;~~i~~ ,:':~;s.;i~ ~~:_:~1~7~:::.~~~ii~ :~,~~!~~~~:..,,::~~.;;~~,::;>i~~r; ~~:r;~; .,~:-:j,'i~:~~ ~::~:,;~:;~ ~
'Hd ~u~tbdian;Ji . '. :::'. '.':. .;; ..fl2A~ ::'...J.'~l'B
'
:
':'.: ~taJ31 ~.~I...$1p~~6 \~ :"" $14.:-22 : ;. ~1~.3 ~..., :.:..~u4,;~ , ..~~,.:S't4~f.o ~.! ~~'1~f~ ':':,.. . At16.1A' .
.'
:,.T:.\.'r"'..~:.I<t'J~~~ _ .,' . ..;:. # 'r:~.JJ .~I"'.' ,... .,' ,.. ,\, .: t, L
~/'." :.J .~.:...n..." ... :~.: , :..: ~.l.": ~ . .., ~... to.1',':_' """~f. ,,'--J. ~...I..,.,,::..
Hd Custodian C $12.01 $12.63 $13.26 $13.65 $14.06 $14.21 $14.36 $14.54 $14.70 $16.54
c~.t~7;:r::~~.::.~~~~.: rp; 1:~~~ ~':::~;7~J.1~1-6..: :~:..~~1i#. ::::f~:i;~g~ 7:<:~I;~~)~it. y:~~~;:13.;~ \:~.:~.'~~;.;~.".C0if.~ii :7:~.;~ii~;~6~ .:.7.:;.,~,h;i
~ ,...~:.: : \ M , \. 0; ~._.'t.: " :;
_._ o...~ ..,t.~ ...;:..;J.J..';M"'!~.
~',,"a-'-': ~."'~'~
,0,
./~J:;.I.:»f.:J.V
"'~
'I}.. :"'_,;;§~ .~T ,. If. ___\ ".\l'1riI~, ..~':'ho ::;;;.'1f3.
Laborer $11.11. $11.69 $12.~9 $12.64" $13.04 $13.21 $13.36 $13.52 $13.70 $15.36
~:
'.:;"7.i:~7\~:~.'(~::'.:':\;::~"-:;' :':~\fI1:~~. 7{~~1f~~ ~'?\;$~1~ .JiT.~:;~~::':' :::::~"~~19.:' .~-.:~.."$j'~~: 1'~ ~~::;~'$:~~~6: ~.~'~:~r:'~ :~7;:~';":.~",' '.1.:';-':" ; :-:!.
.c'~.'n!1l.'.,.:., " ,..~:"
'
...~. 7*'...) 5?... ~ . I'P:I .~ ,., /'1' "
."
..; ~ .., ,.,...~..~,.,.I..\... ~.,:~A!jf.f:i .,,...:'JI!A8~.p . :$'~.. .
Steps 1 -9 = $.17 Increase
.
Step 10 = $.48 Increase
7 8 9 10
.:... :::
:.~:~~:~~ ..~.\.~.~:~~1r~~ r~r.-:~~~~~o. ;:'J?~~6i2;
. ~ l't ...!:' ~ h. ~a c :.t'.;,U':w..........
Electrician $13.91 $14.60 $15.30 $15.76 $16.26 $16.42 $16.58 $16.74 $16.92 $19.38
C~ \~~t.;t.':':.'~.~'~' ~-:"-~T~: ~~Ti~~~1: ~~~::~'.'fi~~"'b'~
-'- j;~.;3a ;~.~~.i1:~{4~ :.~:~;::~.. 1
.
'6.;;6 .~'7~:/.~~i:e~~ :::7..;::i.:'.~~~.'~''r.:r:~;~:~ \ 'r~:'irf92";~:.~r.";;:~i
.°1 ~._~,...\ .'-.., :".. roL <I'" ';J:.,. .., \'1...'_
.., 0' ...t.'&;, ~ »..."...ii:". " w...AI .,.h >T.,:J':f... ~ ::r'.Al... ..."'11...1I&...t~"'JI"_..,~"f..!:t.,,,,..
Groundskeeper $12.01 $12.62 . $13.24 $13.63 $14.07 $14~ $14.39 $14.55 $14.72 $16.82
~~".":."\~':~.-:'~~'." :~ :~:. .~'~::.~:..:';":.~.. ~~:':"'..~ 1I~"1~01".:~.~~.r.:.. :', w:: t~:..;.:"' ,,'9 "':'::. . .:;.f~. ~~'~'~~':7~:~~';~''''
..~-:::.-. .,~',.
7"".~~.~.:.
-.,
.:~~:. ~...::~~~~~~~' :.~. ~::.,~:..:'.. ~~,. ~."..~r.~..,\..:
.co.urierJlnventory:0Jk.. .::. ::;,.:.s.1~;p~ .:.' .::~1~.61 '.;. ..J1:a~.Q .., .$1~.. ';:<...:S1:i\.~11 :.;..::~:t:4.2.6 : :.$';4l~' .,':..:-:.,:A:1ftJ?'ii :.$14.,,; ...~...:.$."~M'
.;u,..\"'; :d""..,: \.i ... ,'. ..< ,.,.: ~.{.:L..if..~ . ...,..~ ..~.",... '.. ... :..-:."~~
'.
."\. ..1:l.,\ , o#all6l:3o~
~'~."J'" :.J ~.l"\ iti.:..aN...:; ...~.-.a...\::z ...f'e..~~_:;r.c.~ ..",_1..: :.."1;{
I
,.'.."
t..:~..,.~.
. .
Hd Custodian A $12.51 $13.14 $13.78 $14.19 $14.61 $14.76 $14.91 $15.09 $15.25 $17.45
~.
~~,.. r..~,\.'
~
,... .. <-!
r-:.~'. ~:-:,",": ::~-: :. .:.
~
""~:.).,'::"~:;: :a..;::~.:'r"-:".~. .: ~.-;... :.';""':"."..)~.~(..,,~~ ~."'\.~. ...~:'-.Y.~t~l: ;-~~.:r''''" !t".!.~:~~ .-.:: ":I"~.~:..~.:I""~~--:-'.~..:.:--~'ft.-:':~~".'.:'.."..:~"''''~.::':.~I' ~:'1
rid€ustbdiSne ..,.. .:: . :'.. $1li31 :':".:.:..':$i~.~. "::'.-::::;.j1~~l \; ;', '.~~1~.~...' ~.14..~~ ,:; :i'~';$1~.4;A (~.~~.::,:Jt4 ,.4 :;:.":~~.4' tib ;:.,:...~~I"1f.hii ~..::. \!til7 'ftfii.:: I ..:~:":..,,
"'<:"'t.I: : ,.. . . . . ...J -.,..',,....~ ,.."4. ... .:- . ...J$".:J,..""..)..~t'. .,,~
~"""'."
<...~ ~II,.
"
t,'}lf/Iu, :...!r.'~ ~~...\~ ~.I...i.:~.. ~~ .. .:.,.1., n:(~ ...:r.1,..~~.
Hd Custodian C $12.21 $12.83 $13.46 $13.85 $14.26 $14.41 $14.56 $14.74 $14.90 $17.03
.:': ~~. ''''''. '~r.:"
~..~(':'.'; ..~..:f~.~i:;~:~~. ::':::~ :..::$~~~~~ f...~~i:~i .~~\.:~~i~j {;~i.~~~: ~r:\{:;~;~~ /':.~!l;1Ji~~i .;:~~.~j1;:~~ iT:;:s"'t' 'i~~ ;~:!;'~~;':-i~'~:~...i ":,+",. I" . . ... ;.,. . ':.. "\(\'~. .'\: . ...\ ...lY . A:... ...,._~~~:\r, ..' :!. E '.' '.~ .:.t'.,e.m,;"!'d.J.:... :4I-s..Wj,..2'\..:0..;..:\..:3"..I~" kf<" v:" .'\:00:4 0.. -.. ~ I1r~ ,.~":,,,:":7:.l ~J
Laborer $11.31 $11.89. $12.49 $12.84 $13.24 $13.41 $13.56 $13.72 $13.90 $15.85
.~..:.~.::~.,:...:.: ~.
, '~"~
~ ~<7\$;.~~~i :~'::~'~if1"'~~ ~::'?: ':f~: '~9 ':-:~G'F'P~~ ~.~ ~.:::;~~. :::.~'-:."t.~.:.-.:--: ~.."~.;':-."'?':'.;:"" --:.:~;~"~~:.~.~:~ '.;...:~t::-J~ :~.. ..~-:'''~.;~::';
C.'f!'iI~§ , ; ::.: (" t..$.."-'A..;.,..$..~fM... $..IJ ~~. .~1.~~~.1. .:.._~~.a,~~. $.1~,~."...~J..~ 1..5.~$.1
With Proposed Increase
Buildings & Grounds -2003 -2004
Posltion/Step 1 2 3 4 5 .6.
.~~.}t~~~~~;h~':~;,:g::t.~.~~. ::>r~~~ ;~~~~~~~.~.~::?!:.~:1!~q9 2E~1~~i~ 7:~/1~:fii~ [;:~.~{!f!~
Steps 1
- 9 = $.20 Increase
Step 10
=
$.49 Increase a4J
2/4/03
I
.
'Wlth Proposed Increase
Buildings & Grounds '-2004 -2005
Position/Step'
.
1 2 3 4 5
.
6
'
7' 8 . . . 9 . : 10 .
Hd'jJ~~S~~';ri~~::~~~~~.'~.~;:r~.:7~:~~J~ '::~D:T:~~{d' '1~;i:~~"~'~. Y::>~~"$;~:S' ~T~:::7~'~[J.~~ ~;:~~;l:'~~~~~l$: t:7ijff;$'"g '~~~~~~i!t15~:JU?~F'<' :~f.~~W:_
.
.~;;;~.~;;~~.~~\ ~ ~.. ' .-'\'.';'1~.~~.._~.._\;.;~.~~~ "-' ;~.~..~~; ~<..~';.~~~;~. ~~ ~;~~~ 'A~"'_:;'~"~~~~ ~ (.,;.~.~~~. .:.~~-:~;. ~";~~~~~;~5 ...~;~._.
.
'£¥~J~ir~~:~~:~~~~r.~';':.jr ?~;~::Z~f;Hi /~:'~2.~j'~~~~ C'~2Ji~~§i :':f~:;~:lI~~~ ;2~~~:~if.~g ;~:~:~~1J~~~~, £~i:~~1~I~1.[l{~ii~J' f~iti: 31{8~
Groundskeeper : $12.24 $12.85 $13.47 '$13.86 $14.30 $14.45 $14.62 $14.78 $14.95' $17.33
B'~J~~1jT~~~~li~;~~~'~~.'.~:; ;.::r\~:;~~i ~.~~7f~I~G. ~~~;.j~l~;~s' ':r.' .~~~~,.: ;i;:~.:~~:f~i7$i'~(j:;;f~li~~~'. ~:r.Ir~W:t~ r~;?~~:-~1 ?~f.:.~T:f"~ ;?;fl~~':':~~~
,~.
"f~ ::..;; "..".-.:w!l.'..~ c:~...010.. .";\,.~." n ,~.:.",w,~.,...,...,r.'o>...: J~".,...J."':.r.,'S>.,.: I.~..., . .:;(..~ '
_,I
,...!>.:..,.J..~ ;.:;: ::~.;..,' :..,~.: :.",' ~,:';,''''''''~...:oo!f.,".;'.. ,_!: ..'';;1;.(..'' J \~~.'::.~~~.Ji.~' :.t..!0!~11-e
Hd Custodian A $12.74 $13.37 $14.01 $14.42 $14.84$14.99 $15.14 $15.32 . $15.48 $17.96
'Er?ID~IfijVs~ft~~E~ l~~'11i): 1i~~[~ :t~~~I~1j JJ~~ji~~ .&Z:F~j[~ i;]ji11~~1: ~j.~fJ!~j~i~fi~l~~iI¥~~ ~1ir~E 1f~WII
Hd .custodian C . $12.44 $13.06 $13.69 $14.08 $14.49 $14.64 $14.79
. $14.97 ..' $15.13 $17.64
i~iii~Wl~~~~1~~TI:~~' J~7!1:1$j' t}Iij~~ :i~2if~~ ~Itfi~l¥li ~Wklt1j;~' Ii~~~~ 0:~I=fI~r: t;~ilt~>.,,\ ~~i::: ~itti~
Laborer .$11.54 $12.12. $12.72 $13.07 $13.47 $13.64 $13.79 $13.95 $14.13'" $16.36
~l.ir:~~rj~;:~::~n'?};:;1~::~:T~1~.' .~P~';;.~~~Ji::~.~:E~::t~i~~:~:f~j!1~!:~p.i:f.~:?:~:j)i17 \:~:j~T~;~~1 &Z;~~~:;:(1~~::~~tf.:'$r~:i :]f,~~..~~ '~~~.~~~.'~.
Steps 1 -9 =$.23 Increase
Step 10 = $.51 Inaea88
Steps 1 -9 = $.26 Increase
Step 10 = $.52 InaeaS8
....
,
.,
.
.
85
3/10103
IHealthOffice Unit-2001 -2002
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
~.::i~~Q~i~K~~tKZ~;:lf:': r.:' 2C::~~!f.H11' ti;~R~~; 'ZF;S~~~~£J~;:Ii1B~~ i§:i~~l£l~ i~l~~:~~.&i .;:}~~~~I~~',1&~¥JJ~'i~1 ~~~~ii
':",Jr""~:;r.~~''111~
:;-!'~:'li5"181
.w:..~~.1.""""~"',,~, "lIb,._. '00_:JA:;..iJ~ J..~.1".~;'
~"'~i
!~)~: ~t~.,
School Nurse $14.34 $14.93 $15.53 $15.89 $16.32 $16.47 $16.62 $16.77 $16.93 $18.87
I
IHealth Office Unit -2002 -2003
Position/Step . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
:H~~~!i8~tV1r~~E ~!ili~~, }EE!ii~~. f~~R:!I~$Lf~;~!iij~ L~{}jm Sf.~7&1~'!'r' :b~:~:~i.j!~ii .\!.;~:'t~ ::.~J91:.'A.\'~~~:' -t,i?r~ " ~J..~.;....~.w.....'U'~~ ]~~~.i!1!tl . '., .I..§t»- 3 ,: '''~;'~:$1f.~..~~
"
..~ ....r,.A~.w..\.. .
School Nurse 514.51 $15.10 $15.70 $16.06 $16.49 $16.64 516.79 $16.94 $17.10 $19.35
I
IHealth Office Unit. 2004 ..2005
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Hit; bM~~'~t~~1~~7~.~t. ;{B:'jji~l1 .p~. ~",:~:~~",-I"':' ;::?~~tl1~J7}:)t!~ 2]T~1 q. '::~.f$ii'&jrY:"I-~nA: : ~\Tf1'\.~~""', ""~~"!:':"7...,.... ....:'\!:...,~ .<:to,:,~:'.~~~" . ;$" &~~ :,........ ..~ .:...k....:11~'J.~..,.it"&! -'. :<~. ':$'16;6j'!:::'~~ c.. ......:...,... ... .,.,."............1>.., ~.. ~..)~...... .,. ~1"......'..r.l~ ._~....:.::...t;..,"... ..........,...1,i9i ::.f:.~..f .. ., '.~. ~~.a ~'i:~...::.,o;~~J
School Nurse $14.94 $15.53 $16.13 $16.49 $16.92 $17 .07 $17.22 $17.37 $17.53 $20.35
I
IHealth Office Unit. 2005 . 2006
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .
~~~~:W;~~::;:.;~~E.:i;~~
~.~"~~'~:~,'~. 7.~J'~"..~~';'~~~ lr&~j~~ .T:~;:~~ ;~~~}~Jl~i.@~r.~'::.ir41~ ~~7:;".~"~.~7;~~~..~~: .~ '!'1".~.....,.~,~ .oor.o:"!\"li....-~, . ")'!r ,.. ~. ~"'of.:.,,;.., f"'2.~O -~~(~.~~.t. i~ :;.....~.:~~.4112i59 i\~'~':.&.~11 ~j S.~':j}t~!P. i~:;~' . ~~.:..:~..u;..~..~II..-w\__. ....,.... .... :ott'''o'.''", ":'~J':" .. wr...........~.... .:.............;~;I4i...l
School Nurse ~$15.20 $15.79 $16.39 $16.75 $17.18 $17.33
.' $17.48 $17.63 $17.79 . $20.87
I .....
Final Version
.214/03 "
~ ,,' ~
Proposed Increase 4.00%
.
With Proposed Increase
Steps 1 .9 I: $.17 Increa88
Step 10 =$.48 Increale
With Proposed Increase
Health Office Unit. 2003 . 2004
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 6 6' 7 . 8 9 10
.
t.., ,..r.-.II: ~"'.I) ~...,...~~ ,,~.., ~.,. ~~~~ ~..,.:r; n.-:.
'.
~ .
.~\~."' '.~ .
-.'
~~~.~
.., ~I., j..
. \~.8C:otr,.,..,...o{.~.
~
t."'" ,.~~ ~
l:.i" :. . ." ',".<:;G;.:.:1~:<';':v..~':.._,,:.: ' ~.::,.: i..j.~,:i:..
., ;.~
..~:;~i:ni~... . :. J;;,
~2"'~ ~i~:: .~...!.i.~.~
:; .
..:t..,;; :~:~:.-.,.
.':".~'''b':~~ !\"''''~ :it"'1{:~:h7' .<'. .:..01 ~ ~I: \,:,,','.i~' ;it. '.M'
:..~.f ' :, .,
"~'I:r)tm~.~~~~;~~:'~:~~:,;~~) ,~::,,~'~~.JJ.I:~~. ;~~;::.~~J~l.. Y:1£j:~.,£".:.(l~ ~~~~~'z:~~~(~ :~..:~~1-~,:~ ~'~:~~~r~ j'~1'\~~~~~~:~:.. .;~~..~~;~;!.~.c:!:. ~.~~ ~~ ~':'1~~~~!!tJ~'
School Nurse $14.71 $15.30 $15.90 $16.26 $16.69 $16.84 $16.99 $17.14 $17..30 519.84
.
Steps 1.9
=
$.20 Increase
ep 101:.$.49 Increase .
With Proposed Increa'se
Steps 1 .9 =$.23 Inaease
Step 10 =$.51Inaease
With Proposed Increase
Steps 1 . 9 = $.26 Increase
Step 10 = $.52 Increase
.
r,.
.
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IAJdelMonltorUnit-2003 -2004
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
~):~"..:.:I.7::......~\.,..r. O\'.:-~..,. ~~r..~.....,.
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"
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.
".$1
. .:..;
'0 .... ,0,..
"
. .. '. ....c-...'-,
School Monitor' $11.11 $11.68 $12.27 $12.61 $13.02 $13.17 $13.34 $13.50 $13.66 $15.
........
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"'$1~~'~ ..... ~~~;~!;..
'.
;'. . .t.-,.,
'.'
. .
. .....,...,......,....
....:.., :.,,,'. 1
'-'
Bus Attendant $11.11 $11.68 $12.27 $12.61 $13.02 $13.17 $13.34 $13.50 $13.66
.'
515.58
I
IAide/Monltor Unit -2004 -2005
PosltionlStep 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9' 10
t ~a~~i pj~~~:~:'..~~~::.: :..~~':;..:~:.
~:~~rf.1j~ii.
'~..,. ?'4 ~..-:-l~I-T; I ..
.~~~~.i~~@ '/?:;5~r11!i
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.
$'1'3.89 $16.09
,... ;.' ',....:.:-. ~..: .:...~.....;/~to ... ,_ ...... ',r... \. .
."
'..~ ....
School Monitor $11.34 $11.91 $12.50 $12.84 $13.25 $13.40 $13.57 $13.73 $13.89 $16.09
Pe~ ~~r~'.!iq~:'~;.~;~D:;..~r.;.:~'~~
..,~ ......'!........
'r'"
...... .....r ....... :........
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'
Bus Attendant $11.34 $11.91 $12.50 $12.84 $13.25 $13.40 $13.57 $13.73 $13.89 $16.09
I
IAJdeIMonltorUnit. 2005 . 2006
Position/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
... .1....-:
.:"':0
'~'i.."""::' .' "''I!I:~'''-..- ';-."
..... ~-.r.I';'..,... ..:~.~. ....
"',"'"
....\.......Jl-;.:""I~..,......t ..,..,:~.,...t''' ...... :....
$i~'~51
-
.
'$','4.15 . ,.
. $1 .TeachE!r Aid~': '. .": .
~1.1~9 :.: >.($12:11
:
:i '$1~:16 ':; ":J.1a~;0 $'13.66 $13.83 $1:3.99
. t. .."..., ..' ..~.iJJI:, I: . .\t......:..
-. . .
...\
't. ............ .:
.'
....n ..... ~.. ... . '\:......... .. 6....'.rot... ....
'.'
,
.... ... . ....: ..... . ... I.
School Monitor $11.60 $12.17 $12.76 $13.10 $13.51 $13.66 $13.83 $13.99 $14.15 $16.61
. ..... ...,......."....-.....f:.""....."!.....- .. "\...,....-.-....... ..,: . 'Io~~'.~- -:.t~~I~'t..... ~.....:,."'t''.. .......... . . > . .
." $14.15 .~..-~...:i7~.~{
.P.e~ 9.:!'~~: ~Jll: . ".. .;. _;,~:'.~':.: ~..:.~.:::!~J.~g '..:. ~f..t~'~.~t:. ~'$12.?A . ..'$13;10 $13.51 . $13.66. :$13.83 '. $13:99..,'......... .:":.....,,,. :..... . ..' 21' . . . ~.I .... .'. '. . .. . . '.~...
Bus Attendant $11.60 $12.17 $12.76 $13.10 $13.51 $13.66 $13.83 $13.99 $14.15 $16.61
Final Version
2/4/03
'...
Proposed Increase 4.00%
Aide/Monitor Unit - 2001 -2002
Position/Step 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
School Monitor $10.74 $11.31 $11.90 $12.24 $12.65 $12.80 $12.97 $13.13.' $13.29 $14.61
Bus Attendant $10.74 $11.31 $11.90 $12.24 $12.65 '$12.80 $12.97' $13.13 $13.29 $14.61
With Proposed Increase.
IAJdelMonltor Unit - 2002 -2003
PoslUonlStep 1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
i~~~jt.A!~~l-~~~:~:';:'::f~"::'~~~"':Tl~.~~3~1~ij2;§1E~~ ;JE:T!j~,~i: I.:~tiii1\ C:2:li!~j Ir:~.i:~i t7~lf.:!i;j~: ":~~:~:!f~!g !:~~t2~;~ ~{;:i:i,~:~~
School Monitor $10.91 $11.48 $12.07 $12.41 $12.82 $12.97 $13.14 $13.30 $13.46 $15.09
.~;~~~~;~i~~~'::'-?~~~:~ ~~~~~t.~ie~i ~:?:li"i~1~ ':i)fli]!' TI:~}ti?;~J 'i§~1~'1~:i~?rTi~l~i };~?iiih! S:~.!;:~1~]9Jf[C!j~cl.~ 2}Yii~p.ii
Bus Attendant $10.91 $11.48 $12.07 $12.41 $12.82 $12.97 $13.14 $13.30 $13.46 $15.09
I
Steps 1 -9 =$.17 Increase
Step 10 =$.48 Increase
With Proposed Increase
-
Steps 1 -9 =$.20 Increase
Step 10 = $.49 Increase
With Proposed Increase
Steps 1 -9 = $.23 Increase
Step 10 = $.51 Increase
"
With Proposed Increase
"
Steps 1 -9 = $.26 lnaease
Step 10 = $.52 Increase
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UJ\710N BUSINESS LEAVE
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SRP CONTRACTSECTION 2.07
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EmpJoyce:
. .
Department:
'
Date "fUnion B'usine88
Leave TakeJi:
0
, ,
.
"
"
Tilne Left:
,
'
..
Time RetUrned: : , ,
TOTAL TIME:,
'
, ,
o
'Nature o{Umon Business:, "
, ,
,
'
. ,
EMPLOYEE'S SIGNATURE DATE
'
"
"
" ~
UNION PRESIDENT'S SIGNATURE
D'ATE
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, ,
"
DATB
EMPLOYEE'S SUPER:V]SC?~1S SIGNATURE
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1\~GARA \'VHEATFfEl.D CENTRALSCnOOL,DlSTRlcr'
,
JVIED1CAL DOCUJ\1ENTA TION.-.mJURYIILLNJtSS .'
. .,
.
. .
"
.
"
..
. .
"
. .
Emp]Qy~e NB~'e: : Date: . . '0
'.
Podtion:
..
.....
. .' . ...
pJuse Fro~jde tbe foJJowjng jnfonnatj~n at the ume oftbe 'appojntme~ and.. .' ~.
.
return to empJoyee. Thank-You.. .'
'.
'
'.'
',... . ,., .
............................................................................
. . .
Diagnosis:
Date ofJnju,yIIJJne's8:
,. .
..
.'
Date(s) Trut4d: ,
Cunent Tre.attpent(~)tReco~end8tion.: '
.'
.
.
,
.
. .,
'.
. .
Prognosis:
..Retum To Work Date?
. .
.
.
,
RestrictionsILimnations:
, .
. .
, .
Lengtb oftjme restriCtjon~ to be.'bi eff~ct
~ext APP,oj~tm~
,
.
.
,
Comments:
'.
.'
. .
,
. .. ..
~
.
'
, , . .
Physjcjau . Te1epbon~## , Date, ,
,
'
PatePrinted. Name Address
.
.,
'.
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APPENDIX K
NIAGARA '''REA TFIELD"'CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICf
REALm SERVICES '
,
.. ....
",
1\IEDJCAL EVALUAnON OF LIMITA nONS 8
1. Employee's Name Social Security N()., ,
. .....
, ,
2. Position Title:
.
'
3. Brief descriptiori of what position requires employee to do physically:
"
4. Functional and enviro,nmental req~irements of employee's position. (circle)
(Completed by employe~ 's supervisor)
A FUNCTIONAL REQUJREMENTS B. ENVIRONMENT .
Heavylifting/carrying(45 poundsand over) Outside( .. hours)
Moderate lifting (15-44 pounds)' Excessive heat
Light lifting (under 15 pqunds) Excessive cold
Straight pulfu;1g( hours) Exce~sivehumidity
Pullinghand over hand ( hours) : Excessive'noise
Pushing ( hours) Dust
Reachingabove'shoulder Fumes,smoke,or grass
'
Both hands required Slippery,or uneven walking surfaces
Sitting(, hours) Working 'around machinerywith moving parts
Walking(', hours) Working around moving objects or vehicles
. Standing( hours) Working 'on ladders or scaffolding
,Crawling( hours) Working,below,ground
Kneeling( hours) Unusual fatigue factors (specify)
Repeated bending ( hours) Working with hands in water/chemicals
Climbing,legs only ( hours) Vibration
Climbing,use of legs,and arms Working closely with others
Both legs r,e_quired" ' Working'alone
.
"
'Operation of truck or other motor vehicle Protracted or irregular hours of work
Ability for rapid mental and muscular Other (specify below),
coordination sunu1taneously
Near vision at or near 20/20
Far vision at or near 20/20
Ability to distinguish basic colors
Hearing (aid pennitted)
Hearing without aid
Specific hearing requirements (specify)
EmotionallMental Stability (specify on
reverse side)
Other (specify)
.
Physician Statement: The above named
individual (is; is Dot) able to work under
the conditions circled above.
" Address .Physician ~ignature «
.
.
Telephone.
'
Date
91
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APPENDIX L
. ',... .
, NJAGARA '''HEA TFJELD CENTRAL SCHOOL DJSTRJCT' .
1\1ED)'CAL A UTE ORlZA TJON-FOR STAN~ARD A?\'DAUT01\1A 1)C BUS' ,
'.
.
.'
...
.
0'
, Patient NarJle: Diagnosis:
Date of Orig1na1 Injury: Next Appointment:
'.
. .. . .. .
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
...
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . ..' . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .'. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . ............ . . ... .. . . . . . ..... ...
.. . .. .
,
'
o.
Please cbeck/complete aD that apply. , 0, .
, May drive standard bu. hours/day. "
o .
May not drive standard bUi.
May drive, automatic ,bus . hours/day.
May not drive 8utomadc bus. .:
,
'
Able to drive ,witbout restrictioDl. 0 0000
,
.
R~Stricdons in effeCt until '
o.
o May operate manual door opener.
, ,
Not abJeto operate manual door opener. . .
o ,
If in automauc bus is not, avai!abJe,empJC?yeecan drive a standard/manual
controUed vehicle to cO,mpJetes~
Please 'circle: YES NO ..
Physician's Signature Date
~
Printed Name: 'Pbone:
Address: .
", 0
. ,
.
f
.
McdronDI
'
,
'
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APPENDIX M
School Bus Drh'er Ph)'~ic21 Perfor'mance Test Guidelines
1\fedical Clearance
Employee Name: , ,Position:
Sf and ard .# 1: Climb and descend bus steps.
JVfeasurement: Climb and descend the bus steps 3 times withi'n 30 seconds.
Sfand ard # 2: Have quick reaction time iTomthrottle to brake.
J\feasurement: Demonstrateth'e abiHty to, alternately actiyate the thr~tt1e and brake Co~~1so' 0
ten times in 10 seconds.
StBndard #I3: 0 Repeatedly depress dutch and/~r brake pedals.
"
J\feasu'rement: Depress and hold,the brake peda1s'minimum of3 'seconds, '5
consecutive times. In vebic1es equipped with s clutch, the, driver must
depre~s,and hold the dutch pedal for the ,dura'tion o~the brake pedal t~~'
SfandBrd #I4: Repeatedly'open and d,ose a manuaJJy operated bus entrance door.
]\feasurement: Manua]]y open and close the bus entrance ~oor 3 co~seCutive time~.
: StandBrd #I5: Op~~atehand controls simultaneously and quickly.
Measurement: ' , Demonstrated while the yehicle is in motion, with the driver operanDS a
minimum of 2 hand controls on both sides of the steering wheel, while
maintaining control of the ,vehicle at all times. Each response must be
completed
'
within 8 seconds of the request.,
.
Standard #I6: ~xit quickly oneself,and stud~nts fTom an emergency door.
Measurement: " Starting in s 'seatbelted position, leave the driver's seatan4 exit tbe bus
'
iTom the rear most floor level emergency door exit within 20' seConds.
Standard #17: Carry,or'drag individuais in a bus emergency proced~.
Measurement: Demonstrate tbe abitity to drag or carry a 125 pound object 30 feet in 30
secOnds. ~
pleasecircle
"The above named individual (is, is not) able to perfonn the above performance te~. '
.. .
.'
.
,. . . .
,
'
,
Comments:
.'.8
PhonePhysician SignatureDate
Medfarm2 ,
'
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